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Introduction
In modern drug design, lead optimization is usually performed in a stepwise fashion by adding and replacing functional groups at a given lead
scaffold. Promising lead scaffolds with systematically varied substituents
are synthesized and the structural variations are correlated with observed
trends in binding affinity. Assigning contributions to particular functional
groups, to estimate by how much an added group will enhance the binding
affinity, is on first sight a very pragmatic but often misleading approach and
does not follow simple additivity rules. The resulting structure–activity
relationships frequently do not reflect the expected gradual changes in a
congeneric ligand series. Often enough, the thermodynamic binding profiles
of such ligands are modulated or can switch unpredictably and unexpected
candidates surprisingly turn out to be the highest affinity binders of a
series.
The binding affinity to be optimized is a Gibbs free energy, which is the
sum of an enthalpic and an entropic contribution, which usually cannot be
factorized into simple additive functional group contributions. Regarding
the complexity of the protein-ligand complex formation, one must consider
that changes in ∆G0 , ∆H 0 and T ∆S 0 reflect how the system is modified
as a whole. Often such effects on binding affinity are not obvious, as they
are frequently masked by a mutual compensation of binding enthalpy and
entropy resulting in only a minor change in the Gibbs free energy.

xiii
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Nevertheless, a thoroughly combined analysis of both, thermodynamic
terms along with structural information, as presented in many studies
described in this thesis, provides profound insights into the underlying
structure–activity relationships.
In the present thesis two aspects have been studied that are recognized as
increasingly import for rational computer-aided drug design.
The first aspect relates to the influence of water on the non-additivity of
functional group contributions to the binding affinity (Chapter 2) and it is
important to elucidate the driving forces behind the so-called hydrophobic
effect (Chapter 3). Using high resolution crystal structures allowed us
to explain and correlate observed changes in the thermodynamic binding
profiles with changes in the local solvation structure on the molecular level
(Chapter 4).
As a model system to investigate the influence of water on thermodynamic
binding profiles we used the zinc metalloprotease thermolysin (TLN).
Because the TLN has itself a rather rigid geometry and because the studied
congeneric ligands differ only slightly, many important aspects of the
binding process, e.g. ligand desolvation and differences in ligand conformational properties can be assumed as virtually identical in the comparison
of the protein-ligand binding event. The most important observation is the
fact that water molecules do not interact with the solutes as separate and
independent particles, but rather as “supramolecular assemblies” reflecting
repeatedly occurring geometric arrangements. These local assemblies are
parts of a large hydrogen-bonded network. Undoubtedly, the completeness
and quality of the formed local network influences binding entropy and
enthalpy in a systematic manner. This suggests that, rational approaches
will have to incorporate concepts how to regard and optimize solvent
exposure of molecular surfaces. For this purpose, we developed a molecular
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dynamics (MD) simulation protocol, with which we successfully predicted
the detailed solvation structure around different TLN-inhibitor complexes
(Chapter 5).
In reality, however, most proteins are more flexible than TLN, for which the
factorization of the thermodynamic profile correlates remarkably well with
high resolution crystal structures. Thus, in the second part of this thesis,
it was investigated whether such correlations can also be observed for
more flexible proteins. Therefore, the properties of several lin-benzopurine
derivatives binding to the tRNA-modifying enzyme tRNA-guanine transglycosylase (TGT) were investigated.
In a straight-forward computer-aided drug design procedure, e.g. docking,
the protein part is regarded as virtually rigid while the ligands are flexible.
More sophisticated docking methods take protein side chain flexibility
into account, to reflect, e.g. an induced-fitting upon ligand binding. But
such methods are not capable to describe the highly dynamic changes as
observed for TGT.
To inhibit TGT, which is only active as a homodimer, we followed
different concepts by either blocking the active site (Chapter 7), but
also by destabilizing the protein-protein interface of the homodimer. We
demonstrated that ligands differing merely by an exocyclic amino group
trigger large-scale rearrangements in the protein structure (Chapter 8).
Therefore, changes in the thermodynamic profile, which relate to the
entire protein-ligand binding process and the involved protein flexibility,
prevent that individual contributions can be assigned to single interactions
or individual binding steps. Despite of the available high-resolution
crystal structure of TGT and its complexes, some uncertainties in the
models remain. For example, active-site ligands that insert a needle-like
rigid substructure into the protein-protein interface (Chapter 9), to

xv
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perturb certain hot spot regions in order to destabilize the homodimer,
are not fully visible in the crystal structures due to an ill-defined electron
density. By use of different modeling techniques such as MD simulations we provide a model in agreement with experimental data. The
simulations reveal how a loop region in TGT, despite its high flexibility,
prevents solvent access of the residues forming the protein-protein interface.
The research in the present thesis about the two aspects — the influence of
water and protein flexibility — allow for a better understanding of fundamental aspects of protein-ligand binding. Taking such aspects into account
will make computational simulations more complex, but hopefully better
in predicting ligand-binding affinity, as well as the molecular recognition
process.

xvi

Part I
TLN: the thermolysin model
system

1

1

Chapter 1

TLN introduction

Although the zinc-dependent metallopeptidase thermolysin (TLN) is not
a pharmaceutically relevant target, it is even more valuable for academic
research to identify and to understand very fundamental aspects of the
ligand binding process. Based on accurate structural and thermodynamic
analyses, we were able to establish TLN as a model to study basic steps in
protein–ligand binding, which are important for modern computer-aided
drug design. In the past, the focus in computational drug design was based
on important and obvious features, such as surface complementarity and
optimization of interaction geometries between protein binding site and
bound ligand. However, both features, largely to ignore the involvement
water molecules that are ubiquitously present throughout any step of the
protein–ligand binding process.
Water molecules in the protein binding pocket take a significant impact on
the ligand binding pose. Tightly bound water molecules are competitors
to ligand. Often, they are energetically expensive to displace, and can
alter the shape and electrostatic properties of the binding site, which is of
paramount importance for protein–ligand recognition. These shape features
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and the electrostatic properties are considered in many structure-based
computer design approaches, for example, to limit the search space during
docking. Water molecules that are misplaced or ignored but essentially
to find a correct binding pose, will lead to distorted and often results of
limited use in further design.
If water molecules are observed experimentally, e.g. via X-ray crystallography, in the binding site, mediating interactions between the binding
partners, one can assume that they occupy an energetically reasonable
positions with respect to the equilibrated system. The observation appears
quite simple, but the exact explanation why it occurs is simple to rationalize. Especially not, if the energetic components should be modeled correctly
in a computer-aided drug design. Analyzing the individual contributions
of enthalpy and entropy to binding affinity, e.g. via isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC), is a first step, that provides valuable information on
this complex matter.
Enthalpic contributions to the free energy of binding are frequently estimated by empirical scoring functions often based on force fields. Typically,
they assess the interactions, which depend strongly on geometrical aspects.
Hydrogen bonds, for example, have preferred distances and angles.
Entropic components are often considered by the number of freely rotatable
bonds that became immobilized upon binding. However, during the binding
process both binding partner have to be desolvated, and the newly formed
complex has to be solvated across the newly formed common surface (at
least in parts). The release of previously firmly fixed water molecules
may compensate the entropic loss of the ligand. Desolvation, solvation,
and the rearrangements of networks of water molecules strongly influence
the entropic component of the free energy. A computational approach
that tries to estimate the entropy as additional term via changes of the

4

hydrophobic surfaces before and after protein–ligand complex-formation is
not sufficient, as will be shown in Chapter 4.
Water molecules arrange in networks that adopt many different architectures. This results in a variety of polyhedral structures that can even
accommodate non-polar host molecules. As “supramolecular assemblies”
these polyhedral structures have a distinct structuring effect on the protein,
the ligand, and the protein–ligand complex. An important feature of
ligand binding and structure–activity relationship analyses is the influence
of these assemblies on the individual entropic and enthalpic contributions
of binding affinity.
Based on our work on TLN — presented in this part of the thesis —
we were able to study characteristic features of molecular networks of
water molecules in binding by considering two very different experimental
methods. Two series of structurally closely related ligands binding to TLN
were observed by high-resolution crystal structure analyses. Favored by the
outstanding quality of these crystal structures, water molecules could be
assigned to the electron density even around larger, hydrophobic surfaces
of convex shape, e.g. by the P2 ’ substituent sticked out of the S2 ’ pocket.
These structural findings were complemented by relative thermodynamic
binding data obtained by ITC, which provide insights into the driving
forces associated with hydrophobic binding to the S2 ’ pocket of TLN.
Unfortunately, no absolute binding data could be recorded, as the ITC
results are superimposed by the displacement of the Val–Lys proteolysis
product from the protein (see Section 2.2.2). Furthermore, ITC measurements are likely affected by superimposed systematic errors which make
comparisons on absolute scale rather impossible. Since we always perform
relative comparisons between closely related, congeneric ligand series, and
we solely interpret the trends of the entropy/enthalpy signatures, we were
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able to correlate particular changes and patterns in the water networks
with the thermodynamic profiles.
The two series of congeneric ligands with gradually growing hydrophobic
substituent only differ, whether or not, a carboxylate group has been added
terminally to the parent ligand scaffold (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Crystal structures of thermolysin (PDB ID 3T74). The
Connolly surface of the protein and the scaffold of the parent ligand is shown
in white. Two series of congeneric ligand have been established. In the
first series, the terminal carboxylate group (green) is present. The second
series lacks this functional group. Hydrophobic P2 ’ groups of increasing
size and volume are terminally substituted. The smallest substituent is a
hydrogen atom. The methyl group (yellow) indicates the exit vector.
In Chapter 2 on page 9, the first two ligands of each series (P2 ’ = H or
methyl, each with and without the carboxylate group) are discussed and
demonstrate an impressive example for non-addidivity of functional group
contributions. As the four ligands differ only in the combination of the
methyl and the carboxylate groups, the thermodynamic data illustrate
a clear and surprisingly non-additive behavior. This behavior could be
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attributed to characteristic changes in the observed water structure around
the bound ligand and the local protein environment. For the first time, we
had an indication that affinity changes are related to rearrangements of
the first solvation layer next to the S2 ’ pocket. Surprising, the addition
of a methyl group to the carboxylated ligand (see TLN–3 → TLN–4 in
Figure 2.5d on page 28) increases the affinity by −5.7 kJ mol−1 along with
extensive enthalpy/entropy partitioning. This cannot be explained by the
added methyl group alone. In the carboxylated ligand lacking the methyl
group, the local water molecules network is unfavorably ruptured. The
addition of the methyl group provides extra favorable interaction sites, so
that a contiguously connected network can be established.
This case shows impressively, that arguments using additivity considerations of molecular portions within a compound series, can be quite
misleading, concerning the further ligand design. Each new compound
has to be considered individually. Enthalpic and entropic contributions to
the binding affinity are hardly be additive in terms of functional groups
contributions.[1]
In Chapter 3 on page 35, we show the hydrophobic effect has to be
understood as a structural phenomenon, determined by the properties of
the surrounding water molecules. The concept of the hydrophobic effect
is strongly biased by theoretical concepts and computer simulations. In
contrast, we approached the concept on molecular level. Water molecules
show a strong structural tendency to form networks. The local water
networks take major impact on the thermodynamic properties of the
formed complexes.
The structural basis for this chapter is the first series featured by the
attached terminal carboxylate group. It starts with a remarkable gain
in ∆∆G0 between the H and methyl substituent at P2 ’ position. As an
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important site, we identified the “capping water” position on top of the
carboxylate group, which is additionally stabilized by the P2 ’ substituent
in the more potent ligands (ligands 2 to 5 in Chapter 3). The importance
of this position was also indicated in the first publication corresponding to
Chapter 2. If the capping position is occupied by a stable water molecule,
a hydrogen bond network can establish from the protein (Asn112), via
the carboxylate group, spanning around the P2 ’ portion, back to the
carboxylate group.
The second, non-carboxylated series is discussed in Chapter 4 on page
63. Throughout the series, these changes in ∆∆G0 , ∆∆H 0 , and −T ∆∆S 0
correlate remarkably well with the geometric differences of water molecules
arranged adjacent to the P2 ’ substituents. The ligands with medium-sized
P2 ’ substituents exhibit the highest affinities. Presumably, because they
seal the S2 ’ pocket of TLN perfectly well, and the solvation patterns fit
optimally around the protein–ligand complexes.
The individual solvation pattern resulting from differences of one single
methyl group can strongly perturb and shift the thermodynamic signature
between ligands. The remarkable gain in ∆∆G0 between the carboxylated
ligands with the H and the methyl substituent, was attributed to their
solvation patterns. In Chapter 5 on page 101 we use molecular dynamics
simulation to predict individual solvation patterns. For ligands with known
structure, we show the successful prediction of solvation sites that match
the crystallographic findings very well. We could even reproduce the
unfavorable rupture in the solvation network of the unsubstituted ligand,
and, in contrast, the contiguously connected chain of the methylated
analogue. Additionally, our established protocol was used to predict
putative solvation sites for ligands with unknown binding mode.
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2

Chapter 2

Non-additivity of
Functional Group
Contributions

Introductory remark This chapter is based on the article and the corresponding Supporting Information of “Water Makes the Difference: Rearrangement of Water Solvation Layer Triggers Non-additivity of Functional
Group Contributions in Protein–Ligand Binding.” by Adam Biela, Michael
Betz, Andreas Heine, and Gerhard Klebe. Published in ChemMedChem
(2012).[2] My contribution to this paper was the thoughtful preparation
and representation of structural data, and the interpretation. Only by
the protein alignment and mutual superposition of the structures, the
visualization of atoms, surfaces, and electron density maps, we have been
able to identifying and discuss correlations between the crystallographic
data and thermodynamic data. I verified our statements concerning the
“capping water” by using DrugScoreX and the CCDC database. I estimate
my own contribution to 30%.
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2 Non-additivity of Functional Group Contributions

Abstract
The binding of four congeneric peptide-like thermolysin inhibitors has
been studied by high-resolution crystal structure analysis and isothermal
titration calorimetry. The ligands differ only by a terminal carboxylate
and/or methyl group. A surprising non-additivity of functional group contributions for the carboxylate and/or methyl groups is detected. Adding
the methyl first and then the carboxylate group results in a small Gibbs
free energy increase and minor enthalpy/entropy partitioning for the first
modification, whereas the second involves a strong affinity increase combined with large enthalpy/entropy changes. However, first adding the
carboxylate and then the methyl group yields reverse effects: the acidic
group attachment now causes minor effects, whereas the added methyl
group provokes large changes. As all crystal structures show virtually
identical binding modes, affinity changes are related to rearrangements
of the first solvation layer next to the S2 ’ pocket. About 20 − 25 water
molecules are visible next to the studied complexes. The added carboxylate
groups perturb the local water network in both carboxylated complexes,
and the attached methyl groups provide favorable interaction sites for
water molecules. Apart from one example, a contiguously connected water
network between protein and ligand functional groups is observed in all
complexes. In the complex with the carboxylated ligand, which still lacks
the terminal methyl group, the water network is unfavorably ruptured.
This results in a surprising thermodynamic signature showing only a minor
affinity increase upon carboxylated group attachment. Because the further
added methyl group provides a favorable interaction site for water, the
network can be reestablished, and a strong affinity increase with a large
enthalpy/entropy signature is then detected.
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2.1 Introduction
Hit-to-lead optimization generally follows chemical modifications that
involve the addition and replacement of functional groups on a given
parent scaffold. This idea of adding chemical groups by forming and
breaking chemical bonds has strongly influenced our conceptual thinking
in assigning particular functional group contributions to estimate how
much an added group will enhance the binding affinity of a promising lead
candidate.[3–5] This approach, however, completely ignores that every novel
molecule is, on its own, a new species that will interact with the target
protein in its own specific way. From a physicochemical point of view
this strategy of designing molecules by adding affinity contributions of
functional groups and assigning Gibbs free energy increments to particular
interactions is perhaps pragmatic, but fundamentally wrong, and can
therefore be quite misleading. Binding affinity is a free energy composed of
enthalpy and entropy and cannot be additive in terms of functional group
contributions.[1]
The importance of this non-additivity (sometimes called “cooperativity”)
was first indicated by Williams et al.[6–8] Kawai et al. reported non-additive
effects with respect to chemical ligand modifications in HCV protease binding using a chemical double-mutant cycle.[9] In a series of studies on ligand
binding to thrombin, we reported on non-additivity of hydrogen bonding
related to the simultaneous formation of hydrophobic contacts.[10,11] At the
molecular level the observed non-additivity is explained by differences in
the residual mobility of bound ligand portions: the strength of a hydrogen
bond influences the dynamic properties of a formed complex. Therefore,
properties such as the degree of hydrophobic surface portions of a ligand
in a binding pocket that becomes buried upon complex formation must be
regarded under dynamic conditions. If greater residual mobility is given,
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formally the burial is less efficient (or less frequently experienced on the
time scale) than if the residual mobility is decreased, for example, as a
consequence of an adjacent, more tightly fixed hydrogen bond. Often
such effects are not highly transparent in binding affinity, as, with respect
to thermodynamic factorization, enthalpy and entropy mutually compensate each other and only a minor contribution to the Gibbs free energy
remains.[12,13] However, by partitioning enthalpy and entropy along with
the investigation of structural properties, these effects become clear.
Dynamic properties are one explanation at the molecular level for the
incidence of non-additivity. There are likely many more mechanisms
responsible for such phenomena. In the current study, we report on
non-additivity determined by changes in the local hydration pattern that is
formed next to a binding site and which will be perturbed and influenced
by the presence of the bound ligands.
The importance of water in the binding process has received increasing
appreciation in drug design.[14–16] However, it is predominantly focused on
general contributions of solvation and desolvation: the release or pick-up of
water molecules in a formed complex or the role of water at interstitial sites,
mediating contacts between ligand and protein. The influence of water
next to a binding site and mediating the transition from the bound ligand
to the bulk water phase is difficult to take into consideration. However,
these immediate layers of structured (or well-ordered) water molecules
arranged in contiguous but locally perturbed networks are also determinant
for binding and, as shown in this contribution, along with an alternate
interpretation of the data by Nasief et al.[17] who reached a similar general
conclusion that water is involved in cooperativity, can take substantial
influence on non-additivity of functional group contributions and the
partitioning of enthalpy and entropy in the binding process.[18]
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As a model system we investigated the binding of four congeneric peptidomimetic phosphonamidate inhibitors to thermolysin (TLN), a zinc
endopeptidase from B. thermoproteolyticus. This protease has been broadly
characterized and frequently used as representative for the entire class of
zinc-dependent metalloproteases.[19–21] A combined study of high-resolution
crystallography and isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was performed.
Fortunately, the crystals of the four investigated complexes diffracted
sufficiently well to disclose important parts of the solvation pattern of
the first water layer around the S2 ’ pocket of the protease, the region in
which the chemical structure of the studied ligand series was modified. At
their termini either an additional methyl group or carboxylate group were
attached, or both modifications were considered simultaneously (Figure 2.1,
1-4).

2.2 Results
2.2.1 Crystallography
Resolution required for determining solvation patterns
To systematically study the changes in the water arrangement next to a
binding pocket by crystallography, highly resolved crystal structures are
required, as the number of observed water molecules can be affected by
the resolution of the diffraction data.[22] Statistics show that, on average,
one water molecule per residue is included in the model at 2.0 Å resoluion,
whereas at 1.0 Å resolution, ∼ 1.6 − 1.7 are crystallographically located.[22]
The data presented herein were recorded by use of synchrotron radiation
to achieve the best possible resolution of the thermolysin complexes of 1-4,
determined with good to excellent resolution (1.60−1.28 Å). Assignment
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Figure 2.1: Thermodynamic cycle for the structural changes from 1
(orange) to 2 (blue), 3 (magenta) and 4 (green). Along the red pathways attachment of an additional methyl group is performed, whereas
the green pathways involve addition of an extra carboxylate group.
The relative differences in the thermodynamic properties are given
(∆∆G0 , ∆∆H 0 , −T ∆∆S 0 ); all values are in kJ mol−1 . For Ligand 2, the
values of entropy and enthalpy were interchanged in the original publication. The corrected values given here are taken from the publication
corresponding to Chapter 4.
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of the various water molecules was based on the interpretation of the
difference electron density maps. A peak must exhibit a height of at least
3 σ in the difference electron density map to be interpreted as a water
molecule.
Binding mode of the ligand scaffolds
The crystal structures of the four inhibitors comprising a Cbz–Gly–(PO2– )–
l-Leu–NH2 –P2 ’ scaffold (Cbz: carboxybenzyl; P2 ’: CH3 (1), CH2 CH3
(2), CH2 COOH (3), CH(CH3 )COOH (4); Figure 2.1) were determined in
complex with thermolysin. The difference electron density of the scaffold is
well defined for each; a representative depiction is shown for 4 (Figure 2.2).
The Cbz–Gly–(PO2– )–l-Leu portions of all four ligands bind in a virtually
identical manner (Figure 2.2). The terminal Cbz groups are located with
highly conserved geometry next to the zinc ion in the unspecific S1 pocket.
The perpendicular orientation of the CH2 groups to the attached phenyl
rings corresponds to the preferred torsion angle for this connection. The
phenyl rings of these groups interact with CD2 of Phe114 through van
der Waals contacts (4.0−4.1 Å), and they find additional interactions
with Phe114 and Tyr106 of a neighboring crystal mate. Furthermore,
they are fixed in position by interactions of the carbonyl oxygen of the
adjacent Trp115, which is oriented toward the center of the neighboring
Cbz phenyl rings (3.8−4.1 Å). A glycerol molecule, captured from the
cryo buffer, is detected below the Cbz phenyl ring in all complexes, and a
neighboring DMSO molecule is present in the crystal packing. Another
glycerol molecule could be detected close to Asn112. We carefully checked
the local neighborhood and the interactions formed by these molecules
picked up from the cryo buffer, but no significant differences could be
detected between the four complexes that might influence the binding of
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the ligands. In all examples the carbonyl group of the Cbz carbamide group
adopts two conformations. In one conformer, the carbonyl oxygen orients
toward Phe114 (3.4−3.6 Å to CB); in the other, the carbonyl oxygen atom
is involved in an adjacent network of water molecules (see below). The
occupancy of the two conformations refined to 50 − 63% for the conformer
toward Phe114 and to 37 − 50% toward the water network.
Regarding the contacts to the zinc ion, the phosphonamidate scaffold interacts in a monodentate fashion, with one oxygen atom being directed toward
zinc (1.9−2.0 Å) and the other oxygen toward OE1 of Glu143 (2.5−2.6 Å,
Figure 2.2b). The adjacent phosphonamidate NH group forms a hydrogen
bond to the backbone carbonyl of Ala113 (2.8−2.9 Å). The isobutyl group
of the central leucine portion fits perfectly into the hydrophobic S1 ’ pocket
and forms multiple van der Waals contacts to the neighboring hydrophobic
pocket residues (e.g., Phe130, Leu133, Val139, Ile188, and Leu202; Figure
2.2b). The distances of these van der Waals contacts range from 3.7 to
4.1 Å.
The four inhibitors differ by their terminal P2 ’ group. Nevertheless, remarkable conservation of the binding modes is also given here. Thus,
the terminal methyl group in 2 matches well with that in 4, and the
carboxylate groups of 3 and 4 superimpose perfectly. The carboxylate
groups of 3 and 4 form a most likely charge-assisted stacking interaction
(3.4−3.7 Å) with the side chain of His231. In summary, with respect to
the binding modes, all four inhibitors of the series show virtually the same
orientations. In all complexes a further glycerol molecule is found above
the carboxyamide terminus of Asn112.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Overall binding mode as observed in the representative crystal
structure of TLN–4; water molecules are omitted for clarity. a) The protein
binding pocket is indicated by the grey solvent-accessible surface, and the
green mesh encloses the Fo − Fc difference electron density at the 3 σ
level. The Cbz group is oriented toward the S1 pocket which shows a
glycerol molecule below the phenyl ring of the Cbz group. A further
glycerol molecule is detected next to Asn112 in the S2 ’ pocket. A DMSO
molecule is found adjacent. b) The ligand coordinates the catalytic zinc
ion (blue-grey sphere) in a monodentate fashion. Coordinating residues are
shown, with prominent interactions indicated by dashed lines. Distances
are given in Å. Nitrogen: blue, oxygen: red, phosphorous: orange, carbon:
green/grey.
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Solvation structure around the ligands
Due to the remarkable diffraction power of the studied crystals, the first
layers of the solvation structure next to the binding pockets are well determined and can be compared across the four complexes. Major differences
become obvious next to the S2 ’ pocket, particularly here, as the four inhibitors differ in their substitution pattern. Clearly, the terminal methyl
and negatively charged carboxylate groups induce different degrees of
ordering (Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.5; color coding: TLN–1 orange, TLN–2
blue, TLN–3 magenta, TLN–4 green).
In all complexes in the local neighborhood of the S2 ’ pocket (10 Å sphere
around the P2 ’ substituent), more than 20 water molecules can be assigned
to the difference electron density (Figure 2.3). They are found with mutual
distances between 2.5 and 2.3 Å, suggesting the formation of an extended
hydrogen bonding network that also involves contacts to functional groups
of either the ligand or the protein. Motifs of contiguous chains and rings
are observed (Figure 2.3). Cyclic patterns with five and six water molecules
are generated that have frequently been detected — at least in part —
next to protein surfaces.[23]
The four complexes show slightly different numbers of assigned water
molecules which seems to correlate with the resolution of the determined crystal structures. For example, the complex with 4 (Figure 2.3d),
which diffracted to 1.28 Å resolution, shows the greatest number of water
molecules. This fact makes it difficult to compare the absolute numbers of
water molecules across the series of complexes, particularly with respect
to a relative inventory of released or picked-up water molecules. The
distances along the water chains vary, and it is possible that they correlate
with the strength of the formed hydrogen bonds. The occupancies and
B-factors of the refined water positions change with increasing distance
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(a) TLN–1: CH3

(b) TLN–2: CH2 CH3

(c) TLN–3: CH2 COO–

(d) TLN–4: CH(CH3 )COO–

Figure 2.3: Binding modes of 1-4 together with the local water pattern as
observed in the crystal structures; the protein binding pocket is indicated
by the solvent-accessible surface of TLN–4. a) TLN–1, carbon atoms and
water molecules in orange, b) TLN–2, carbon atoms and water molecules
in blue, (This caption continues on the following page . . . )
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Figure 2.3: (continued caption from page 19) c) TLN–3, carbon atoms
and water molecules in magenta, d) TLN–4, carbon atoms and water
molecules in green. Important residues next to the S2 ’ pocket are labeled.
The local water network that wraps around the terminal ligand group
(1: CH3 , 2: CH2 CH3 , 3: CH2 COO– , 4: CH(CH3 )COO– ) is highlighted
by red bars. In all complexes, a two-membered water chain (encircled in
yellow) is formed between the ligands and Asn227/Asp226. In TLN–1
and TLN–2 the water network that wraps around the terminal groups
starts with the water molecule encircled in cyan. For 1, 2, and 4 it shows
a contiguous chain connecting all the way from Asn112 to the backbone
carbonyl group of Asn111. Next to the latter group two water molecules
(encircled in green) are repelled from the complexes with 2 and 4. In
contrast, the latter ligands capture two water molecules (encircled in red)
through van der Waals contacts with the terminal methyl group. The water
molecule encircled in black becomes involved in a hydrogen bond with the
carboxylate group in 3 and 4. The water network breaks in TLN–3 (blue
dashed arrow).
from the protein surface and the presence of adjacent polar groups, which
can reinforce a more firm fixation. Accordingly, the determined spatial
accuracy of individual water positions will be affected by residual mobility,
for example. Therefore, we refrain from any detailed considerations of
hydrogen-bond length variations.
Some confidence in the relevance of the observed water networks is suggested by the fact that the same motifs are recurrently indicated in all four
complexes, but with some important local perturbations induced by the
attachment of the different P2 ’ substituents. A two-membered water chain
(highlighted by yellow circles, Figure 2.3) is formed between the C−O group
of the Cbz portion, the carboxamide of Asn227, and the carboxylate group
of Asp226. In the complexes TLN–1 and TLN–2 the first water molecule in
this chain interacts through an additional water molecule (Figure 2.3 cyan
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circle) with the carboxamide group of Asn112; in TLN–3 and TLN–4 the
latter water molecule is replaced by one of the carboxylate oxygen atoms.
In the complexes with 1 and 2 a water network (highlighted by red bars) is
formed that wraps around the terminal hydrophobic methyl or ethyl group.
It contiguously connects the carboxyamide of Asn112 with the backbone
carbonyl group of Asn111. Due to the steric demand of the larger ethyl
group in TLN–2 two water molecules, hydrogen bonded to Asn111 (C−O),
which are present in TLN–1 (Figure 2.3b, red circles). Interestingly, in
TLN–4 the latter two water molecules are observed at very similar spatial
positions (Figure 2.3d, red circles). The two derivatives 3 and 4 introduce
the strongly polarizing carboxylate group. It forms hydrogen bonds to
two water molecules along its anti direction[24] (Figures 2.3c and 2.3d).
Furthermore, it perturbs the water network along the distal syn direction,
and one water molecule (Figure 2.3 a-d, black circles) is dragged into a
hydrogen bond with the carboxylate group. This slight movement of the
water molecule toward the carboxylate group (cf. Figures 2.3b and 2.3c)
has consequences for TLN–3. In contrast to the other three cases, TLN–3
lacks the contiguously closed water network pattern: it breaks next to the
water molecule in the syn direction of the COO– group (Figures 2.3c and
2.5d, light-blue dashed arrow). To trace this difference between TLN–3
and TLN–4 we carefully inspected the electron density map in this region
(Figure 2.4). Although there is little residual difference electron density at
the 3 σ level next to the water molecule in syn direction of the carboxylate
group in TLN–3, this density extension is too close (1.3 Å) to assign an
additional water site; more likely it indicates enhanced anisotropic motion
of the latter water molecule. Therefore, we conclude that no additional
water is present to mediate a fully closed water network.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: 2Fo − Fc (blue, contour level 1 σ) and Fo − Fc (green, contour
level 3 σ) electron density in a) TLN–3 (ligand shown in magenta) and
b) TLN–4 (ligand shown in green) next to the region where the water
network is ruptured. The protein binding pocket is indicated by the grey
solvent-accessible surface of 4. Only in TLN–4 is a contiguously connected
network of water molecules found; in TLN–3 the network is broken.
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2.2.2 Isothermal titration calorimetry
Displacement and protonation steps
The binding thermodynamics were characterized for all four inhibitors
to thermolysin by ITC. Unfortunately, no absolute binding data could
be recorded, as the titrations are superimposed by the displacement of
the proteolysis product Val–Lys from the protein. At particularly high
concentrations, thermolysin tends to autoproteolysis, whereby the last
two C-terminal residues Val–Lys are cleaved off. Therefore, all measured
thermodynamic data are overlaid by a constant contribution resulting from
the displacement of Val–Lys upon inhibitor binding.[25] We can assume with
high confidence that this contribution is the same in all cases; however,
because we are only interested in relative differences within the ligand
series, the portion of the dipeptide replacement cancels out in the inventory.
The absolute values are listed in Table 2.1; however, in the following
descriptions and discussions only reference to the relative differences are
made (Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1, including the estimated standard deviations
of the measurements). Furthermore, ligand binding to thermolysin is
superimposed by the pick-up of a proton. The additional proton binds
to Glu143 next to the zinc ion.[26] The heat of ionization involved in this
protonation step will be constant across our narrow congeneric ligand
series. Accordingly, this contribution also cancels out in the attempted
relative comparison.
Thermodynamic data
Ligand 1 is the weakest binder. The addition of a second methyl
group to the terminal NCH3 group of 1 to reveal 2 relates to a more
exergonic binding of ∆∆G01→2 = −1.9 kJ mol−1 and partitions into an
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0
exothermic ∆∆H1→2
contribution of −5.1 kJ mol−1 and an entropically
0
favorable portion of −T ∆∆S1→2
= 3.2 kJ mol−1 (Figure 2.1). These
minor effects are also found if the terminus of 1 is decorated by a
carboxylate function to form 3. Gibbs free energy enhances only by
∆∆G01→2 = −1.0 kJ mol−1 , and again, this effect factorizes into a small
0
exothermic ∆∆H1→3
portion of −3.5 kJ mol−1 and a nearly compensating
0
unfavorable entropic effect of −T ∆∆S1→2
= 2.5 kJ mol−1 . Remarkably,
the addition of an acid group to the already methylated derivate 2
to achieve 4 improves affinity by ∆∆G02→4 = −4.7 kJ mol−1 , and the
addition of a methyl group to the carboxylated 3 to afford 4 reveals
∆∆G03→4 = −5.7 kJ mol−1 . Even more surprising, these affinity enhancements factorize into large exothermic and unfavorable entropic
0
0
contributions (∆∆H2→4
= −11.7 kJ mol−1 , −T ∆∆S2→4
= 6.1 kJ mol−1 ,
0
0
∆∆H3→4
= −13.3 kJ mol−1 , −T ∆∆S3→4
= 7.7 kJ mol−1 ). The thermodynamic data strikingly underscore the observation of non-additivity effects
in this ligand series.

Ligand

∆G0

∆H 0

−T ∆S 0

1 −31.8 ± 0.3 −15.5 ± 0.3 −16.3 ± 0.2
2 −33.7 ± 0.1 −20.6 ± 0.2 −13.1 ± 0.3
3 −32.8 ± 0.1 −19.0 ± 0.5 −13.8 ± 0.4
4 −38.5 ± 0.3 −32.4 ± 0.3 −6.1 ± 0.1
Table 2.1: Thermodynamic profiles of ligands 1 to 4 as determined by ITC
(in kJ mol−1 ). For 2, the values of entropy and enthalpy were interchanged
in the original publication. The corrected values given here are taken from
the publication corresponding to Chapter 4.
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2.3 Discussion
Drug optimization is usually performed in a stepwise fashion by adding
functional groups to a parent scaffold. In the present example the addition
of a methyl group to 1 enhances affinity by ∆∆G01→2 = −1.9 kJ mol−1 ,
and the attachment of a carboxylate group reveals an improvement of only
−1 kJ mol−1 . In a medicinal chemistry program these rather disappointing
effects would have possibly stopped further efforts to address the S2 ’ pocket.
Nonetheless, the combined affinity enhancement achieved by adding both
groups simultaneously to 1 to give 4 succeeds in the remarkable effect of
−6.7 kJ mol−1 . As this accounts for more than one order of magnitude in
the binding constant, this optimization would have likely been claimed as
promising.
We can also describe the observations differently (Figure 2.1). Taking the
pragmatic yet theoretically incorrect picture of additivity of functional
group contributions into consideration, the methyl group attachment from
1→2 enhances ∆∆ G0 by −1.9 kJ mol−1 , whereas it adds −5.7 kJ mol−1
from 3→4. Similarly, the additional carboxylate group enhances affinity
from 1→3 by only −1 kJ mol−1 , whereas it improves binding from 2→4
by −4.7 kJ mol−1 . This effect of non-additivity clearly demonstrates that
models of functional group additivities come to an end and can be rather
misleading.
Considering the thermodynamic factorization along the four optimization
pathways provides a more differentiated picture. Remarkably, the steps
1→2 and 1→3, which improve affinity only minimally, also factorize only
slightly into enthalpy and entropy, even though some mutual compensation
can be recognized. Following steps 2→4 and 3→4, along which more
significant affinity enhancements are observed, large enthalpic and entropic
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effects are experienced; however, they largely compensate. Nevertheless,
they suggest major changes in the binding and interaction features.
At this point crystal structure analyses should be consulted. As a matter
of fact, in the present case all four inhibitors adopt virtually the same
binding mode. Thus, any explanation of the observed non-additivity is
hardly evident from the ligand binding geometries. Accordingly, what else
can have an impact on binding affinity and perturb the thermodynamic
signature in this congeneric ligand series? As the addition of either a
hydrophobic methyl group (1→2) or the attachment of a polar carboxylate
function (1→3) results in minor affinity enhancements in both cases, ligand
desolvation costs alone cannot explain the observed trends.
Given their high quality, our crystals diffracted to high resolution, affording
insight into the local water structure formed next to the bound ligands. It
describes the gradual transition from the ligand-accommodated binding
pocket to the surrounding bulk water phase. Remarkable differences in
the produced water networks are evident. In all structures several water
molecules mediate, in chain-type fashion, interactions between the partly
exposed ligand functional groups and protein functional groups unsheltered
from the interior and next to the catalytic center. Multiple polygonal and
mutually fused ring patterns, composed of several water molecules, are
observed, but they are perturbed by the different substituents attached to
1-4 at their termini.
An extensive water chain wraps around the exposed hydrophobic alkyl
chain. It is even capped by an additional water molecule in the complexes
with 2 and 4, as the terminal methyl group provides additional van der
Waals contacts to host this water in favored position (Figure 2.3 b,d and
Figure 2.5 c,d, red circles and arrows). In contrast, the latter complexes
release two water molecules originally bound to the backbone carbonyl
group of Asn111 (Figures 3a,c and 4a,d, green circles). The terminal
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methyl groups in 2 and 4 require too much space to still host these water
molecules.
Crystallography provides, with the necessary care in discussing the geometry of such surface water layers, a fair number of perturbations across the
different networks. How does this structural evidence translate into changes
of the thermodynamic signature? The contributions of water to ligand
binding are rather tricky. In more simple cases, single water molecules that
are captured on interstitial positions to mediate an interaction between
ligand and protein show minor contributions to the Gibbs free energy of
binding.[26,27] Nevertheless, much larger changes in enthalpy and entropy
are experienced. An enthalpic gain is found due to the formation of new
water-mediated hydrogen bonds between the protein and ligand. This
effect is virtually compensated by entropy, as capturing the water molecule
is entropically unfavorable. These effects are possibly less outweighed if
charges are involved.[28] Thus, at first glance, it appears rather difficult to
relate the observed network changes with the thermodynamic signature
discovered for the different complexes.
In three of the four complexes (1, 2, and 4) a contiguous water chain spans
from the carbonyl oxygen atom of the Cbz group all the way through to
the backbone carbonyl oxygen of Asn111 and wraps around the terminal
ends of the bound ligands. The attached COO− groups in 3 and 4 replace
some (most likely three, Figure 2.5 b,c) of the water molecules present in
TLN–1 and TLN–2 and drag the water network toward their polar oxygen
atoms (Figure 3a,c and Figure 2.5 b,c, black circles), particularly to form
the syn hydrogen bond. In the complex with 3, however, the generated
water network remains ruptured and leaves a supposedly unfavorable break.
In 4 the water chain shows up again with continuous geometry, most likely
supported by the stabilizing van der Waals contacts to the now adjacent
methyl group. This observation is underscored by the fact that in TLN–2
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(a) TLN–1 (orange), -2 (blue)

(b) TLN–1 (orange), -3 (magenta)

(c) TLN–2 (blue), -4 (green)

(d) TLN–3 (magenta), -4 (green)

Figure 2.5: Mutual superposition of the crystal structures. The same
view direction is shown as in Figure 2.3. Solvent–accessible surface of
TLN–4 is shown in white. a), d): Two water molecules (encircled and
crossed in green) are repelled next to the backbone carbonyl group of
Asn111 due to the additional steric requirements of the extra methyl group
in 2. (This caption continues on the next page . . . )
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Figure 2.5: (continued caption from page 28) However, two water
molecules are picked up at sites next to the added methyl group (encircled in red and arrows, see Figure 2.3 for labels). b), c): The introduced
carboxylate group strongly perturbs the water network and replaces water
molecules in close proximity (black crosses). Simultaneously, the water
molecule next to the carboxylate’s distal syn site (encircled in black) is
dragged into a hydrogen bond and shifts slightly in space. In TLN–3 this
results in a rupture of the water-mediated network (d, blue dashed arrow).
at a very similar site, an additional water molecule is captured (Figure 2.5
c, red circles and arrows). The stabilizing effect of the methyl group is also
indicated by a second water binding site, which is present only in TLN–2
and TLN–4 (Figure 2.3 b,d, and Figure 2.5 a, c, d, red circles and arrows).
To support this stabilizing contribution of this water-to-methyl contact, we
inspected the frequency at which such contacts occur in crystal structures
(Figure 2.6).
Compared with 1, 3 shows only minor affinity enhancements with little
enthalpy and unfavorable entropy, even though a polar carboxylate group
is introduced. Supposedly the costly water network rupture prevents any
affinity enhancement resulting from the added polar group.
The addition of a methyl group from 3→4 results in a large increase in
affinity, which is enthalpically driven and partly compensated by an entropic
loss. The wrapping water chain is closed again and further stabilized by
the water molecule picked up at the capping position (Figure 2.3 b, and d,
Figure 2.5 a, c, and d, upper red circles). This latter site likely experiences
electrostatic interactions in TLN–4 with the adjacent carboxylate group
(3.6 Å); in TLN–3 no water molecule is found at this position. Following
the path from 1→2 shows minor exergonic effects but falls into a range
also found in other examples for methyl group attachments.[32,33]
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(a) TLN–4.

(b) DSX distribution.

(c) IsoStar distribution.

Figure 2.6: a) Five water molecules in TLN–4 with close contacts (yellow
dashed line) to the terminal methyl group of the ligand (3.8 − 4.0 Å). One
water molecule occupies a site perpendicular to the carboxylate group
(cyan arrow). b) Frequency distribution of intermolecular contacts between a water molecule and a terminal methyl group in crystal structures
deposited in the PDB. The histogram distribution was transformed according to the formalism in Drugscore (DSX)[29] into the depicted smoothed
distribution. The maximum indicates high occurrence at 380 pm (3.8 Å),
correlating with an energetically favorable arrangement. c) Distribution of
intermolecular contacts as compiled in IsoStar[30] between a carboxylate
group and water molecules. Apart from formed hydrogen bonds in the
plane of the carboxylate group, contacting water molecules at a position
above the best plane are also observed. The frequent population at this
site indicates favorable electrostatic interactions between a water molecule
and a carboxylate group. This favorable contact has also been described
in a comprehensive study by Paulini et al.[31]
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The observed small enthalpy/entropy signature most likely results from
the higher desolvation price to be paid for the added hydrophobic ligand
portion. Finally, the step 2→4 which adds the COO– group to the ligand
returns a fairly strong enhancement in affinity. It factorizes into a large
enthalpic gain and a strong entropic loss. This agrees with a signature
expected for the introduction of a polar functional group which creates
significant electrostatic effects and restructures the local water network
(Figure 2.5b, c, black crosses and arrows). Undoubtedly, the four ligands
require different energetic contributions for their desolvation; however, it
appears unlikely that similar non-additive effects will occur in the bulk
water phase giving rise to the observed thermodynamic signature. Even
if locally similar water networks are formed in the bulk phase around
the ligands as observed in the present thermolysin complexes, the highly
dynamic conditions in the solvent will likely level out cooperative effects.

2.4 Conclusion
The present structural and thermodynamic study of binding properties of
four closely related, highly congeneric ligands demonstrates the effects of
non-additivity of functional group contributions. As the binding mode of all
four inhibitors remains virtually unchanged, the observed affinity differences
must result from other contributions. Attachment of a methyl group to the
parent scaffold increases affinity by about −2 kJ mol−1 , a value expected for
a favorable methyl group placement. It also factorizes only slightly into an
unfavorable enthalpy and beneficial entropy. Adding a further carboxylate
group results in a pronounced affinity gain combined with large, yet largely
compensating exothermic and entropically unfavorable effects. Such a
profile is perhaps also expected for the attachment of a polar group, well
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suited to establish strong interactions with its environment. It introduces
charge-assisted hydrogen bonds assumed to be enthalpically favorable. At
the same time the intermolecular contacts become more stringent which
provokes a loss in entropy. Performing the attachments with inverted
sequence results in effects with reverse order. Why does the carboxylate
attachment now yield only about −1 kJ mol−1 in Gibbs free energy, and
why is hardly any enthalpy/entropy compensation detected? Clearly a
sole explanation in terms of desolvation costs is insufficient. Instead the
subsequently added methyl group provokes the strong affinity increase with
a large enthalpy/entropy compensation. Three of the complexes show a
contiguous and complete water network which wraps around the terminal
hydrophobic substituent and involves the carboxylate group. In the complex
with the carboxylated ligand 3, which still lacks the additional methyl
group and does not achieve the expected boost in affinity, the water network
is broken and appears incomplete. Supposedly this rupture is enthalpically
unfavorable and entropically beneficial, as it captures fewer water molecules.
Overall this counterbalances any favorable contributions resulting from
the introduction of the polar functional group (as observed for step 2→4).
This is, however, cured with the introduction of an additional methyl
group, as it allows the network to be re-established via the supply of a
favorable interaction site to host a water molecule (Figure 6a).
Our discussion remains a qualitative interpretation of the observed effects.
Although it might be tempting to embark onto a quantitative interpretation, we must keep in mind that we are comparing data taken from studies
performed under very different conditions. ITC data are recorded at ambient temperature in a buffered solution. Structural data were collected
in the crystalline phase at liquid nitrogen temperature (−196 ◦C). Can
there be any correlation between the solution and crystalline states at
that temperature? Recent comparative diffraction studies performed at
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ambient and low temperatures revealed differences in the scatter of side
chain torsion angles.[34] It is likely that such molecular degrees of freedom
remain to still allow motion and adjustment under the flash cooling protocol applied to freeze protein crystals for diffraction experiments. They will
adjust with temperature. Other motions involving larger rearrangements
cannot occur in the crystalline phase, such as complete rearrangements
of water surface layers. For these, the flash-cooled crystals will mirror
the situation at ambient temperature. Interestingly, we observed in many
examples a qualitative correlation of the B-factors which are attributed
to residual thermal motion in a crystal with entropic effects monitored
by ITC in solution.[10,32] We therefore believe that the consistencies in
data between ITC and crystal structure analyses are, at least qualitatively,
correlated and allow a conclusive discussion of structure with thermodynamics. This estimation matches well with considerations taken by
Nakasako, who compared solvation patterns of water molecules observed in
protein crystal structures under cryo conditions with other physicochemical
measurements.[35] He came to the remarkable conclusion that the amount
of hydration water molecules in cryogenic crystal structure analyses are
consistent with those around proteins in solution. Furthermore, we admit
that within our close ligand series, additional effects can add additional
but small contributions. Some parts might originate from desolvation, even
cooperative effects in the bulk phase for similar structural reasons cannot
be fully excluded; however, in our opinion, in the solvent they are of minor
importance. Finally, even though the studied series is very narrow, small
differences in the accessible conformational space of our four ligands can
also have an impact on the affinity differences, as we recently showed in a
congeneric series studied against thrombin.[26] However, we believe that
such effects are minor with respect to the large changes observed here,
particularly considering the partitioning in enthalpy and entropy.
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Two aspects can be learned from this study: First, the non-additivity of
functional group contributions can have different molecular origins; apart
from dynamics, local solvation patters can also be responsible. Second,
binding affinity and the enthalpy/entropy signature can be significantly
influenced by the water network formed as solvation layer next to a binding
pocket, as similarly concluded by Nasief et al.,[17] despite using different
arguments based on different considerations.
Regarding our routine computer tools in current use for modeling,[36] none
of these effects will be reflected by any means. This calls for for future
developments to improve such tools.

2.5 Experimental section
Detailed information about
• Synthesis,
• Isothermal titration calorimetry experiments, and
• Crystal structure determination along with parameters and refinement statistics
can be found in the publication corresponding to Chapter 2 (Adam
Biela, Michael Betz, Andreas Heine, and Gerhard Klebe. “Water Makes
the Difference: Rearrangement of Water Solvation Layer Triggers Nonadditivity of Functional Group Contributions in Protein-Ligand Binding”.
In: ChemMedChem 7.8 (Aug. 2012), pp. 1423–1434.
Coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with the
following accession ID codes:
• TLN–1 complex: 3T73
• TLN–2 complex: 3T8F
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• TLN–3 complex: 3T8G
• TLN–4 complex: 3T74

3

Chapter 3

The Hydrophobic Effect on
the Molecular Level

Introductory remark This chapter is based on the article and the corresponding Supporting Information of “Dissecting the Hydrophobic Effect
on the Molecular Level: The Role of Water, Enthalpy, and Entropy in
Ligand Binding to Thermolysin.” by Adam Biela, Nader N. Nasief, Michael
Betz, Andreas Heine, David Hangauer, and Gerhard Klebe. Published
in Angewandte Chemie (2013).[37] My contribution to this paper was the
thoughtful preparation and representation of structural data as in our
first thermolysin paper. Because of a consistent color coding of the structures, we found that pairwise similar thermodynamic profiles correlate
with pairwise similar solvation structures. I estimate my own contribution
to 25%.
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3.1 Introduction
The hydrophobic effect is viewed as the driving force for the aggregation
of nonpolar substances with extended lipophilic molecular surfaces in
aqueous solution through the exclusion of water molecules from the formed
interfaces.[38,39] It is usually quoted to explain why an oil/water mixture
spontaneously separates, why soluble proteins fold with a hydrophobic core
and a hydrophilic outer surface,[40,41] why membrane components assemble
as lipid bilayers and micelles, why membrane proteins are accommodated
in membrane segments, and why small molecules associate in protein
binding pockets with mutual burial of hydrophobic surfaces.[13] In the
latter instance, it is a general strategy in medicinal chemistry to improve
protein–ligand binding by increasing the ligand’s hydrophobic surface
which becomes buried in hydrophobic pockets of the target protein. In
all cases, the hydrophobic effect is considered to be the major force
of association. On the molecular level, this phenomenon is commonly
attributed to the displacement of water molecules arranged around the
hydrophobic surfaces, and entropic effects are made responsible to drive
this association. The entropic profile is related to changes in the degree of
ordering and the dynamic properties of the water molecules, which are
assumed to be more disordered in the bulk water phase relative to where
they were located prior to being displaced upon hydrophobic association.
Recent studies have demonstrated, however, that hydrophobic interactions
can originate either from enthalpy-driven or entropy-driven binding,
making simple explanations often presented for the hydrophobic effect
insufficient.[15,25,26,42–45] Also in computational design tools the handling of
explicit water molecules has received increasing recognition. Tools such as
WaterMap[46] and Szmap[47] try to take into account water structures in
drug design and the properties of individual water molecules are discussed
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in terms of enthalpy and entropy.

Figure 3.1: A schematic view of the binding pocket of thermolysin with
the bound ligand and the substitution pattern of the studied ligands 1-8.
In order to obtain a better understanding of the hydrophobic effect on
the molecular level and its role in protein–ligand binding, we embarked on
a systematic study using thermolysin (TLN) as a model system.[25] This
thermostable bacterial zinc metalloprotease from Bacillus thermoproteolyticus exhibits three specificity pockets of predominantly hydrophobic
nature (Figure 3.1). It has been considered a prototype for the entire
class of enzymes[48] owing to its highly conserved active-site architecture,
despite remarkable sequence differences to other zinc proteases. Potent
TLN inhibitors are often designed as transition-state analogues.[21,49,50] The
enzyme has been frequently used as a surrogate[20,51–54] for other metallo-
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enzymes against which new drugs are developed, and served as a model
system to test ideas[55,56] and new methodological concepts.[57]
TLN was one of the first crystallographically investigated metalloproteases[58,59] and its catalytic zinc ion is coordinated by His142, His146, and
Glu166. The adjacent S1 subsite is rather nonspecific and accommodates
hydrophobic ligand portions.[21] In contrast, the S1 ’ pocket is a deep
and well-defined cavity which hosts preferentially hydrophobic residues
(e.g. the side chains of Val, Leu, or Phe), and determines substrate
specificity.[60] The neighboring, more shallow and bowl-shaped S2 ’ pocket
is also of hydrophobic nature; however, it is more easily accessible to
water molecules from the bulk phase. Nevertheless, with respect to the
binding of ligand side chains, S2 ’ can host groups very similar to those
preferentially hosted by the S1 ’ pocket. Interestingly, across ligand series
with P1 ’ or P2 ’ side chains modified from Gly to Leu the inhibitory potency
increases strongly by 800-fold for the S1 ’ pocket whereas for S2 ’ only a
50-fold increase is experienced.[25] Furthermore, increasing the hydrophobic
interactions in the S1 ’ pocket is strikingly enthalpy-driven and not, as
assumed for the classical hydrophobic effect, entropically beneficial.[25]
The favorable enthalpic signal, observed for growing hydrophobicity of the
P1 ’ substituent in the congeneric series, was attributed to “poor solvation”
of the S1 ’ pocket. The latter property most likely does not relate to a
water-free enzyme pocket in the unbound state but to the accommodation
of several highly mobile water molecules which are scattered over multiple
positions and thus are hardly detectable by crystal structure analysis.
The situation is very different for the S2 ’ pocket where, based on recently
determined high-resolution crystal structures, a sophisticated arrangement
of a complex water network is observed next to the S2 ’ pocket that exerts
a dominant influence on the binding properties of the accommodated
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ligands.[2,17]
Homans et al.[15,42] reported a similar enthalpy-driven hydrophobic interaction which has also been attributed to suboptimal solvation of a
protein pocket. The desolvation enthalpy of the protein binding pocket is
greatly decreased so that overall the thermodynamic signature shifts to
an overwhelmingly enthalpy-driven Gibbs free energy of binding. Snyder
et al.[43] also reported an enthalpy-driven thermodynamic profile for
heterocyclic aromatic sulfonamides with increasing hydrophobic properties
against carbonic anhydrase. They explain the observed differences with
changes in the number and organization of well-ordered water molecules
in the binding site. In a study regarding the displacement of several wellordered water molecules from the S3/4 pocket of thrombin by increasingly
hydrophobic P3 substituents of peptidomimetic inhibitors, we observed
an entropy-driven signal.[26] In the field of host–guest chemistry, several
examples of complex formation have been reported to be driven either
by enthalpy or entropy improvement.[44,45] These studies indicate that
the thermodynamic signature of hydrophobic binding is determined by
changes in the water structure, and will depend on the properties of the
water molecules being reorganized during the binding process.
Since the S1 ’ and S2 ’ pockets of TLN exhibit opposite features with
respect to the observed solvation patterns, but can host chemically similar
ligand side chains, we embarked on the study of a congeneric series of
peptidomimetics which contain a step-by-step series of modifications in
the P2 ’ side chain. High-resolution crystal structures of the protein–ligand
complexes were analyzed in order to investigate the changes in the water
structure, as it is modulated by the interactions of the P2 ’ side chains.
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) data were recorded to complement
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crystallographic findings and to provide insights into the driving forces
associated with hydrophobic binding to the S2 ’ pocket of TLN.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Crystallography
The crystal structures of eight TLN inhibitors containing the Cbz–Gly–
(PO2– )–l-Leu–l–P2 ’ scaffold (Cbz = carboxy-benzyl, P2 ’ = Gly (1),
Ala (2), Et-Gly (3),Val (4), nPr-Gly (5), Ile (6), Leu (7), Phe (8); see
Figure 3.1) in complex with thermolysin have been determined at high
resolution (1.28−1.66 Å). Crystal structures with ligands 1, 2, and 7 were
studied previously.[2,25] The structures with 1 (TLN–1) and 2 (TLN–2)
were discussed in detail in Chapter 2 on page 9. For TLN–7, the original
data have been newly refined so that the same protocol could be applied
to all complexes. As the binding mode of the parent scaffold has been
already described,[2] we will briefly discuss the predominant interactions of
the ligand to TLN and focus only on novel structural features.
The electron density of the scaffold is well defined for all the studied
inhibitors (see 3 as a representative of the series in Figure 3.2). No
significant changes in the binding mode are observed among all ligands
(Figure 3.3a). The Cbz moiety binds to the unspecific S1 pocket and
the central phosphonamidate group coordinates in monodentate fashion
through one of its oxygen atoms to the zinc ion (2.0 Å), whereas the other
is hydrogen-bonded to OE1 of Glu143. The leucyl P1 ’ and the structurally
varied P2 ’ ligand side chains interact with the hydrophobic environment of
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Figure 3.2: Inhibitor 3 in complex with TLN. View of the active site with
the solvent-accessible surface of the protein in white. Water molecules are
not shown for clarity, the ligand is visualized by Fo − Fc difference electron
density (green) at 3 σ. The blue sphere represents the zinc ion.

(a) Superposition of ligands 1 - 8. Wa- (b) View on the water molecules patter molecules and cryo-buffer molecules tern next to the S2 ’ pocket.
are omitted for clarity.

Figure 3.3: Mutual superposition of all eight inhibitors of the compound
series. The fit is based on the coordinates of the Cα atoms of the TLN
protein. No significant derivations among the binding modes of the parent
scaffold can be observed.
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the S1 ’ and S2 ’ pockets, respectively (for further details see the Supporting
Information[37] ).
Major differences among the complexes are evident in the water network
adjacent to the S2 ’ pocket. This network is perturbed and modulated
by the size of the P2 ’ substituent. Unfortunately, not all complexes
could be determined at the same resolution; the complex of the valyl
derivative 4 even shows some disorder in this crucial region. For the
related n-propylglycyl 5, the residual difference density indicates that some
disorder of the side chain might occur. We however decided to describe
the final density with one model. Local disorder makes it difficult to
reliably detect water molecules with increasing distance from the protein
surface, or from polar ligand functional groups, particularly if chains of
contiguously connected water molecules are analyzed. Therefore, the
diffraction properties of the crucial water molecules have been thoroughly
inspected by difference electron density maps (Fo − Fc ) to examine the
accuracy and reliability of the hydration properties of the S2 ’ pocket.
Particularly, the B-factors and occupancies which are highly correlated
have been regarded with care. These limitations complicate a straightforward comparison of the absolute numbers of water molecules across
the ligand series, especially considering the relative inventory of released
or picked-up water molecules. The distances along the water network
vary and may even correlate with the strength of formed hydrogen bonds.
However, the determined spatial accuracy of individual water positions
can be affected by, for example, residual mobility, disorder, and partial
occupancy which limits positional accuracy. Therefore, we refrained from
any detailed analysis of the variation in H-bond length. Virtually the same
solvation pattern is observed for all complexes next to the Cbz carbonyl
and the negatively charged terminal carboxylate group (Figure 3.3b, upper
part). A network of at least seven mutually connected water molecules
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mediates interactions between the latter two ligand functional groups
and Asp226, Asn227, and Asn112. In two complexes water molecules
corresponding to the second solvation shell are indicated (TLN–4, TLN–5).
A more complex pattern is observed next to the area of the S2 ’ pocket
where the growing P2 ’ side chain extends and perturbs the water network
(Figure 3.3b, lower part).
TLN–1 and TLN–2 (Figures on page 44 and 45): In a previous study the
crystal structures of TLN–1 and TLN–2 were compared (see Section 2.2.1
on page 13 of Chapter 2).[2] The glycine derivative 1 shows two water
molecules hydrogen-bonded to the backbone carbonyl group of Asn111
which are displaced from the TLN–2 complex (Figure 3.4a, circled in
cyan) due to steric conflicts with the attached methyl group in the alanyl
derivative 2. In contrast, the latter recruits two additional water molecules
(Figure 3.4b, circled in yellow and green) which are picked up and form
favorable van der Waals contacts with the terminal methyl group. In TLN–
2 the water network establishes a contiguously connected water chain from
the ligand’s carboxylate group to Asn111(C−O) (Figure 3.4b), whereas in
TLN–1 the water network is disrupted (Figure 3.4a).
TLN–3, TLN–4, and TLN–5 (Figures on page 45): A comparison of
the water networks in TLN–2 and TLN–3 (Figures 3.4b and 3.4c) suggests
nearly identical hydration patterns, whereas those in TLN–4 and TLN–5
(Figures 3.4d and 3.4e) seem to deviate and are disconnected at the lower
left rim of the pocket. Nonetheless, the valyl 4 and n-propyl 5 derivatives
display very similar water network patterns. In TLN–4, the isopropyl side
chain is scattered over at least two conformations. This partial disorder
is translated to the neighboring Leu202 residue as its isobutyl side chain
adopts two conformations which refine to 55% and 45% occupancy (Figure
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(a) TLN–1. In Chapter 2 this structure is
referred to as TLN–3 and in magenta color
coding (Figure 2.3c on page 19)

Figure 3.4: Binding modes of the ligands 1-8. Each complex is shown with
a different color, heteroatoms in atom-type color coding, water molecules
as spheres with the same color as the parent structure. In TLN–1 two
water molecules (circled in cyan) are present that are replaced in the
other complexes as a result of the steric requirement of the growing P2 ’
substituent. TLN–1 shows a break in the contiguously connected water
network (red arrow). . .
(This figure continues on the next page . . . )
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(b) TLN–2

(c) TLN–3

(d) TLN–4

(e) TLN–5

Figure 3.4: (continued figure from page 44) . . . which is closed in TLN–
2 and TLN–3 by the pick-up of an additional water molecule (circled
in yellow) and which is stabilized by both the favorable van der Waals
contacts with the P2 ’ methyl or ethyl group in 2 or 3, and the H-bonds
with other water molecules. Similar favorable van der Waals interactions
help accommodate a water molecule at a position capping the ligand’s
carboxylate group (circled in green) in complexes with 2, 3, 4, and 5.
(This figure continues on the following page . . . )
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(f) TLN–6

(g) TLN–7

(h) TLN–8

(i) Superposition of TLN–1-8

Figure 3.4: (continued figure from page 45) In the complexes with 6,
7, and 8 this water molecule is repelled, whereas 8 picks up a water
molecule (circled in magenta) next to the benzyl moiety of the ligand’s P2 ’
substituent. i) Superposition of TLN–1-8 and their water network. To
illustrate their patterns are hydrogen bonds shown as lines. The color code
remains unchanged.
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3.5b). Both conformations occur in a correlated manner due to mutual
steric interference. When one considers the water molecules picked up
by TLN–2 and TLN–3 compared to TLN–1, the complexes with 4 and
5 show the water molecule capping the position of the carboxylate group
(Figures 3.4d and 3.4e, circled in green).

(a) TLN–4 (yellow) and TLN–5 (or- (b) Leu202 adopts two conformations
ange).
in TLN–4.

Figure 3.5: a) Crystallographically determined binding modes of TLN–4
(yellow) and TLN–5 (orange), heteroatoms type-coded, water molecules
indicated as spheres with the same color as used for the respective crystal
structure. The side chain of the P2 ’ substituent is observed with disorder
over at least two conformations. b) In case of the valyl derivative 4 the
difference density suggests that also the side chain of the adjacent Leu202
residue adopts two conformations. Most likely conformation A corresponds
for steric reason to the conformer A of the ligand, whereas conformation B
aligns with ligand conformer B of the P2 ’ substituent. Selected distances
in Å are depicted as dotted lines.
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TLN–6 and TLN–7 (Figures on page 46): The crystal structure of the
complex with the Ile derivative 6 (Figure 3.4f) suggests again a contiguously
connected water network which wraps around the terminal hydrophobic
group as is also seen in TLN–2 and TLN–3.The network takes a more
extended detour around the butyl group than in TLN–2. TLN–7, reported
in a previous study (PDB ID 3FWD[25] ), was re-refined in the present
study in order to apply exactly the same refinement protocol and program
suite. Even though the indicated network is not as complete as that for
TLN–6, a related pattern is indicated for TLN–7 (Figure 3.4g). For both
complexes the water molecule at the position capping the carboxylate
group is no longer observed, in contrast to the complexes with 2, 3, 4, and
5 (Figures on page 45, circled in green). In the latter crystal structures
the shortest distance between the capping water and the alkyl side chain
amounts to 3.80−3.85 Å, in TLN–4 with the branched valyl group, present
with disordered geometry, the water is slightly shifted (Figure 3.5a). If
one takes the mean position of the capping water in these complexes to
calculate putative distances to the more bulky butyl side chains in TLN–6
and TLN–7, an 0.3 Å shorter contact would be created. Supposedly, this
contact distance is too short and sterically unfavorable so that the capping
water is no longer found in TLN–6 and TLN–7.
TLN–8 (Figure on page 46): Finally, TLN–8 with a terminal benzyl
moiety shows the least amount of ordered water molecules next to the
S2 ’ pocket. It seems that nearly all water molecules observed in other
complexes close to the lower rim of the S2 ’ pocket are either repelled or
not sufficiently well ordered. Most likely this correlates with increasing
steric requirements of the benzyl group which fills the S2 ’ pocket quite
significantly. Remarkably, however, one water molecule, which is also
found in TLN–2 and TLN–3 and occupies a site very close to the ligand,
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can be observed in the TLN–8 complex (Figure 3.4h, circled in magenta).
This site is clearly not accommodated in TLN–6 and TLN–7, whereas
in TLN–8 a water molecule is found at this site stabilizing interactions
(3.2 Å) with the π-electron system of the ligand’s neighboring phenyl ring
(Figure 3.6b). Interestingly, the water molecule at the position capping the
ligand’s carboxylate group is also missing in TLN–8, apparently because
of steric interference with the ligand’s terminal P2 ’ substituent.
The bulky benzyl group in TLN–8 has an impact on the neighboring
protein molecule. It interferes with the carbonyl group of Asn111, which
is pushed to a different position, giving rise to a second conformation
(Figure 3.6). This perturbation is accompanied by a partial loss of
the planarity of the peptide bond between Asn111 and Asn112 which
is not observed in the other complexes of the series (ω angle deviates
from planarity by 10.48° and 17.38°; more details in Table S2 in the
Supporting Information[37] ). Apparently, the carbonyl oxygen evades
in two directions to create enough space for the large benzyl side chain of 8.

3.2.2 Isothermal titration calorimetry
Changes in the thermodynamic parameters for binding across the inhibitor
series were determined by ITC. Absolute thermodynamic values of the
inhibitor binding could not be determined because ligand binding is superimposed by the displacement of the cleavage product Val–Lys resulting
from autoprotolysis at high TLN concentrations. In this respect, all the
measured thermodynamic values include a constant contribution resulting from the displacement of Val–Lys. This constant contribution of the
dipeptide displacement is cancelled out in the relative values. Enzyme
kinetic inhibition data of all inhibitors 1-8 were obtained, and demon-
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(a) TLN–2 (green), TLN–6 (light blue), (b) Alternative conformations of
and TLN–8 (dark blue).
Asn111’s carbonyl group in TLN–8.

Figure 3.6: a) In TLN–2 and TLN–6, a contiguously connected chain
of water molecules is indicated that wraps around the protruding P2 ’
substituent. With the larger Ile residue the network takes a larger detour.
Only TLN–2 with the small P2 ’ substituent shows a water molecule capping
the position of the ligand’s carboxylate group (encircled in red). In the Phe
complex TLN–8 a similarly connected network is not indicated. However,
this complex picks up a water molecule in close neighborhood of the ligand
(encircled in violet). It almost matches with the position of a water molecule
found in TLN–2. b) This water molecule in TLN–8 is stabilized through
interactions with the aromatic system of the P2 ’–Phe substituent in 8 (red
sphere, cf. Figure 3.4h). Furthermore, the Phe substituent penetrates
deeply into the S2 ’ pocket and pushes the backbone carbonyl group of
Asn111 out of space. This carbonyl adopts two alternative conformations A
and B, both of which are most likely energetically destabilized as indicated
by the steric clash of conformation A (red dashes) with the phenyl group,
and the unfavorable geometric distortions, particularly in conformation B.
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strated binding free energy changes similar in magnitude to the changes
recorded by ITC, despite a constant offset (see Table S3 in the Supporting Information[37] ). Kinetic inhibition data, therefore, confirm the data
obtained in ITC experiments.
Furthermore, a buffer dependence of our recorded ITC data was measured
which shows that all complexes pick up one proton per formed protein–
ligand complex. The data indicate that Glu143 next to the catalytic zinc
ion changes its protonation state upon inhibitor binding (see “tracing a
proton” in the Supporting Information[37] ). As this residue is not directly
involved in the binding of the P2 ’ portion, the thermodynamic data will be
affected for all complexes in the same way, thus in a relative comparison
also this contribution cancels out.

Ligand

∆G0

∆H 0

−T ∆S 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

−32.8 ± 0.1
−38.5 ± 0.3
−40.7 ± 0.2
−40.6 ± 0.1
−40.6 ± 0.4
−38.7 ± 0.2
−39.4 ± 0.8
−36.5 ± 0.1

−19.0 ± 0.5
−32.4 ± 0.3
−33.6 ± 0.7
−31.0 ± 0.2
−30.4 ± 0.2
−22.7 ± 0.9
−21.8 ± 0.1
−18.3 ± 0.4

−13.8 ± 0.4
−6.1 ± 0.1
−7.1 ± 0.9
−9.6 ± 0.1
−10.2 ± 0.3
−16.0 ± 0.7
−17.6 ± 0.7
−18.2 ± 0.5

Table 3.1: Thermodynamic profiles of ligands 1 to 8 as determined by
ITC (in kJ mol−1 ). The profiles of the ligand series without the terminal
carboxylate group are listed in Table 4.1 on page 86 (Chapter 4). It should
be noted that the numbering of the ligands not always correspond with
the substituted moiety.
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Figure 3.7 illustrates that, apart from TLN–1, binding becomes increasingly
more entropic as the size of the attached hydrophobic P2 ’ substituent
increases.[17] Simultaneously, significant enthalpy–entropy compensation is
observed. As a consequence, across the series the net changes in the free
energy are much smaller than those observed for either enthalpy or entropy.
The thermodynamic profiles of the ligands 1 to 8 are listed in Table 3.1.
A remarkable relative gain in the potency (∆∆G01→2 = −5.7 kJ mol−1 )
is obtained going from 1 to 2. This gain is mainly due to an im0
provement in enthalpy (∆∆H1→2
= −13.4 kJ mol−1 ) and the effect is
partly compensated by the smaller entropic signal of 2 relative to 1
0
(−T ∆∆S1→2
= 7.7 kJ mol−1 ) (Table 3.1). Across the series, the Gibbs free
energy improves from 1 to 5, whereby 3, and 5 show the same values,
within experimental accuracy. The remaining ligands 6, 7, and 8 decrease
slightly in affinity (Figure 3.7).
If one considers closely related ligand pairs, some systematic changes
are observed.
For example, individual ligands in the pairs 2/3
0
0
(∆∆H2→3
= −1.2 kJ mol−1 , −T ∆∆S2→3
= −1.0 kJ mol−1 ), 4/5
0
0
(∆∆H4→5
= −0.6 kJ mol−1 , −T ∆∆S4→5
= 0.6 kJ mol−1 ), and 6/7
0
0
(∆∆H6→7
= 0.9 kJ mol−1 , −T ∆∆S6→7
= −1.6 kJ mol−1 ) exhibit very
similar changes in their properties relative to each other, whereas going
0
0
from 3 to 4 (∆∆H3→4
= 2.6 kJ mol−1 , −T ∆∆S3→4
= −2.5 kJ mol−1 ),
0
0
and from 5 to 6 (∆∆H5→6
= 7.7 kJ mol−1 , −T ∆∆S5→6
= −5.8 kJ mol−1 )
involves larger changes. Finally, the Phe derivative deviates from the pair
6/7 and shows a thermodynamic signature with balanced enthalpic and
entropic portions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: a) The diagram shows the observed thermodynamic results
for ∆G0 (blue), ∆H 0 (green), and −T ∆S 0 (red) as obtained by ITC.
The experiments were performed in HEPES buffer and not corrected
for superimposed protonation steps and replacement of the autocleavage
product Val–Lys. b) To show the relative differences, mutual enthalpy–
entropy compensation leading to minor changes in free energy and stepwise
changes in terms of related pairs. The thermodynamic data are depicted
in an alternative way and the numbers shown give the relative differences
between neighboring ligands in the diagram.
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3.3 Discussion
In the series of the peptidomimetic transition-state-analogue inhibitors
reported herein, the terminal hydrophobic substituent gradually penetrates
the S2 ’ pocket of thermolysin. This shallow bowl-shaped pocket is open
to the bulk solvent. It can host substituents up to the size of a benzyl
moiety. This group fills the pocket quite substantially. It even pushes to
the limit so that the backbone carbonyl group of the adjacent peptide
bond in the protein has to move out of the position it occupies in the other
complexes for steric reasons. This carbonyl group evades in two directions
and thereby produces two alternative geometries which are likely to be
energetically disfavored.
Even though the hydrophobic surface increases continuously in the series
(1-8) from hydrogen in the Gly derivative to phenyl in the Phe derivative by
about 130 Å2 , the overall Gibbs free energy improves only by −3.7 kJ mol−1 .
This is a minor contribution considering the rough estimate for the free
energy of dehydration of about −2 to −3 kJ mol−1 per methyl group that
becomes buried upon protein binding.[61] Purely based on surface patch
considerations, we would expect a much larger value as the hydrophobic
effect for this change. Interestingly, the affinity trend shows an optimum
with an ethyl (3), isopropyl (4), or n-propyl (5) substituent, even though,
in terms of size, these groups do not yet fill the S2 ’ pocket completely.
This indicates even more that simple considerations based on hydrophobic
surface patches buried upon complex formation break down in the current
analysis. For the Phe derivative 8, the crystal structure indicates disfavored
conformations for Asn111 which will also influence the decrease in the
affinity of this ligand. More remarkable is the trend in enthalpy/entropy
partitioning (Figure 3.7 on the previous page) which is largest with the
most potent inhibitors. Changes are not consistently observed across
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the series, but the structurally closely related pairs 2/3, 4/5, and 6/7
exhibit very similar thermodynamic profiles (Figure 3.7). This suggests for
each pair similarities in the structural solvation patterns of the individual
complexes.
In the analysis of the binding modes of 1-8, the parent scaffold remains
virtually unchanged across the entire series. Also the hydration pattern
next to the ligand’s Cbz group and the terminal carboxylate group, which
involves at least seven conserved water molecules and mediates a complex
network between ligand and protein functional groups, does not show any
significant changes across the series (Figure 3.3b, upper part). In addition,
no change can be detected for the contacts to the glycerol and DMSO
molecules picked up from the cryo buffer. Thus, the only differences occur
next to the hydrophobic P2 ’ substituents which increase in size (Figure
3.3b, lower part). Here, the network of the adjacent water molecules is
highly perturbed.
A huge change in the thermodynamic profile is experienced when a methyl
group is added to the glycine derivative 1 resulting in the alanine substituent
in 2. One difference is that the Gly derivative has in solution, prior to
protein binding, access to a larger conformational space than the Ala
analogue. Consequently, TLN–2 will experience a smaller loss in entropy
than TLN–1 upon binding. However, since the thermodynamic profile of
TLN–2 shows a larger, rather than a smaller loss in entropy, additional
effects are in operation. It might be well possible that the conformational
differences are of minor entropic importance as ligands in a solvent cage
will hardly experience full flexibility. They could be as restricted in their
degrees of freedom as they would be at a binding site which opens to
the bulk solvent. As shown in our previous study,[2] which also involves
the non-carboxylated analogues of 1 and 2, binding includes the rupture
of the contiguously connected water network which wraps around the
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terminal methyl group in 2 (Figures 3.4a and 3.4b). It is apparent that
the methyl group provides favorable interaction sites for the two additional
water molecules which are further stabilized in their binding positions
through van der Waals contacts. On the other hand, two water molecules
(Figure 3.4a, circled in cyan) H-bonded in TLN–1 to Asn111(C−O) are
repelled from the complex as a result of steric conflicts with the additional
methyl group in 2. The rupture of the contiguously connected H-bonding
network disfavors the exothermic binding of 1, whereas the binding of
2 is entropically less favorable owing to a stronger fixation of the water
network. Accordingly, going from 1 to the more hydrophobic 2 is enthalpydriven and could be classified — in formal terms — as a “non-classical
hydrophobic effect”.
The thermodynamic signature of the ethyl derivative 3 is nearly identical
to that of 2. As both enthalpy and entropy become more favorable relative
to 2, ∆∆G0 improves by −2.2 kJ mol−1 , a value found in the typical range
for favorably placed additional methyl groups. It is in good agreement
with the estimated free energy of desolvation of a methyl group. Again
the additional degree of conformational freedom in 3 seems to be of minor
importance. With respect to the water network, TLN–3 is nearly identical
with TLN–2. The isopropyl and n-propyl derivatives 4 and 5 share again
very similar thermodynamic properties, but their enthalpy/entropy values
are much different from those of the previous pair 2/3. In TLN–4 the
branched and more rigid valyl ligand side chain is distributed over two
conformations and also a disorder of the Leu202 side chain is detected. In
TLN–5, the even more flexible P2 ’ n-propyl group seems to be ordered;
nonetheless some disorder cannot be fully excluded by crystallography
though it is less evident. At the far end of the pocket two water molecules
mediating the water network in TLN–2 and TLN–3 cannot be detected and
the network appears incomplete in TLN–4 and TLN–5. This should result,
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as seen for TLN–1, in an enthalpic loss and an entropic gain. Both disorder
and water release support the entropic advantage of TLN–4 and TLN–5;
however, with respect to the free energy, the latter advantage is nearly
canceled out. Nonetheless, it is remarkable that 4 and 5 not only share
similar thermodynamic signatures, but also the details of their local water
networks show significant resemblance. The hydrophobic effect related to
the change from 2/3 to 4/5 can be viewed as a “classical entropy-driven
hydrophobic effect”.
All four complexes TLN–2, TLN–3, TLN–4, and TLN–5 host one water
molecule at a position capping the ligand’s carboxylate group. They all
show a nearly 10 kJ mol−1 more enthalpic signal than TLN–1, TLN–6, TLN–
7, and TLN–8 which lack this capping water. Its spatial position should
be energetically favored for electrostatic reasons. Frequent occupancy of
such carboxylate–water contacts was highlighted by Paulini et al.[31] in
protein structures and a clear preference for this geometry can be found in
the compilation of water–carboxylate contacts as assembled in IsoStar.[30]
TLN–6 and TLN–7 place a sec-butyl and isobutyl group, respectively, into
the S2 ’ pocket in an ordered fashion. Again both complexes experience
a very similar enthalpy/entropy profile with strong enthalpic loss and
entropic gain relative to the pair 4/5. With respect to their water solvation
pattern quite similar networks are observed that wrap around the terminal
hydrophobic ligand side chain, and orient along the rim of the S2 ’ pocket.
Compared to TLN–2 and TLN–3, TLN–6 has two water molecules shifted
in position to more remote sites in order to create an expanded network.
The capping water above the carboxylate group is no longer observed,
supposedly as a consequence of steric repulsion with the larger butyl
substituent. Apparently, the release of this special water is one of the
causes of the observed enthalpy loss and entropy gain, which we would
relate to the “classical hydrophobic effect”.
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Finally, the benzyl derivative 8 loses 2.9 kJ mol−1 in ∆∆G0 with respect to
7. This price is paid in enthalpy, and correlates with the steric clash of the
phenyl group with the backbone carbonyl group of Asn111. Furthermore,
in this complex the capping water is also repelled from the site above
the carboxylate group. The solvation structure at the far end of the S2 ’
pocket appears to be thinned out; however, one water site that is close to
the ligand and has already been accommodated in TLN–2 and TLN–3 is
newly populated (Figure 3.6a). This water molecule (Figure 3.4h, circled
in magenta) is most likely stabilized at this pivotal position perpendicular
to the terminal aromatic benzyl moiety by the interactions with the phenyl
group. Thus in this final case, compared to TLN–6 and TLN–7, the
hydrophobic effect is paid in enthalpy and even a new water binding site
is populated.
The described structural features next to the S2 ’ pocket show that simple
models[62,63] based on buried ligands and protein surface patches to describe
beneficial desolvation contributions arising from size differences of the
ligands are not sufficient to explain the observed thermodynamic signature
across the series. Differences in the varying conformational properties of
the P2 ’ side chains exhibiting different numbers of rotatable bonds also
seem to be of minor importance. The bound ligand side chains contribute
together with the protein to the newly formed complex surfaces. Water
molecules with their strong structure-determining properties arrange along
the new surfaces; they can even impact the ligand’s bound geometry
to find a best compromise with respect to the formed water network.
In total, all these contributions starting from the separately solvated
binding partners to the formed complex describe quantitatively the observed
thermodynamic profiles. As thermolysin is a very rigid protein, influences
resulting from changes of the residual mobility of protein residues or
induced-fit adaptations, apart from TLN–8, will be of minor importance.
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Even though our discussion only intends to provide a qualitative correlation,
it is remarkable that complexes with side chains of comparable size and
number of rotatable bonds show very similar thermodynamic signature.

3.4 Conclusion
The presented series can be used to correlate the details of how the first
solvation layer around a binding pocket impacts ligand-binding affinity. It
also shows that water networks can have significant influence on modulating
the structure–activity relationships. Increasing the hydrophobicity of ligand
functional groups that bind in hydrophobic pockets is usually discussed in
terms of the hydrophobic effect. This effect has been attributed to either
an enthalpic or an entropic signature.[15,25,44,45]
Crystal structure analyses along with the ITC data of the presented
complex series underscore that both, enthalpy and entropy, are involved
in the hydrophobic effect, and that many detailed structural phenomena
determine the final overall signature. For example, if a contiguously
connected water network ruptures like in TLN–1, an enthalpic loss and
an entropic gain are experienced relative to TLN–2.[57] The loss of the
hydrogen bonds caused by this rupture allows the system to activate and
thus distribute energy over more degrees of freedom. The displacement of
ordered water molecules can be entropically favorable. On the other hand,
the release of largely disordered waters can also reveal a predominately
enthalpic signal.[15,25,42,43] If parts of the ligand are accommodated in
pockets that are open to the bulk solvent, and parts of the ligand are
exposed to the water phase, new binding sites for water molecules can be
generated, for example, in our study the position capping the carboxylate
group or the site found on top of the phenyl ring. The capping water seems
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to provide a significant contribution. The four complexes TLN–1, TLN–6,
TLN–7, and TLN–8 do not show this water molecule supposedly because
of steric interference and they lose in the Gibbs free energy predominantly
for enthalpic reasons. This loss in enthalpy is partly compensated by
entropy as these complexes do not capture the water molecule, a process
which would be entropically unfavorable if it were to occur. All these
phenomena contribute on the molecular level to the finally determined
hydrophobic effect. In summary, there are no universally valid reasons why
the hydrophobic effect should be predominantly “entropic” or “enthalpic”;
small structural changes in the binding features of water molecules on the
molecular level determine whether hydrophobic binding is enthalpically or
entropically driven.
Admittedly, this study reaches the limits of experimental accuracy accomplishable in contemporary protein–ligand structural work. Assignment of
water molecules to the difference electron density is crucial and depends on
both resolution and the local ordering phenomena. In the present series,
eight crystal structures indicate similar and internally consistent solvation
patterns which give confidence about the reliability necessary to underscore
their relevance. Our structural data originate from crystal environments of
flash-cooled crystals which should capture a frozen image of the structure
at ambient temperature.[35] The thermodynamic data were recorded in
solution. Nevertheless, a very consistent picture emerges. Surprising
pairwise systematic changes in the thermodynamic data are experienced
for complexes of related ligands, and they are convincingly well reflected by
the structural properties. The present study unravels small but important
details. Computational methods simulate molecular properties at the
atomic level, and are usually determined by the summation of many small
details.[64]
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However, details such as those observed here are usually not regarded by
these computational methods as relevant, simply because we are not fully
aware of their importance for protein–ligand binding, structure–activity
relationships, and rational drug design in general. The study presented here
sheds light on the role these details play in the binding process. Taking such
details into account will make computational simulations not necessarily
simpler, but hopefully better in predicting ligand-binding affinity, as well
as the other molecular recognition aspects.

3.5 Experimental section
Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data
Bank with the following accession ID codes. TLN–7 has been newly refined
and deposited replacing the former refinement results.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TLN–1
TLN–2
TLN–3
TLN–4
TLN–5
TLN–6
TLN–7
TLN–8

complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:

3T8G
3T74
3T87
3T8H
3T8C
3T8D
4H57
4D9W
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Chapter 4

Correlation of Structure
and Thermodynamic
Signature

Introductory remark This chapter is based on the article and the corresponding Supporting Information of “Methyl, Ethyl, Propyl, Butyl: Futile
But Not for Water, as the Correlation of Structure and Thermodynamic
Signature Shows in a Congeneric Series of Thermolysin Inhibitors.” by
Stefan G. Krimmer, Michael Betz, Andreas Heine, and Gerhard Klebe.
Published in ChemMedChem (2014).[65] My contribution to this paper was
the thoughtful preparation and representation of structural data as in two
previous thermolysin publications. In addition to the solvent excluded
surface (Connolly surface) we investigated the solvent accessible surface
(Lee–Richards surface), which was very supportive for our discussion and
conclusion. I estimate my own contribution to 20%.
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Abstract
Water is ubiquitously present in any biological system and has therefore to
be regarded as an additional binding partner in the protein–ligand binding
process. Upon complex formation, a new solvent-exposed surface is generated and water molecules from the first solvation layer will arrange around
this newly formed surface. So far, the influence of such water arrangements
on the ligand binding properties is unknown. In this study, the binding
modes of nine congeneric phosphonamidate-type inhibitors with systematically varied, size-increasing hydrophobic P2 ’ substituents (from methyl
to phenylethyl) addressing the hydrophobic, solvent-exposed S2 ’ pocket of
thermolysin were analyzed by high-resolution crystal structures and correlated with their thermodynamic binding profiles as measured by isothermal
titration calorimetry. Overall, ∆∆G0 spreads over 7.0 kJ mol−1 , ∆∆H 0
varies by 15.8 kJ mol−1 , and −T ∆∆S 0 by 12.1 kJ mol−1 . Throughout the
series, these changes correlate remarkably well with the geometric differences of water molecules arranged adjacent to the P2 ’ substituents. Ligands
with medium-sized P2 ’ substituents exhibit highest affinities, presumably
because of their optimal solvation patterns around these complexes. The
addition, removal, or rearrangement of even a single methyl group can
result in a strong modulation of the adjacent water network pattern shifting
from enthalpy to entropy-driven binding. In conclusion, the quality of a
water network assembled around a protein–ligand complex influences the
enthalpy/entropy signature and can even modulate affinity to a surprising
extent.
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4.1 Introduction
At the later stages of a drug development program a particular lead
structure is optimized for binding to its target protein by systematically
varying substituents of a promising parent scaffold. Congeneric series of
candidate molecules are synthesized and structural variations are correlated
with trends in binding affinity. Structure–activity relationships established
this way seek for rational explanations of the observed tendencies. Usually
medicinal chemists explore binding properties in a systematic fashion by
producing congeneric series attaching methyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, and
other suitable aliphatic and aromatic substituents at a given position of
the scaffold.[66] Frequently, these variations are regarded as rather futile.
Nonetheless, even though the molecules grow gradually in their hydrophobic
properties, the resulting structure–activity relationships often do not reflect
these gradual changes at all. Instead, some remarkable variations are
observed rendering a particular member of the series, often surprisingly, as
optimal. Usually, the discovered trends are then explained by a better or
inferior fit of the produced molecules to the binding pocket of the target
protein.
Consistently, it appears remarkable that nature itself uses the principle
of varying aliphatic side chains extensively. The arsenal of amino acids
with aliphatic side chains is quite comprehensive (Gly, Ala, Val, Leu, Ile),
whereas examples of basic or acidic residues appear limited, even though
we believe that polar residues are much more important for molecular
recognition and, thus, the drug binding process.
In all these considerations it has been disregarded that protein–ligand
binding and complex formation involves a third binding partner — the
ubiquitously present water. Biology has developed in water, thus it appears self-evident that water and the structural arrangement of water has
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taken a determinant influence on the structural properties of biomolecules.
Water and aliphatic compounds appear to be species of opposite character, however, opposites often attract. Such effects have frequently been
observed. For example, water produces a relatively open framework to
host methane in clathrate arrangements of impressive architecture.[67] The
systematic and rather complex arrangement of water networks in terms of
polygonal constructions has been described at the surface of proteins.[68,69]
In consequence, we have to ask the question of how much impact the water
arrangement, wrapping around the surface of proteins, has on the ligand
binding.
It is well appreciated that water molecules are involved in ligand
binding.[15,70] They frequently show up in structural studies at interstitial positions, filling unoccupied gaps, triggering selectivity[71] and
promiscuity,[72,73] or mediating interactions between ligands and proteins.
But what about water molecules arranging on the surface of proteins as a
proximate solvent layer bridging from the binding site to the bulk water
phase? Do they make any impact on ligand binding? Clearly, every newly
formed protein–ligand complex creates a new and altered surface next to
the binding site. Water molecules will have to arrange adjacent to this
altered surface and a deviating fit in terms of the establishment of better or
inferior fitting water networks will result. By how much do these properties
influence the binding characteristics of ligands and can they provide some
explanations for the irregularities in the structure–activity relationships
observed for congeneric series with alkyl substituents of varying topology?
In the present study, we investigated the binding profile of a congeneric
series of thermolysin inhibitors systematically modified at the P2 ’ position
by attaching different hydrophobic side chains. A detailed thermodynamic
analysis has been performed and correlated with the structural properties
determined by high-resolution crystal structure analysis. As a target
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the zinc metalloprotease “thermolysin” (EC number 3.4.24.27) has been
selected.[58,59,74] This protein has frequently been used in the past as a
model system to validate and understand novel concepts.[55–57] It exhibits
three specificity pockets of hydrophobic character.[25] The S1 pocket is
rather nonspecific and accommodates quite generally hydrophobic ligand
portions. The neighboring S1 ’ subsite forms a deep pocket and preferentially
recognizes the side chains of amino acids such as Val, Leu, Ile, and Phe.
The adjacent S2 ’ pocket opens as a shallow, more bowl-shaped depression
of hydrophobic nature, however it prefers virtually the same residues as
the S1 ’ pocket. The S2 ’ site is more easily accessible by water molecules
and highly variable water patterns characterize the binding of molecular
portions to this subsite. Besides, thermolysin appears to be an ideal
target for the attempted studies, as it crystallizes readily, exhibits a rather
rigid geometry, and crystal structures with high resolution in the range of
1.1−1.6 Å can be determined routinely.
In this study, we succeeded in determining a series of nine complex structures with P2 ’-modified phosphonamidate-type inhibitors showing detailed
differences in the network pattern of 10 − 15 water molecules next to the
S2 ’ pocket. Apart from the P2 ’ substituents, the ligands exhibit highly
conserved binding poses within the substrate binding cleft of the protease.
Remarkably, the observed differences in the water patterns correlate with
affinity changes and, even stronger, with enthalpic and entropic binding
contributions. They explain irregular trends in the structure–activity
relationship and demonstrate why neither the smallest nor the largest
hydrophobic P2 ’ side chains represent the optimum but instead mediumsized substituents appear to be most favorable. The addition, removal, or
rearrangement of even a single methyl group at the P2 ’ substituent can
result in a strong modulation of the adjacent water network pattern and,
thus, of the thermodynamic signature of ligand binding.
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 Crystallography
Structural comparison of the basic binding modes of the congeneric
ligands

Figure 4.1: Schematic binding mode of ligands 1 - 9 within the substrate
binding cleft of thermolysin. The S2 ’ pocket forms a hydrophobic, bowlshaped cavity easily accessible to water molecules. The hydrophobic P2 ’
group of the ligands addressing the thermolysin S2 ’ pocket was varied
systematically, whereas the basic ligand scaffold remained unchanged and
shows a virtually identical binding mode to thermolysin throughout the
nine complexes. The carboxybenzyl part of the basic ligand scaffold is
addressing the S1 pocket, which forms a nonspecific, hydrophobic cavity.
The S1 ’ pocket forms a deep, hydrophobic cavity which is occupied by the
isobutyl side chain of the ligand.
The nine ligands presented in this study share the same basic carboxybenzyl–Gly–(PO2– )–l-Leu–NH2 –P2 scaffold, but differ in their substituents
P2 ’= methyl (1), ethyl (2), n-propyl (3), iso-butyl (4), 2-methylbutyl (5),
iso-pentyl (6), neo-hexyl (7), neo-pentyl (8), and phenylethyl (9) as shown
in Figure 4.1.
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All nine crystal structures were determined at high resolution between 1.13
and 1.60 Å (see Table 1 in the publication[65] corresponding to this Chapter)
and show well defined Fo − Fc difference electron densities of the bound
ligands. As evident from a superposition of the complex structures with
ligands 1 to 9 (Figure 4.2a; the protein–ligand complexes are referred to as
TLN–1 to TLN–9), the conserved scaffold adopts virtually the same binding
pose in thermolysin, which has been described previously.[2,25,37] In contrast,
the P2 ’ group addressing the S2 ’ pocket induces interesting differences.
Whereas the positioning of water molecules adjacent to the conserved
parts of the ligands is identical throughout the complexes (except for one
water molecule in TLN–7), major shifts of water molecules surrounding
the varying P2 ’ groups are obvious (Figure 4.2b). Interestingly, all nine
structures contain a glycerol molecule originating from the cryo buffer
between the protein surface and the carboxybenzyl group of the ligands as
well as a DMSO molecule at the right rim of the complexes relative to the
orientation shown in Figure 4.2b and Figure 4.3.
Close to the S2 ’ pocket, an additional glycerol molecule is observed in
all nine crystal structures at an identical position. This glycerol forms
hydrogen bonds with up to two water molecules which are directly interacting with the ligands’ P2 ’ groups via van der Waals (vdW) interactions.
Physicochemically, the hydroxy groups of glycerol are considered as surrogates for water molecules.[25] We thus expect that the glycerol does not
exert any artificial influence on the establishment of the water structures
surrounding the S2 ’ pocket. In a glycerol-free crystal structure of thermolysin in complex with 7 (PDB ID 4OI5, described in the Supporting
Information[65] ), water molecules are observed at the same positions as
the hydroxy groups of the two glycerol molecules next to the binding cleft
in TLN–7. Additionally, no significant differences are detectable between
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water network patterns established in the thermolysin S2 ’ pocket of the
glycerol-containing and glycerol-free structures.

(a) Superposition of complexes TLN–1 to TLN–9.

Figure 4.2: a) Protein residues and molecules within a distance of 4.2 Å
to the superimposed ligands are displayed in gray with oxygen atoms in red
and nitrogen atoms in blue. Yellow dotted lines labeled with their length
in Å indicate polar interactions between protein residues and ligands. The
ligands’ binding modes are virtually identical, except for the varying P2 ’
substituents. All ligands show two conformations of their carbamate groups
in the crystal structures. (This figure continues on the facing page . . . )

Binding modes of the P2 ’ groups and their adjacent solvation
patterns
The high resolution of the crystal structures TLN–1 to TLN–9 is critical for
a reliable analysis of the water patterns, as the number of observed water
molecules in a crystal structure strongly depends on its resolution.[22] Only
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(b)

(c)

Figure 4.2: (continued figure from page 70) b) The Connolly surface of
thermolysin is displayed in white, the ligands with their corresponding
water molecules of the complexes in varying colors. Water molecules in
the upper part of the complexes occupy virtually identical positions. In
contrast, changes in the water structures are obvious in the lower left
part of the complexes. c) Nomenclature of water molecules repeatedly
observed throughout complexes TLN–1 to TLN–9 occupying comparable
positions. The Connolly surface of the superimposed thermolysin structures
is displayed in white, ligands and water molecules are displayed in pale
blue. Water molecules accumulate with only slight shifts at seven distinct
positions, which can be described by the red sphere (capping water) and
the six cyan spheres (W1-W6). The straight lines in cyan visualize where Hbonds could be formed between positions of water molecules. As indicated
in orange, a second pentagonal water network is repeatedly observed for
some of the complexes. However, the cyan and the orange networks cannot
exist simultaneously, as the orange water network is the result of a shift of
the water molecules W2 and W3 (shifted positions described as W2’ and
W3’).
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(a) TLN–1: In Chapter 2 this structure (b) TLN–2: In Chapter 2 this strucis shown in orange color coding (Figure ture is shown in dark blue color coding
2.3a, page 19).
(Figure 2.3b, page 19).

Figure 4.3: Crystal structures of complexes TLN–1 and TLN–2. The
Connolly surface (solvent excluded surface) of thermolysin is displayed
in white. Ligands’ carbon atoms are displayed with complex-assigned
colors. The water molecules of each complex in vdW contact distance to
the ligand (up to 4.6 Å) are illustrated by spheres in the color of their
respective ligand. Water molecules beyond vdW interaction distance to
the ligand are illustrated by pale blue spheres. Hydrogen bond interaction
distances are displayed as dotted lines. Important water molecules, which
are referred to in the text, are labeled with a number (CW = capping
water) or encircled in varying colors. (Figure continues)
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(c) TLN–3

(d) TLN–4

(e) TLN–5

(f) TLN–6

Figure 4.3: Crystal structures TLN–3 to TLN–6. (Caption on page 72).
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(g) TLN–7

(h) TLN–8

(i) TLN–9

(j) Superposition of TLN–1 to TLN–8

Figure 4.3: Crystal structures TLN–7 to TLN–9. (Caption on page 72).
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the comprehensive detection of water networks around the protein–ligand
complexes throughout the ligand series enables a reliable correlation with
their thermodynamic profiles and therefore allows a conclusive interpretation.
To conveniently describe the observed water patterns and the ligandinduced changes in these water networks, we use a common nomenclature
for the water molecules located adjacent to the P2 ’ substituents (Figure
4.2c). This assignment reflects positions at which water molecules were
repeatedly observed with only minimal spatial variations throughout the
nine complexes. In the following, we refer to these water molecules as
capping water (CW), and W1 to W6. As these water molecules are
conserved among the different complexes, special stabilization seems to
be given. Depending on the size of the P2 ’ substituent of a ligand, some
of these seven positions may not be occupied by a water molecule in the
respective complex. Water molecules which experienced only a slight shift
from their conserved positions are marked with an apostrophe.
The water network patterns around the P2 ’ substituents of 1 and 2 have
already been described previously.[2,17] In summary, the terminal methyl
group of 1 is framed by six water molecules located within 4.0 Å (Figure 4.3), a distance where favorable vdW interactions can be established to
the P2 ’ group. All six water molecules are arranged in a way that optimal
H-bonds, at distances of 2.6−3.1 Å, can be formed, leading to a contiguous
six-membered chain of water molecules. The water molecules at the two
termini of this chain form H-bonds to the backbone carbonyl oxygen of
Asn111 and to the side-chain nitrogen of Asn112, respectively. Thereby, a
closed water network wrapping around the P2 ’ substituent is formed.
Ligand 2 places its terminal ethyl group into the S2 ’ pocket (Figure 4.3).
This time, a total of eight water molecules with vdW interactions to the P2 ’
ethyl group (distances between 3.5−4.3 Å) form an H-bond network around
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this group. The involved water molecules are again located in optimal
H-bond distances to each other (between 2.5−3.0 Å). Relative to 1, the P2 ’
substituent of 2 replaces two water molecules (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4
a, encircled in green). On the other hand, two new water molecules are
picked up and stabilized at new positions (the capping water and water
molecule W4), which are not found in TLN–1. The capping water bridges
across the P2 ’ substituent, which leads to a cyclic polygonal and a more
complex water network than the one formed by TLN–1. Interestingly,
all further complexes exhibit this capping water (TLN–2 to TLN–9, in
TLN–7 with a slight shift). Furthermore, water molecules W5 and W6,
which were already present in TLN–1, are now merged with the extended
water network wrapping around the hydrophobic P2 ’ substituent of 2.
The terminal propyl group of 3 fits perfectly into the right cleft of the S2 ’
pocket (Figure 4.5). Compared with 2, the additional terminal methyl
group forms further vdW interactions to the protein with distances between
3.74.1 Å (Asn112, Asn111, Phe130, and Leu202). Moreover, additional
contacts between ligand and adjacent water molecules are established
via this methyl group. The water networks wrapping around the P2 ’
substituents of 3 and 2 are virtually identical. Only slight shifts of the
positions of the capping water (0.3 Å) and W6 (0.7 Å) going away from
the P2 ’ group are observed in TLN–3 relative to their positions in TLN–2.
Consequently, the distance between W5 and W6 increases from 3.0 Å to
3.8 Å, leading to a large expansion of the usual H-bond distance observed
between these two water molecules in TLN–2.
The crystal structure of TLN–4 shows nine water molecules with vdW
interactions to the P2 ’ substituent (Figure 4.3). The binding modes of 3 and
4 are almost identical, except for the placement of the additional methyl
group of 4. However, in the lower left part of the binding pocket deviations
between the locations of water molecules are clear. In comparison with
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(a) TLN–1 (red) vs. TLN–2 (light blue) (b) TLN–4 (light green) vs. TLN–5
(orange)

(c) TLN–5 (orange) vs. TLN–6 (yel- (d) TLN–6 (yellow) vs. TLN–7 (dark
low)
green)

Figure 4.4: Superposition of thermolysin–ligand complexes with related
water network patterns. The Connolly surface of thermolysin is displayed
in white, ligands are shown with the semitransparent Lee–Richards surfaces
of their P2 ’ groups, water molecules are illustrated as spheres and H-bond
interactions are depicted as dotted lines. (This caption continues on the
next page . . . )
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Figure 4.4: (continued caption from page 77) a) Superposition of TLN–1
(light blue) and TLN–2 (red). The two water molecules of TLN–1 encircled
in green are not detectable in TLN–2. Water molecules W5 and W6 are
present in both complexes, but only in TLN–2 they are incorporated
in the network within vdW interaction distance to the P2 ’ group. Two
additional water molecules are observed in TLN–2, the capping water
(CW) and water molecule W4. b) Superposition of TLN–4 (light green)
and TLN–5 (orange). Relative to TLN–4, water molecules W2 and W3
of TLN–4 are shifted in TLN–5 (W2’ and W3’) as indicated by the red
arrows. Additionally, one water molecule in TLN–4 is dragged closer to
the P2 ’ group of 5, as indicated by the cyan arrow, whereby a pentagonal
water network is established (highlighted in yellow). c) Superposition of
TLN–5 (orange) and TLN–6 (yellow). In TLN–6, water molecules W2’
and W3’ of the pentacyclic water network motif observed in TLN–5 are
missing. At the lower right rim of the complex, the water network of
TLN–6 is expanded by one water molecule (encircled in red) and two water
molecules are shifted (cyan arrows). The water molecule encircled in blue
is observable in both complexes. d) Superposition of TLN–6 (yellow) and
TLN–7 (dark green). Relative to TLN–6, in TLN–7 the capping water and
W1 are shifted as displayed by the red arrows, as well as one water molecule
next to the conserved part of the ligands (cyan arrow). The pentagonal
water network motif on the left rim is fully detectable for TLN–7, whereas
in TLN–6 the water molecules W2’ and W3’ are missing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Thermolysin (Connolly surface in white) in complex with
3 (cyan). Water molecules are displayed as cyan spheres and H-bond
interactions between them are depicted as dotted lines. a) The orange
dotted lines show vdW interactions between ligand and protein, whereas
the yellow dotted lines illustrate vdW interactions between the aliphatic
P2 ’ group and water molecules. b) The surface created by 3 binding to
the active site is shown in light cyan. The inhibitor perfectly fills the
binding pocket and creates a new and extended surface which is capable
of stabilizing water molecules wrapping around it.
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TLN–3, the positions of water molecules W3 and W4 are shifted in TLN–4
by 0.9 Å and 1.0 Å, respectively. The most remarkable change in the water
network pattern adjacent to the P2 ’ substituent is the stabilization of a
newly recruited water molecule (encircled in blue) with a distance of 3.4 Å
to the additional methyl group of 4. This water forms an H-bond to W2,
as well as weak H-bonds to the capping water (4.0 Å) and to W4 (3.5 Å) as
displayed in Figure 4.6. Relative to TLN–3, the distance between W5 and
W6 in TLN–4 increases by 0.3 Å to give a total of 4.0 Å due to a shift of
W5, clearly beyond the agreed H-bonding limit of 3.5 Å.[70,75,76] The water
molecules at the left rim of TLN–3 (W2, W3, and W4) exhibit better
defined electron densities and significantly lower B-factors than in TLN–4
(Figure 4.6).
The P2 ’ substituent of 5 adopts a binding mode rotated by ∼ 180° relative
to 4 (Figure 3). Thus, the chiral carbon atom of the P2 ’ group of 5
penetrates deeper into the protein binding pocket, whereas in TLN–4,
the substituent remains closer to the exterior. Relative to 4, inhibitor
5 comprises an additional methyl group which is oriented toward the
left side of the S2 ’ pocket. Interestingly, we observed major shifts in the
water network adjacent to this additional methyl group (Figure 4b). The
positions of water molecules W2 and W3 in TLN–4 are shifted to new
positions in TLN–5 (referred to as W2’ and W3’) as illustrated by the red
arrows in Figure 4b. Together with the two water molecules encircled in
cyan and the water molecule encircled in blue (Figure 3), a pentagonal
water network is established in vdW distance to the left terminal methyl
group, which is characterized by H-bond distances between 2.8−3.1 Å
and low to average B-factors between 13−34 Å2 (mean B-factors of all
water molecules in TLN–5: 29 Å2 ). The B factor of the water molecule
encircled in blue is significantly lower in TLN–5 (B factor of 34 Å2 ) than in
TLN–4 (B factor of 45 Å2 ), as expected as the former is involved in more
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6: Thermolysin in complex with 3 (cyan) and 4 (green). The
Connolly surface of thermolysin is displayed in white, water molecules are
illustrated as spheres, H-bond interactions as dotted lines. The yellow
dotted lines indicate distances beyond the maximum H-bond distance. In
panels a) and c), the B-factors (Å2 ) of the water molecules are displayed
within the spheres and the H-bonds are labeled with their lengths (Å).
(This caption continues on the following page . . . )
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Figure 4.6: (continued caption from page 81) In panels b) and d), the
2Fo − Fc (blue) and the Fo − Fc (green) electron density maps are shown
at 0.5 e Å−3 (2Fo − Fc contour level of 0.99 σ for TLN–3 and 1.01 σ for
TLN–4; Fo − Fc contour level of 4.51 σ for TLN–3 and 4.45 σ for TLN–4).
The 2Fo − Fc density maps of protein, ligand, and glycerol are omitted for
clarity. The water molecule encircled in blue is additionally stabilized in
TLN–4 relative to TLN–3.
hydrogen bonds. The positions of the remaining four water molecules (W1,
W5, W6, and the capping water) not involved in the pentagonal motif
adjacent to 5 are observed at virtually identical positions as for TLN–4
(Figure 4.3). However, W4 is no longer detectable in TLN–5, whereas
in TLN–4 difference electron density is detectable, sufficient to justify
placement of a water molecule (B factor of 48 Å2 ). Another difference of
TLN–5 relative to TLN–4 is that W5 is found at a distance of 3.2 Å to
W6 which allows the formation of a hydrogen bond in TLN–5.
In case of 6, a second conformation of the P2 ’ group is visible in the Fo − Fc
difference electron density map at a contour level of 5.21 σ. Therefore, two
conformations A and B were assigned (Figure 3), even though the resulting
2Fo − Fc electron density of conformation B is weak. Conformation A
is oriented toward the left (64% occupancy), whereas conformation B is
oriented toward the right and refines to 36% occupancy. Conformation
B adopts an orientation with rather close contacts to the protein surface
allowing vdW interactions at distances of 3.3−4.1 Å. The water network
adjacent to TLN–6 is partly similar to that of TLN–5 (Figure 4.4 c).
On the lower right hand side of the binding pocket of TLN–6, the water
network is expanded by one water molecule (encircled in red) which sneaks
in between W5 and W6, simultaneously shifting these two water molecules
toward the protein surface. This enables the network to wrap efficiently
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around the bulkier P2 ’ group. Consequently, attractive vdW interactions
can be formed with both conformations of 6. The pentagonal water
motif on the left rim of TLN–5 is partially preserved in TLN–6, although
water molecules W2’ and W3’ (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 c) are no longer
observable. Consequently, the B-factors of the three remaining water
molecules of the former pentagonal motif are enhanced relative to TLN–
5.In TLN–6, the water molecule encircled in blue especially shows a diffuse
electron density and a relatively high B factor of 42 Å2 was obtained after
refinement (B factor of 34 Å2 in TLN–5). Similarly, the capping water in
TLN–6 exhibits a B factor of 43 Å2 in comparison with 32 Å2 in TLN–5.
The P2 ’ substituent of 7 shows the same binding mode as conformation A
of 6 (Figure 4.4 d). The additional methyl group of 7 relative to 6 sticks
out of the S2 ’ pocket toward the solvent. The S2 ’ water network pattern is
similar to those observed in TLN–6 and TLN–5 (Figure 4.3, Figure 4.4 c,
d). On the right hand side of the P2 ’ substituent, the water molecules show
the same extended network also observed in TLN–6. On the left hand
side, five water molecules are arranged in a similar pentagonal network as
observed for TLN–5 (water molecules W2’ and W3’ of the pentagonal motif
are missing in TLN–6). However, in TLN–7 the capping water and W1 are
strongly shifted relative to their positions in all other complexes (except
TLN–1) as illustrated by the red arrows in Figure 4.4 d. The new positions
of these two water molecules expand their mutual distance to 4.7 Å, which
lies beyond the H-bonding limit of 3.5 Å. Furthermore, a water molecule
interacting with the carbonyl oxygen of the carboxybenzyl group of the
ligand is also shifted as indicated by the cyan arrow (Figure 4.4 d). The
displacement of this water molecule interacting with the conserved part of
the ligand is unique for TLN–7 compared with the other members of the
series. This shift likely occurs due to the movement of W1, even though
there is no immediate steric conflict. At the lower rim of the TLN–7 pocket,
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the water network is contiguously connected, very similar to that found in
TLN–6 (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.7: Superposition of TLN–4 (green) and TLN–8 (pink). Water
molecules are illustrated as spheres in the color of the corresponding ligand,
H-bonds between them as dotted lines. The Connolly surface of thermolysin
is shown in white, whereas the semitransparent Lee–Richards surfaces of
the P2 ’ groups of 4 and 8 are shown in the color of the respective ligand.
Water molecules W2, W3, W4, and the water molecule encircled in blue
are detectable in TLN–4 but not in TLN–8. The red arrow indicates the
shift of W1 in TLN–8 relative to the position in TLN–4.
Inhibitor 8 has a terminal neo-pentyl group instead of the terminal isobutyl group of 4. Due to the additional methyl group of 8 with respect
to 4, its P2 ’ substituent adopts a different conformation (Figure 4.3 and
Figure 4.7). In consequence, only W1 (slightly shifted), the capping water,
W5, and W6 are detected at their preferred positions. The remaining
parts of the water network frequently observed in the other complexes is
completely removed in TLN–8. On the left side of the S2 ’ pocket, several
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water molecules are detectable (Figure 4.3). All except for one of these
water molecules are positioned beyond the vdW contact distance of the
side chain and only interactions with the protein surface are experienced.
The P2 ’ phenylethyl side chain of 9 is scattered over at least three distinct
conformations as indicated by the electron density map. At the lower
left hand side of the S2 ’ pocket, the water network is almost completely
disrupted (Figure 4.3). As in TLN–8, the capping water, W1, and W6 are
still found at their usual positions. Additionally, W2 is slightly shifted and
stabilized on top of the π-electron system of one of the conformations of
the phenyl group.

4.2.2 Isothermal titration calorimetry
Thermodynamic signatures upon complex formation
Figure 4.8 and Table 4.1 show the thermodynamic profiles of complexes
TLN–1 to TLN–9 measured by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).[77,78]
Overall, enthalpy/entropy compensation[12,13,79,80] is predominantly observed across the series. The absolute changes in the enthalpic and entropic
contributions are therefore much larger than the residual changes in the
Gibbs free energy. TLN–1, TLN–2, and TLN–3 gradually increase in ligand
potency. This increase results from a growing exothermic binding, which
is partly compensated by a descending entropic term. The improvement of
0
∆∆G0 from TLN–1 to TLN–2 is 1.9 kJ mol−1 (∆∆H1→2
= −5.1 kJ mol−1 ,
0
−T ∆∆S1→2
= 3.2 kJ mol−1 ), whereas from TLN–2 to TLN–3 ∆∆G0
0
increases twice as much, by 3.8 kJ mol−1 (∆∆H2→3
= −6.1 kJ mol−1 ,
0
−T ∆∆S2→3
= 2.3 kJ mol−1 ). The largest enthalpy/entropy difference in
the series is observed for TLN–3. From TLN–3 to TLN–4, ∆G0 remains
nearly unchanged (∆∆G03→4 = −0.4 kJ mol−1 ), however, the enthalpic
contribution is decreased while the entropic contribution augments. TLN–5
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shows an almost identical thermodynamic profile to TLN–4. Overall,
3, 4, and 5 are the most potent inhibitors of the series and show only
minor differences in ∆G0 . From TLN–6 to TLN–9, the enthalpic term
gradually decreases which is partly compensated by a beneficial entropic
term. Overall, a net enhancement of the negative Gibbs free energy is
found among these four ligands.

Ligand

∆G0

∆H 0

−T ∆S 0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

−31.8 ± 0.3
−33.7 ± 0.1
−37.5 ± 0.1
−37.9 ± 0.1
−38.8 ± 0.2
−36.0 ± 0.2
−36.4 ± 0.1
−34.4 ± 0.2
−33.8 ± 0.1

−15.5 ± 0.3
−20.6 ± 0.2
−26.7 ± 0.2
−21.4 ± 0.4
−22.3 ± 0.2
−16.4 ± 0.3
−14.6 ± 0.5
−11.5 ± 0.2
−10.9 ± 0.3

−16.3 ± 0.2
−13.1 ± 0.3
−10.8 ± 0.3
−16.5 ± 0.3
−16.6 ± 0.4
−19.6 ± 0.4
−21.8 ± 0.4
−22.9 ± 0.4
−22.9 ± 0.3

Table 4.1: Thermodynamic profiles of ligands 1 to 9 as determined by
ITC (in kJ mol−1 ). The profiles of the ligand series with the terminal
carboxylate group are listed in Table 3.1 on page 51 (Chapter 3). It should
be noted that the numbering of the ligands not always correspond with
the substituted moiety!
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Figure 4.8: Thermodynamic profiles upon TLN–1 to TLN–9 complex
formation obtained by ITC. ∆G0 (blue), ∆H 0 (green), and −T ∆S 0 (red)
are displayed in kJ mol−1 with their error bars showing standard deviations
calculated from three measurements.

Figure 4.9: Solvent exposed (dark gray) and buried (light gray) Connolly
surface areas of the P2 ’ groups of ligands 1-9 while in complex with
thermolysin.
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Buried and solvated molecular surface areas
The solvent exposed and buried Connolly surface areas of the P2 ’ groups
of ligands 1-9 in complex with thermolysin are displayed in Figure 4.9. A
continuous increase of the buried surface areas is observed for ligands 1 to
5, followed by approximately constant buried surface areas (ligands 5 to
9). In contrast, the solvent exposed surfaces are continuously increasing
throughout the ligands, with an exception for ligand 8 whose solvated
surface area falls in-between those of 4 and 5.

4.3 Discussion
Despite the high similarity of the inhibitors investigated in this study,
we observe remarkable differences in their thermodynamic profiles. As
all ligands share a common scaffold and binding mode, any changes in
the ligands’ thermodynamic profiles can be attributed to the varying P2 ’
substituents. Overall, the Gibbs free energy varies by ∆∆G0 = 7.0 kJ mol−1
with enthalpic and entropic modulations of ∆∆H 0 = 15.8 kJ mol−1 and
−T ∆∆S 0 = 12.1 kJ mol−1 .
It is well established that the behavior of water molecules critically influences the energetics of hydrophobic protein–ligand
interactions.[15,26,32,43,81,82] The rather drastic changes in ∆H 0 and −T ∆S 0
observed in our ligand series may partially be explained by desolvation
effects of either protein or ligand.[15,83] Figure 4.9 shows the solvent
exposed and buried molecular surface areas of the P2 ’ groups of ligands
1-9. Clearly, the changes in the buried lipophilic surface areas do not
correlate with the observed energetic changes during complex formation
(Figure 4.8). According to the “classical” hydrophobic effect,[84,85] the
entropy would be expected to increase during ligand binding due to the
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displacement of water molecules from the hydrophobic binding pocket
and ligand surface. However, increasing buried hydrophobic surface going
from 1 to 5 is responded to by the increasing enthalpy and decreasing
entropy for ligands 1 to 3 and almost identical thermodynamic profiles
for ligands 4 and 5. The virtually identical buried hydrophobic surface
areas of ligands 6 to 9 also do not fit the observed thermodynamic trend
of increasing entropy and decreasing enthalpy if only the conventional
hydrophobic effect would be applied.
Besides the burial of parts of the hydrophobic P2 ’ surfaces during binding,
the substituents are still partly exposed to the solvent (Figure 4.9) and
therefore induce considerable changes in the water networks close to the
protein surface. Clearly, these water rearrangements will affect the thermodynamic sig- nature of ligand binding. As previously reported,[2,17,37]
the binding of a ligand creates a new local solvent-accessible surface of
the protein–ligand complex. The altered exposure toward the surrounding
solvent can lead to the stabilization as well as destabilization of adjacent
water molecules. The stabilization of water molecules should lead to an
improved enthalpic contribution. Simultaneously, the entropy will be
decreased due to a significant loss of degrees of freedom as more water
molecules become ordered on the surface of the protein–ligand complex.
In contrast, enthalpic losses will be experienced if water molecules are
displaced and electrostatic interactions between two interaction partners
are ruptured (for example, H-bonds or vdW interactions), simultaneously
leading to increased entropy due to decreased fixation of the network.
Finally, enthalpy and entropy will compensate each other up to a certain
extent.[12,86] Based on these considerations, we attempt to correlate the
changes in the observed thermodynamic signatures with changes in the
water network patterns adjacent to the varying P2 ’ substituents. It must
be emphasized that the Gibbs free energy of two ligands can match ex-
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actly, even though the partitioning of the thermodynamic signature and
the adjacent water network around the P2 ’ residue may be significantly
different (for example, as it is the case for ligands 3 and 4). Therefore, the
consideration of the Gibbs free energy alone will not enable a conclusive
interpretation of the structures and can even be rather misleading.
The successive addition of methyl groups from 1 over 2 to 3 results in
a remarkable increasing enthalpic gain and smaller entropic loss, leading
overall to a beneficial Gibbs free energy enhancement. Interestingly, the
comparison of TLN–1 and TLN–2 reveals an increasing complexity of the
water networks surrounding the P2 ’ groups.[2,17] TLN–1 and TLN–2 are
superimposed in Figure 4.4a showing the Lee–Richards surfaces (solvent
accessible surface area (SASA), surface radius obtained by the vdW radius
of the respective atom plus additional 1.4 Å for the radius of a water
molecule)[87] of the ligands P2 ’ groups. Importantly, water molecules can
only exist on or outside the Lee–Richards surface of a given molecule, but
not within the surface due to repulsive interactions. Two water molecules
of TLN–1 (encircled in green) are thus displaced by 2 (semitransparent
blue surface), as they would occupy energetically unfavorable positions
within the Lee–Richards surface of 2. In contrast, water molecules W5
and W6, also observed in TLN–1, coincide with the Lee–Richards surface
of 2 and become incorporated into a water network directly wrapping
around this ligand. Moreover, the capping water and W4 are stabilized
at new positions due to the extended hydrophobic surface of 2, enabling
the formation of additional methyl-water contacts. A distance of ∼ 1.6 Å
separates the Lee–Richards surface of 1 and the position where the capping
water is observed in TLN–2 (distance Lee–Richards surface of 2 to the
capping water of TLN–2: 0.8 Å). As this water molecule is lacking in
TLN–1, this complex is clearly unable to stabilize the capping water. Only
once the additional methyl group is present as in 2, is the water stabilized.
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In a previous study, we observed a remarkable decrease in the enthalpic
contribution to the Gibbs free energy for complexes which do not stabilize
the capping water compared to complexes which stabilize a water molecule
at this position.[37]
We concluded that the occupancy of this position by a water molecule is
enthalpically very beneficial and may overcompensate entropy costs, which
may lead to a gain in affinity. Overall, in TLN–1, six water molecules and
nine hydrogen bonds are present to establish the water network adjacent
to the P2 ’ group whereas TLN–2 involves eight water molecules and eleven
hydrogen bonds. The stronger fixation of water molecules by 2 compared
to 1 explains the more exothermic ∆H 0 term. The concurrently decreased
water mobility is reflected by lower B-factors of the water molecules in
TLN–2. On the other hand, the decreased residual mobility of these water
molecules results in a reduced entropic contribution as a consequence of a
loss of degrees of freedom. However, this effect only partly compensates
the observed gain in enthalpy and therefore an overall improvement in
∆∆G01→2 = −1.9 kJ mol−1 is remaining.
The water networks of TLN–3 and TLN–2 are almost identical. From
TLN–2 to TLN–3, the protein–ligand complex’s surface only slightly
expands, because the additional methyl group of TLN–3 is pointing to
the protein surface. Nevertheless, the thermodynamic profile of TLN–
3 is the most enthalpic one amongst the ligand series and the largest
splitting of enthalpy/entropy is observed for this ligand (Figure 4.8 and
Table 4.1). This inhibitor is also among the most potent of the series.
Compared with 2, the additional methyl group of 3 binds with optimal
vdW interaction distances to the protein surface residues (Figure 4.5) and
stabilizes the water network. This may lead to the observed increase of
the enthalpic contribution upon TLN–3 formation. Overall, the enthalpic
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term impressively overcompensates the entropic term and leads to a gain
in Gibbs free energy of ∆∆G02→3 = −3.8 kJ mol−1 .
The size of the hydrophobic P2 ’ substituent grows gradually in the S2 ’
pocket from ligand 1 and 2 to 3. As the observed trend in binding affinity is
dominated by enthalpy, it can be attributed to a “nonclassical” hydrophobic
effect.[88,89]
The thermodynamic profiles of TLN–4 and TLN–5 (Figure 4.8 and Table 4.1) are almost identical with a slight improvement in enthalpy in
0
favor of TLN–5 (∆∆H4→5
= −0.9 kJ mol−1 ) which also translates into a
free energy gain. Relative to TLN–3, the enthalpic terms of TLN–4 and
TLN–5 are decreased, but compensated by a growing entropic contribution. The free energy for all three inhibitors remains almost unchanged
(∆∆G03→4 = −0.4 kJ mol−1 , ∆∆G04→5 = −0.9 kJ mol−1 ). As the thermodynamic profile of TLN–3 differs strongly from those of TLN–4 and TLN–5,
their water networks have to be inspected carefully. Indeed, the water
patterns of TLN–4 and TLN–5 reveal some impressive similarities as expected based on their comparable thermodynamic profiles, whereas major
alterations relative to the water network of TLN–3 are evident. TLN–4
and TLN–5 exhibit the same amount of water molecules and a similar
number of hydrogen bonds. An additional water molecule (encircled in
blue, Figures 4.3d and 4.3e) compared to TLN–3 is stabilized by both
ligands. This water molecule is fixed by the increased molecular surfaces
of 4 and 5. Interestingly, the additional methyl group of 5 compared to
4 only reshuffles the adjacent water molecules, but no displacement can
be observed (Figure 4.4b). This clearly results in an unchanged thermodynamic profile. The loss in enthalpy and gain in entropy with respect
to TLN–3 may be partly explained by the increased disruption of the
water network next to the lower rim of the pocket of TLN–4 and TLN–5.
More importantly, however, might be that the water network observed in
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TLN–3 results in a rather tight network nearly perfectly encapsulating
the P2 ’ substituent. Figure 4.6 shows the electron densities of the water
molecules of TLN–3 and TLN–4. The four water molecules at the lower
left rim of TLN–3 (W2, W3, W4, and W5) exhibit well-defined electron
densities with rather low B-factors (21−37 Å2 ). In comparison, the five
water molecules at the lower left rim of TLN–4 (W2, W3, W4, W5, and
the water molecule encircled in blue) reveal relatively weak electron densities and enhanced B-factors (45−51 Å2 ). The network of TLN–3 should
therefore be enthalpically more beneficial than the increasingly extended,
partly disrupted water arrangements seen in TLN–4 and TLN–5, although
the total amount of stabilized water molecules is larger for the latter two
complexes.
With respect to free energy, inhibitors 3, 4, and 5 are conspicuously superior
to the remaining complexes, even though they exhibit comparatively small
hydrophobic P2 ’ substituents. It is remarkable that only in these complexes,
one of the terminal methyl groups fills perfectly one portion of the S2 ’
pocket at the right rim next to the protein surface. This clearly leads
to a considerable gain in enthalpy. The improved affinity of 5 over 4 is
0
based on a more favorable enthalpy (∆∆H4→5
= −0.9 kJ mol−1 ) and can
be attributed to the formation of a pentagonal water network (Figure
4.4b). Such arrays, in which water molecules form a contiguous hydrogen
bonding network, are known to provide additional input to the stability of
the complex.[68]
The remaining inhibitors of our congeneric ligand series (ligands 6-9)
display a stepwise decrease of the enthalpic and an increase of the entropic
signature. The gradual increase of the P2 ’ hydrophobicity leads to a
prevalent entropic signal and a loss in binding affinity. This can therefore
formally be assigned to a “classical” hydrophobic effect.[84,85]
In the crystal structure of TLN–6, the P2 ’ substituent is disordered and
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adopts two conformations, a phenomenon which should be entropically
beneficial and will lower the enthalpic signal as a smaller amount of
favorable directional interactions are experienced. Interestingly, the water
network of TLN–6 adjacent to the P2 ’ substituent mimics that of TLN–
5 (Figure 4.4c). However, water molecules W2’ and W3’ are no longer
stabilized in TLN–6, leading to the disruption of the pentagonal motif,
presumably due to the two conformations of the P2 ’ group. At the positions
of missing water molecules W2’ and W3’ in TLN–6, positive Fo −Fc electron
density blobs are detectable. However, these electron densities are not
significantly stronger than noise, and therefore, no water molecules were
assigned to them. We assume that these positions are partly occupied by
water molecules which, however, are not stabilized well and therefore do
not contribute significantly to the enthalpic term of complex formation, but
to the entropic one. In contrast to water molecules W2’ and W3’, the water
molecule encircled in blue (Figure 4.4c) is in vdW contact distance to both
conformations of 6, therefore sufficiently stabilized and thus detectable
in the crystal structure. Both, the ligand side chain disorder and the
disrupted water network may explain the observed enthalpic loss and
entropic gain indicated by ITC measurements. As the enthalpic loss is only
partly compensated by an entropic gain, the overall difference ∆∆G05→6
amounts to 2.8 kJ mol−1 .
The P2 ’ substituent of 7 adopts the same binding mode as conformation A
of 6 (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4d). The additional methyl group of 7 sticks
out of the binding pocket. The water network pattern adjacent to the P2 ’
substituent of TLN–7 is also comparable to that of TLN–6. However, the
additional solvent-exposed methyl group of 7 reshuffles the capping water
and provokes a shift of water molecule W1 for steric reasons (Figure 4.4d).
The special stabilization of these two water molecules at their positions
in TLN–6 is underscored by the fact that all complexes populate water
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molecules at these sites, except for TLN–1 and TLN–7. Their provoked
displacement may result in an enthalpic loss of 7 relative to 6. Interestingly,
the pentagonal water network motif on the left rim of TLN–5 is also found
in TLN–7 at exactly the same location, even though the positions of the
stabilizing left terminal methyl groups of 5 and 7 slightly deviate by 0.8 Å.
The repetitive occurrence of this pentagonal motif underlines its beneficial
energetic state, which overall does not protrude from the thermodynamic
profile of TLN–7.
Ligand 4 and 8 address the S2 ’ pocket with a sec-butyl and a more
bulky neo-pentyl substituent (Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.7). Although just a
single methyl group is added, the impact on the thermodynamic profile is
dramatic: the enthalpy drops by 9.9 kJ mol−1 and the entropy increases
by 6.4 kJ mol−1 . Overall, the binding free energy ∆∆G04→8 is lowered
by 3.5 kJ mol−1 . This signature presumably originates from an extensive
displacement of water molecules. Only the capping water (B factor 47 Å2 ),
W1, W5, and W6 are still present with 8. All water molecules from
the left side of the binding pocket are removed from the complex. The
water molecules W2 and W3 (Figure 4.7) are displaced due to the steric
requirements of the additional methyl group. Water molecule W4 and
the one encircled in blue are also repelled from TLN–8, even though
they would be positioned just outside the Lee–Richards surface of 8. An
explanation for this displacement is likely given by the lower number of
neighboring water molecules (W2 and W3) no longer available for hydrogen
bonding. The origin of the shift of one water molecule in TLN–8 relative
to TLN–4, as indicated by the red arrow, may also be due to the absent
H-bond to water molecule W2. In TLN–8, instead of a displacement, a
shift of water molecules W2 and W3 to positions outside the Lee–Richards
surface of 8 does not likely occur for two reasons: Firstly, the distance
between the shifted water molecules would increase and thus weaken H-
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bond interactions. Secondly, the shifted water molecules W2 and W3 would
interfere with water molecules observed at the left rim of the complex and
shifts of their positions would be enforced.
Ligand 9 exhibits the sterically most demanding P2 ’ substituent of our
inhibitor series. Its phenylethyl group fills the S2 ’ pocket well, although
the crystal structure reveals only a few vdW interactions formed with the
protein surface. Similar to 8, ligand 9 also seems to expel most water
molecules from the network formed across the complex surface (Figures
4.3h and 4.3i). Its phenylethyl moiety is characterized by three detectable
conformations, which deteriorates the stabilization of water molecules, and
makes it difficult to resolve their spatial location experimentally. The
entropy-driven thermodynamic profile of TLN–9 perfectly reflects these
structural findings.

4.4 Conclusion
The present congeneric series of ligands, gradually modified by hydrophobic
P2 ’ substituents, shows that simple desolvation models attributing a particular ∆G0solvation increment to an attached methyl group are not sufficient
to explain the observed differences in the thermodynamic signatures. The
attached substituents grow into the hydrophobic bowl-shaped S2 ’ pocket
of thermolysin which is large enough to accommodate all considered moieties ranging from a methyl to a phenylethyl group. It is all the more
remarkable that the binding affinity does not improve gradually with the
increasing size of the hydrophobic substituent but rather seems optimal
for medium-size substituents. As the ligands adopt virtually unchanged
binding modes of their basic scaffold, especially the pronounced modulations of the water network wrapping around the P2 ’ substituent should be
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responsible for the changes in the thermodynamic profile. Overall, ∆∆G0
spreads over 7.0 kJ mol−1 , ∆∆H 0 varies by 15.8 kJ mol−1 and −T ∆∆S 0
by 12.1 kJ mol−1 .
Three derivatives should be mentioned to underline the extremes: the
sec-butyl group of 4 differs by only one methyl group from iso-pentyl 5 and
neo-pentyl 8. Nonetheless, in TLN–4 a rather perfect water network wraps
around the substituent and is stabilized by favorable water–methyl contacts.
The additional methyl group in TLN–8, however, creates contacts which
are too short for two of the bridging water molecules present in TLN–4.
In consequence, these water molecules are expelled from the complex and
as a result two more water molecules are displaced from the complex due
to lacking network stabilization. Accordingly, the neo-pentyl derivative 8
loses affinity (∆∆G04→8 = 3.5 kJ mol−1 ) and a more entropy-driven binding
is observed. The difference between TLN–5 and TLN–8 is even more
impressive: the iso-pentyl derivative 5 displays the best binding with
the second best enthalpic profile. Shifting a single methyl group to yield
the neo-pentyl derivative 8 sacrifices 4.4 kJ mol−1 in ∆G0 and turns an
enthalpy-driven binder into an entropic one. This difference results from
the disruption of a nearly perfect water network which becomes largely
repelled from the protein surface.
What can we learn from this study? First of all, the quality of a water
network generated locally at the newly created surface of a protein–ligand
complex has a significant influence on the binding data of the ligand. Not
only the enthalpy/entropy profile can be modulated but more importantly
affinity is affected to a surprising extent. Secondly, the optimization
strategy of attaching various isomeric alkyl side chains to a given scaffold
often regarded as futile, makes perfect sense. The best binder is likely
to be the one which creates the most perfect solvation pattern around
the formed complex. The solvation/desolvation effect, frequently modeled
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implicitly by adjusting contributions of buried or exposed surface patches,
is not sufficient. Instead, explicit modeling considering the perfection of
formed water networks is required.
Admittedly, the present study is a fortunate case, as the experimental
structure determinations and the accuracy of the performed ITC titrations
allow the data to be analyzed in great detail. We agree, as discussed
in previous publications,[2,37] that the analysis approaches the limits of
experimental accuracy accomplishable in contemporary protein–ligand
structural work. Most likely, routine cases in drug discovery will not
disclose the same details as reported here, however, most likely, they are
also given there. Nevertheless, such case studies are of utmost importance
to unravel the details in operation which make the establishment and
understanding of structure–activity relationships so difficult.

4.5 Experimental Section
Detailed information about
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ligand synthesis[17] ,
Crystallization and soaking,
Data collection and processing,
Structure determination and refinement,
Isothermal titration calorimetry, and
Molecular surface area calculation

can be found in the publication correponding to Chapter 4 (Stefan G.
Krimmer, Michael Betz, Andreas Heine, and Gerhard Klebe. “Methyl,
ethyl, propyl, butyl: Futile but not for water, as the correlation of structure
and thermodynamic signature shows in a congeneric series of thermolysin
inhibitors”. In: ChemMedChem 9 (2014), pp. 833–846).
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Coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with the
following accession ID codes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TLN–1
TLN–2
TLN–3
TLN–4
TLN–5
TLN–6
TLN–7
TLN–8
TLN–9

complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:

3T73
3T8F
4MXJ
4MTW
4MZN
4N5P
4N4E
4N66
4MWP
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Chapter 5

Prediction of Solvation
Sites by Molecular
Dynamics Simulations

Introductory remark This chapter is based on the submitted article and
the corresponding Supporting Information of “Impact of Surface Water
Layers on Protein–Ligand Binding: How Well Are Experimental Data
Reproduced by Molecular Dynamics Simulations in a Thermolysin Test
Case.” by Michael Betz, Tobias Wulsdorf, Stefan G. Krimmer, and Gerhard
Klebe. Submitted in Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling (2015).
The presented study was mainly performed by me (80%). Tobias Wulsdorf
helped in the development of the simulation protocol and the solvation
site evaluation, Stefan G. Krimmer contributed the experimental data and
helped in producing the simulated annealing omit maps, Gerhard Klebe
supervised the study and contributed in the discussion and draft of the
paper.
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Abstract
Drug binding involves changes of the local water structure around proteins, also considering water rearrangements across surface-solvation layers
around protein and ligand portions exposed to the newly formed complex surface. For a series of thermolysin-binding phosphonamidates we
discovered that variations of the partly exposed P2 ’-substituents modulate
binding affinity up to 10 kJ mol−1 with even larger enthalpy/entropy partitioning of the binding signature. The observed profiles cannot be explained
by mere desolvation effects, instead quality and completeness of the formed
surface-water network wrapping around the formed complexes provide an
explanation for the discovered structure–activity relationship. We used
molecular dynamics to compute surface water networks and predict solvation sites around the complexes. Qualitatively, a fairly good correlation
with experimental difference electron densities in high-resolution crystal
structures is achieved, in detail problems with the potentials are discovered: Charge-assisted contacts to waters are exaggerated by AMBER and
stabilizing contributions of water-to-methyl contacts are underestimated.

5.1 Introduction
Biological processes have developed in aqueous solution, accordingly it is
not surprising that the ubiquitously present water molecules take significant influence on the properties of the biological macromolecules which are
involved in these processes. Water is an outstanding substance with many
remarkable properties.[90,91] Above all, its extensive property to establish
networks of hydrogen bonds is one of the most remarkable features. In the
crystalline phase water molecules form an essentially perfect tetrahedrally
coordinated network, which comprises, however, large orientational dynam-
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ics.[Ref?] In the liquid state this network becomes even more fluxional and
distorted, enabling water molecules to approach each other more closely
to increase the density of the bulk phase. The extended water network
allows for fast proton traveling and owing to the highly fluxional behavior,
hydrogen bonds in water have extremely short life times in the range of
a picosecond.[92] The formed water networks are of manifold architecture
giving rise to a variety of polyhedral structures that comprise interstices
that can easily accommodate host molecules.[68,69] Surprisingly, these can
be of rather opposing characteristics, e.g. nonpolar methane molecules are
readily incorporated in crystalline ice.[68]
Proteins, as one of the most important participants in biological processes,
expose a variety of aliphatic amino acids to the water environment and
thus form an interface with the adjacent water molecules. In addition,
polar functionalities of the protein are exposed to the water interface
and these groups actively recruit water molecules via hydrogen bonds,
in order to establish a surface solvation layer around the macromolecule.
These changes of the bulk water phase and the restructuring next to the
protein surface take significant influence on the properties of the protein,
particularly when during a biological process the protein binds a ligand
or changes its conformation. Apart from the restructuring of the water
networks close to the protein surface, water molecules also penetrate into
pockets and take important impact on the solvation structure inside the
pocket. This will involve the solvation pattern of the uncomplexed protein
but also of the formed complexes where water molecules often mediate
contacts between bound ligands and protein residues.[14,15,70]
Drug action often involves the binding of ligand molecules to biological
macromolecules. Any molecular recognition process resulting in the binding
of a drug to a protein will result in changes of the local water structure.
This starts with desolvation where ligand and protein partially remove their
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water shell to provide the necessary space for complex formation. Usually,
these steps of desolvation are considered as one important contribution to
binding. This process fundamentally affects the thermodynamic signature
of binding with respect to the enthalpic and entropic contributions.[16,46]
The actually resulting signature for the desolvation strongly depends on the
binding properties of the water molecules prior to their displacement and
release to the bulk water phase upon ligand binding.[93] This observation
also explains why the hydrophobic effect, considering the removal of water
molecules from hydrophobic contact interfaces can be enthalpically or
entropcially dominated.[2,43,85,94,95]
The more the desolvation effects and the contact-mediating influence of interstitial water molecules on ligand binding is appreciated in contemporary
drug discovery, the less effects are considered that involve the rearrangement and re-ordering of water molecules across the surface solvation layers
around proteins. Usually, a newly formed protein–ligand complex will
expose to some extend also ligand portions to the surface of the established
complex. The novel molecular species will shape a new surface, which is
wetted by the surrounding water environment.
As we could recently show by experiment, this newly created water surface network can be of deviating quality and completeness and thereby
takes impact on the affinity and thermodynamic signature of the ligand
to be bound.[37,65] We studied these properties at the metalloprotease
thermolysin (TLN), a well-established model protein used to elucidate
and explain structural and energetic phenomena of ligand binding. The
fortunate situation that the protein crystallizes well and allows routinely
for resolutions in the 1.0−1.5 Å range allows to discover details of the
surface-solvation layer usually not accessible by routine structural biology.
In addition, this rather robust protein permits collection of highly accurate
thermodynamic binding data by isothermal titration calorimetry. For a
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large series of phosphonamidate inhibitors we could show that variations of
the partly exposed P2 ’ substituents bound to the solvent-accessible, bowlshaped S2 ’ pocket modulate binding properties by up to about 10 kJ mol−1 .
These changes in the Gibbs free energy of binding result from even larger
modulations of the enthalpic versus entropic signature of binding. The
observed changes in the profile cannot be explained satisfactorily by mere
desolvation effects resulting from an increase in size of the attached hydrophobic P2 ’ substituent. Instead, the quality and completeness of the
formed surface water network that wraps around the newly formed complex surface provides an explanation for the discovered structure–activity
relationship and underscores the importance to consider the properties of
water molecules in the solvation surface layer modulating protein–ligand
binding. For example, quite surprisingly the medium-sized aliphatic P2 ’
substituents experience the most potent protein binding, as they are able
to establish rather complete and perfect networks around the partially
surface-exposed P2 ’ substituents. This finding is particularly surprising as
the less potent derivatives exhibiting the larger substituents even succeed
to bury a larger hydrophobic ligand portion in the protein pocket.
Usually, the importance of such intricate solvation effects on ligand binding
is underestimated owing to the fact that the experimental evidence for
such findings is difficult to collect as we hardly succeed in obtaining
sufficiently detailed information about water solvation layers from the
crystal structures. Not in all cases such a fortunate situation will be given
as in our TLN case to reveal routinely crystals with the required diffraction
power.
We therefore embarked onto a computational study to see whether elaborate
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations will be able to generate the surface
solvation layers with sufficient accuracy to predict and understand the
impact of water on ligand binding. In case a sufficiently reliable protocol
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can be found, computational methods might provide the required predictive
power to select the most suitable and potent substituent to be attached
at a given lead scaffold. Decorated with this substituent, a prospective
drug candidate can place this substituent into a surface-exposed binding
pocket of a protein to achieve optimal binding properties. In the present
contribution we will assess whether current state-of-the-art molecular
dynamics methods are capable of reproducing the decisive features of
the crystallographically observed water networks in four structures of our
well-established compound series of thermolysin inhibitors.

5.2 Material and methods
5.2.1 The Thermolysin target system
Thermolysin is a thermostable zinc metalloprotease, frequently used as
model system for other zinc-dependent metalloproteases, to validate and
understand novel concepts.[55,57] The central feature of its substrate binding
cleft is the catalytic zinc ion coordinated by His142, His146, and Glu166.[74]
Thermolysin exhibits three sub-pockets of predominantly hydrophobic
nature, differing significantly from each other in their shape. The S1 pocket
is formed as an extended crevice that accommodates rather nonspecifically
hydrophobic ligand portions. The S1 ’ pocket is a deep and well-defined
cavity, selectively recognizing hydrophobic amino acids like valine, leucine
or isoleucine.[25,96] Adjacent, the S2 ’ subsite opens as a shallow, bowl-shaped
pocket easily accessible by water molecules from the bulk phase. Also this
pocket is well suited to host hydrophobic ligand portions such as a leucine
side chain of the natural substrate peptide.
Our studied inhibitors all share the same parent scaffold, Cbz–Gly–(PO2– )–
l-Leu–NH2 –P2 ’ (Cbz = carboxy-benzyl, P2 ’ = varying hydrophobic groups
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Figure 5.1: Chemical formulas of two congeneric series of thermolysin
inhibitors that differ by the presence or absence of a terminal methyl group
(R1) and a carboxylate group (R2) P2 ’ substituents (R) are of growing size
and hydrophobicity. All ligands exhibit a conserved binding mode but the
attached P2 ’ substituents vary the local solvent structure.
with or without an attached terminal carboxylate group), and exhibit
a highly conserved binding pose within the substrate binding cleft (Figure 5.1). The Cbz portion is orientated towards the S1 pocket. The central
phosphonamidate group coordinates the catalytic zinc ion in mono-dentate
fashion. The central leucine side chain fits perfectly into the S1 ’ pocket.
All ligands only differ in their terminal P2 ’ substituent exhibiting groups
of growing hydrophobic character. Two series with a total of 17 compounds were studied, the first with a terminal carboxylate group (eight
members)[37] , the second lacking this group (nine members)[65] .
In all crystal structures, the charged terminal carboxylate group of the
ligands adopts the same positions and forms multiple hydrogen bonds to
water molecules as well as an additional hydrogen bond to Asn112. In the
series lacking the carboxylate group these protein–ligand interactions are
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missing, instead water molecules are found at its place. The exit vector
for the growing hydrophobic P2 ’ substituent is oriented nearly identically
in the crystal structures of all ligands. It points towards the bowl-shaped
solvent-exposed S2 ’ pocket. Major differences among the complexes are
evident in the water networks adjacent to the S2 ’ pocket (Figure 5.2),
which are perturbed and modulated depending on the shape of the P2 ’
substituent. In the subsequently described MD simulations, we focus on a
representative and illustrative subset of complexes (1 - 4) with the first
two ligands of each series exhibiting either a carboxylate and/or a methyl
group at the P2 ’ position.

5.2.2 Structure relationship and thermodynamic
signature
Starting with the parent scaffold, the attachment of a methyl group
(1→2) increases binding affinity by about −2 kJ mol−1 as expected for
a favorable placement of a methyl group.[61] As shown by our detailed
calorimetric analysis (see Figure 5.2 for thermodynamic profile), this
affinity change originates from the beneficial exothermic enthalpy change
(∆∆H 0 = −5 kJ mol−1 ) that is not completely compensated by the unfavorable entropy change (−T ∆∆S 0 = 3 kJ mol−1 ). The subsequent addition
of a carboxylate group (2→4) improves affinity by −4.7 kJ mol−1 . If both
attachments are performed with inverted sequence, the carboxylate attachment (1→3) yields only about −1 kJ mol−1 in ∆∆G0 , with small
enthalpy/entropy partitioning. Surprisingly, the further addition of only
a methyl group (3→4) increases the affinity by −5.7 kJ mol−1 along with
extensive enthalpy/entropy partitioning. This increase in affinity can
be explained by a completely connected water network enclosing the P2 ’
substituent of ligand 4 in complex with thermolysin (TLN–4): Starting
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(a) TLN–1

(b) TLN–2

(c) TLN–3

(d) TLN–4

Figure 5.2: Crystal structures of the four thermolysin (TLN) complexes
with ligands 1 - 4. The color coding corresponds to those ligands in
Chapter 2 (see Figure 2.3 on page 19). Ligand 1 (upper left, C: orange, N:
blue, O: red, P: orange, S: yellow) lacks the methyl and carboxylate group
and binds to TLN establishing an extensive water network wrapping around
the terminal P2 ’ group. (This caption continues on the next page . . . )
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Figure 5.2: (continued caption from page 109) Upon methylation, 2 is
produced (b), C: blue) and a small enthalpically favored affinity gain is
experienced. Two water molecules are displaced (encircled in cyan) whereas
two new ones are entrapped (encircled in green) which form favorable
contacts to the newly attached methyl group. Modifying 2 further to 4
(d), C: green) by adding the charged carboxylate group results in a strong
affinity gain overwhelmingly for enthalpic reasons. Surprisingly, attachment
of the carboxylate to 1 forming 3 (c), C: magenta) is responded by a very
weak thermodynamic signature even though three water molecules are
replaced by the carboxylate group and one water molecule is shifted to
enable a contact with the introduced carboxylate group. Finally adding
the methyl group to 3 featuring 4 recovers the thermodynamic profile
expected for the carboxylate attachment. Remarkably, in the complex
of 3 the water network wrapping around the P2 ’ substituent is broken
(indicated by the dashed line) which is responded by a loss in affinity for
enthalpic reasons. Instead, entropy is less affected as the broken network
sacrifices less residual mobility. In TLN–4 (green) the water network is
sealed again and the sole methyl attachment rescues the entire affinity
gain with enthalpically favored signature. The thermodynamic parameters
(∆G0 , −T ∆S 0 , ∆H 0 ) of binding are given for each complex.
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from Asn112, via the ligand’s carboxylate group, a chain of H-bonds and
H-bond-connected water molecules wraps with ideal distances around the
ligand’s methyl group to the backbone carbonyl group of Asn111 (Figure
5.2d and positions C, D, E, F in Figure 5.5d on page 123). All these water
molecules are additionally stabilized by favorable van der Waals contacts
to the methyl group of 4.
In TLN–3, however, the water molecule closing the chain at position D
in TLN–4 is missing, most likely resulting from the fact that the waterstabilizing methyl group, present in 4, is missing. In consequence, the
network around the P2 ’ substituent of 3 is ruptured unfavorably. The
distance between the water molecules at positions C and E/H is too large
(4.4 Å/5.7 Å) to bridge the gap via a hydrogen bond. Additionally, a
second important water molecule is located on top of ligand 4, capping
the carboxylate groups (at position G). We hypothesize that this capping
water is stabilized electrostatically by the negatively charged carboxylate
group and the contact to the adjacent methyl group. As a result of these
changes in the solvation pattern, the addition of a methyl group to 3
leading to 4 results in a marked enthalpic affinity gain (∆∆H 0 ) of more
than −13 kJ mol−1 .

5.2.3 Simulation setup
To reproduce the experimentally observed water solvation pattern around
the different complexes by molecular dynamics simulations we used the
program package AMBER.[97] During the MD simulations, all atoms, apart
from the water molecules and hydrogens were restrained in their initial
Cartesian coordinates by a superimposed harmonic potential (details in the
Supporting Information correponding to Chapter 5). MD trajectories were
recorded and analyzed to predict, evaluate and compare solvation sites. In
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order to validate the method and to elucidate a possible influence of the
crystal packing, we also performed simulations mimicking the molecules
within a putative crystal packing environment.

5.2.4 Internal comparative reference and comparison
with diffraction data
In the crystal packing of the studied thermolysin complexes extensive
solvation patterns spanning across hydrophobic surface patches can also be
observed in regions remote from the ligand binding site. As a comparative
analysis shows, the solvation pattern in these areas is highly conserved
across all 17 analyzed examples. To compare our simulations concerning
the solvation pattern around the exposed P2 ’ substituents we selected the
hydrophobic surface next the Cβ of Ala286 which is more than 30 Å distant
from the ligand binding site. Also next to the methyl group of this alanine
an extended surface water network is experimentally observed.
The two studied ligand series differ by the presence or absence of a terminal
carboxylate group. For reasons of internal comparison we selected the
carboxylate group of Asp261 which is similarly exposed at the protein
surface as in our ligand series. It is also by ca. 30 Å remote from the ligand
binding site, however, in opposite direction as Ala286.

5.2.5 Comparison between predicted solvation sites and
electron density of the corresponding water
molecules
The placement of water molecules in crystal structures depends on the
resolution of the analyzed diffraction data and of the applied refinement
strategy.[22] The decision whether or not to place a water molecule into
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the electron density is usually made with respect to a predefined residual
electron density threshold level. To make our comparison independent
from such a possibly biased and arbitrarily fixed level, we will compare our
simulation results with the electron density information directly taken from
the diffraction data. In the present study, we generate simulated annealing
omit maps of the water sites of interest with Phenix [98] , applying Cartesian
simulated annealing (5000K), and harmonic restraints on omitted atoms
(zero occupancy) with a standard deviation of 0.1 Å. The bulk solvent
mask was prevented from extending into the region of the omitted water
molecules. This procedure results in omit maps with thoroughly removed
model bias. The hereby obtained difference electron density has been used
in the following for the comparison with the computational analysis.

5.2.6 Structure preparation for the MD simulations
Thermolysin crystallizes in the space group P61 22. In the packing a
crystal mate is located adjacent to the S1 pocket. The Cbz group of the
bound ligand is therefore in close contact to an adjacent protein molecule
forming hydrophobic interactions. Importantly, the P2 ’ substituent shows
a distance of more than 10 Å to the next neighboring crystal mate. In
order to assess whether the water network of interest, wrapping around
the ligand’s P2 ’ portion in the crystal structures, is not solely resulting
from crystal packing effects, our simulations were performed with different
settings using either a single protein molecule (in the following “single
molecule scenario”, “s”) or a packing dimer regarding the next partner
molecule in the crystal lattice (“mate scenario”, “m”).
For the comparative analysis of the water network covering the area next
to Ala286 and the exposed carboxylate group of Asp261, we believe that
such a validation is not required as both regions are remote from any
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adjacent crystal mate by more than 10 Å, and they are well accessible by
water molecules from virtually all directions.
As a starting point for the different simulations scenarios we used the pdbentries 3T73 (TLN–1), 3T8F (TLN–2), 3T8G (TLN–3) and 3T74 (TLN–4).
To allow for a close comparison with the crystal structures, we included
two glycerol and a DMSO molecules found next to the ligands in the
crystal structures (picked-up from the cryo-buffer) in our MD simulations
(Figure 5.2 on page 109).
Protein structure preparation
Some amino acid side chains show split conformations in the crystal
structures. In such cases, the orientation with the highest population has
been used for the starting structure of our MD simulations. A list of the
considered side-chain conformations is given in Table 5.1. To generate the
packing dimer of two adjacent crystal mates, the same protocol has been
applied. Only for Glu225 (which is located on a crystallographic special
position) we had to deviate from this strategy and conformation A and
conformation B were taken, respectively, as input geometry for the two
molecules, as otherwise a steric clash would have resulted. Protonation and
tautomeric states of the histidines were carefully checked and accordingly
assigned using MOE [99] . Missing hydrogens were added using the program
Leap. The zinc ion and its direct coordination partners His142, His146,
and Glu166 were parameterized using the pseudoatom approach according
to Pang et al.[100]
Ligands structure preparation
In the crystal structures, the ligands show two conformations of the carbamate group next to the Cbz moiety. As starting structure for the
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AA number

TLN–1
(3T73)

TLN–2
(3T87)

TLN–3
(3T8G)

TLN–4
(3T74)

Ile1
Thr4
Val9
Arg11
Leu14
Ile20
Thr49
Ser53
Gln61
Ser65
Ile156
Ser161
Lys182
Ser198
Ser201
Lys210
His216
Gln255 “s”
Gln255 “m”
Lys265
Gln273
Ser282
Ligand

A 68%
A 66%
A 41%
A 61%
B 64%
B 48%
A 41%
A 47%
missing
B 59%
B 52%
A 48%
rot 60°
A 53%
B 50%

A 55%
B 54%
A 54%
A 50%
A 50%
A 44%
A 79%
rot 180°
B 52%
A 48%
B 51%
A 75%
A 61%

A 68%
B 51%
A 51%
B 51%
A 54%
B 58%
A 50%
B 34%
missing
A 70%
A 65%
B 35%
A 51%
B 60%

rot 60°
A 74%
A 58%
B 59%
rot 60°
A 51%
A 47%
A 65%
A 58%
A 40%
A 71%
A 83%
A 55%
A 57%
A 57%
A 52%
B 48%
A 54%
A 79%
A 63%

Table 5.1: Side chain conformations used for the MD simulations. “A”
or “B”: the capital letters describes the conformation taken for the MD
simulations. “-”: indicates that the amino acid shows only one conformation
in the crystal structure. “%”: the number is the occupation in percent
at the end of refinement. “rot”: the residue was rotated to coincide the
orientation of the other structures. “missing”: the orientation could not
be determined in the crystal structure.
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simulations only the orientation compatible with the neighboring water
molecules was used. Atomic charges on the ligand atoms and the cryobuffer compounds were calculated using the Resp methodology[101] based on
quantum chemical calculations carried out on the HF/6-31G* level applying
the program Gaussian09.[102] During the minimization, torsion angles of
the ligands were kept fixed to maintain their protein-bound conformation
during the charge calculations. The correct Gaff atom types[103] and bond
types of the ligands were determined with the program Antechamber and
missing force-field parameters were assigned using Parmchk.[104]
Water preparation
Leap was used to produce the different types of scenarios also with respect
to the crystallographically water molecules and with respect to the water
models used in our simulations. A single protein molecule and a packing
dimer considering all crystallographically observed water molecules were
used as the first settings of the starting structures (named “c” in the
following). Alternatively all water molecules were removed from the system
(named “n” in the following). Further water molecules were supplemented
using a pre-calculated water model in a truncated octahedron with a
minimum solute-to-box distance of 10 Å. The applied water models were
either based on the TIP3P[105] , TIP4PEW[106] , or TIP5P[107] solvent models
(named “3”, “4”, “5” in the following). No additional ions had to be added
to the box because considering the four calcium ions observed in the crystal
structure resulted already in an electro-neutral system.

5.2.7 Simulation runs
Restrained MD simulations were performed using the AMBER 14
package[97] with periodic boundary conditions and the ff99SB force field.
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All atoms except water and hydrogens were restrained to their initial
Cartesian coordinates by a harmonic potential with a force constant of
100 kJ mol−1 Å−2 . Long range electrostatic interactions were treated using
the Ewald method and a non-bonded cutoff of 10 Å.
The solvated complexes were initially minimized. Subsequently, the system
was heated for 20 ps under constant volume conditions from 100 K to 300 K,
followed by 200 ps equilibrium steps with NPT conditions at a pressure of
1 atm and a temperature of 300 K. The Berendsen barostat and Langevin
thermostat were used as implemented in AMBER 14.
A time step of 2 fs (1 fs during the heating phase) was used for all simulations. The Shake algorithm[108] was applied to all bonds involving hydrogen
atoms during all steps, except for the minimization. Finally, production
runs of 20 ns length were carried out under NVT conditions. Coordinates
were stored every picosecond.
The generated trajectories were further analyzed using the program Cpptraj.
For every snapshot of the trajectory, all solvent molecules were projected
into their initial solvent box. The protein frames were structurally aligned
by minimizing their structural Cα rmsds to the reference crystal structure
of TLN–4.
Evaluation of the solvation sites
The distribution of water molecules along the trajectory was used to analyze the preferred solvation pattern around TLN. Calculations of preferred
positions were performed using the Volmap-Plugin in VMD.[109] For each
time step along the trajectory the positions of the oxygen atoms of the
water molecules were plotted onto a regular grid with a spacing of 0.4 Å by
assigning counts to all grid points enclosed by the atoms. An average water
density map was calculated from the grid, in order to visualize regions pop-
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ulate above average by water molecules during the MD simulation (referred
to as “predicted solvation sites” in the following). The values assigned to
the grid points can be interpreted as a probability distribution with respect
to the predicted water population. The grid spacing and orientation were
kept unchanged for all MD trajectories to allow mutual comparisons of the
obtained probability values. In order to identify predicted solvation sites
the grid was searched for local density maxima assigned to the grid above
a certain threshold (see Figures). Overall up to eight local maxima nearby
the P2 ’ substituent were identified for each complexes, which are listed in
Figure 5.4) and labeled according to the scheme given in Figure 5.5 on
page 122.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Validation of the 12 MD simulation scenarios to
depict the most predictive model
The combinations of different settings (single molecule or mate scenario,
used water model, retaining or discarding crystallographically observed
water molecules) led to 12 predicted water density maps per complex
described in Figure 5.3. To assess which combination of the 12 settings
performed best to predict the crystallographically observed water network,
we compared all computed water density maps with regard to the solvation
sites (A-I) close to the P2 ’ moiety in the four complexes 1 - 4 with respect
to the reproduction of the experimental observations (see Figure 5.3 and
Figure 5.5).
In addition to a visual comparison of the predicted solvation sites and the
omit density maps (Figure 5.5 right panel), we evaluated the population
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Figure 5.3: On the left hand side, the 12 individual models are listed
(colored according to the complexes shown in the figures, 1: orange, 2:
blue, 3: magenta, 4: green, and “s” for single molecule scenario; “m” for
mate scenario; “3”, “4”, and “5” represent the applied TIP water model; “c”
indicates consideration of waters from the crystal structure; “n” all waters
were removed and regenerated from scratch. The second column “mean
RM” shows the mean values of all relevant water molecules next to the
P2 ’ substituent; “mean s/m” indicated the two molecule scenarios; “mean
3/4/5” stands for the different TIP water models and “mean c/n” for the
water placement. The listed values correspond to mean rmsd deviations of
calculated and crystallographically observed water sites in Å.
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Figure 5.4: Pictures: Crystal structures of thermolysine with 1 - 4.
Each complex is shown with a different carbon atom color: TLN–1 in
orange and TLN–2 in blue (both on this page), and TLN–3 in violet and
TLN–4 in green (both on page 121). Heteroatoms are shown in atom-type
color coding. The Connolly surface (solvent excluded surface) is shown
in white. Crystallographically observed water molecules are depicted as
colored or white spheres. Dashed lines indicate potential hydrogen bonds
between polar atoms closer than 3.4 Å. Water molecules around the P2 ’
moieties are highlighted in the color of their complex, and are considered
as “relevant waters” (RW) which are used to calculate the “mean RW” (cf.
tables) in order to assess which combination of the 12 settings performed
best to predict the crystallographically observed water network. The labels
that indicate particular positions, are colored in yellow if a local maximum
of a solvation site, with a population larger than 60%, is predicted closer
than 1.4 Å between the crystal water molecule. The labels are colored
in gray if one of the aforementioned criteria is not met. (This caption
continues on the next page . . . )
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Figure 5.4: (continued caption from page 120) Tables: As in Figure 5.3
the 12 individual scenarios are mutually compared. A grayed column
indicates that a particular water site was not considered in the evaluation,
either because the position was not in direct contact with the P2 ’ substituent
(e.g. position A complex 1 and 2; cf. Figure 5.5a and 5.5b on page 122),
or because in the studied complex the crystallographically observed water
molecules are not reproduced by the computational simulation (e.g. D in
complex 3; cf. Figure 5.5c on page 123). In case of a spatial match closer
than 4 Å between a crystal water and a local maximum of the predicted
solvation sites (with a population large than 60% of the simulation time)
the spatial deviation has been calculated and is given in Å deviation. FP
stands for “false positive” and indicates that a maximum in the predicted
solvation map is found which does not correspond to the experimental
findings. In the last column a summation is given how frequent the analyzed
water sites are actually reproduced by the MD simulation. Also here the
“s4c” protocol reveals the best agreement.
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(a) TLN–1

(b) TLN–2

Figure 5.5: Comparison of the computed solvation sites (left) and experimentally observed difference electron density (right) in the four analyzed
complexes 1 - 4 (rows a - d). The protein surface of thermolysin is depicted
in white as solvent-accessible surface (so-called Connolly surface). Ligand
and cryo-buffer molecules are shown in stick or line representations colored
by atom-type coding. Carbon atoms of 1 are shown in orange; 2 in blue;
3 in violet, and 4 in green, in all complexes N: blue, O: red, P: orange, S:
yellow. The ligand’s carbamate groups (top) adopt two conformations in
the crystal structure. Only the conformations pointing to the right were
used as starting structure for the MD simulations. Water molecules (with
122
corresponding color code) are illustrated as spheres. Dashed lines indicate
potential hydrogen bonds when polar atoms approach closer than 3.4 Å.
(This caption continues on the facing page . . . )
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(c) TLN–3

(d) TLN–4

Figure 5.5: (continued figure from page 122) On the left, the calculated
preferred solvation sites are depicted by three different contour levels of
increasing propensity using different graphical representations. The light
blue chicken-wire mesh indicates regions where the probability to detect
a water molecule along the trajectory is higher than a 52% of the time;
the blue translucent surface indicate regions with 60% and the dark blue
meshes regions with 68% probability to host a water molecule. For clarity
reasons, the solvation sites of some water molecules, crossed by X, are
not shown. On the right, a direct comparison with the results of the
crystallographic diffraction experiment is shown by displaying the Fo − Fc
difference electron density encompassing 0.5 e Å−3 by an orange mesh. 123
To
easy the comparison, the translucent contour level at 60% of the computed
solvation sites is superimposed. The eight solvation site, discussed in detail,
are labeled by capital letters A - I.
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probability level of the predicted solvation sites at the positions of the
crystallographically observed water molecules close to the P2 ’ substituents
(positions A-I). The mean value of the population probability at these
positions is listed for each scenario in Figure 5.3. A detailed analysis of all
eight solvation sites is shown in Figure 5.4.
The agreement found by visual inspection between the experimental and
predicted maps (e.g. Figure 5.5) along with the smallest spatial deviations
between the crystallographically observed water molecules and the predicted solvation site maxima (Figure 5.3) suggests that the single molecule
scenario MD simulations reproduced the experimentally observed water
structure better than the mate scenario. Apart from TLN–3, the TIP4PEW
water model was superior to the TIP3P and the TIP5P models. Moreover,
MD simulations incorporating the initially observed crystallographic water
molecules led to slightly better results than those simulations not taken
them into account. Accordingly, we limit our subsequent discussion to
the “s4c” model (single molecule scenario with TIP4PEW including the
crystallographically observed water molecules).

5.3.2 Comparison for TLN–3 and TLN–4 next to the S2 ’
pocket
In general, crystallographically observed water positions are well reproduced by the MD simulations, in particular for water molecules that are
additionally stabilized by the carboxylate group (Figure 5.5c and 5.5d,
water sites A, B, and C) or by multiple contacts with the protein (e.g.
water I in TLN–3). On average, the computed probability density is higher
at these positions and correlates with lower B-factors of the refined water
molecules in the crystal structures. The predicted position for water A is
shifted toward the ligand’s carbamate group. Notably, our MD simulations
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qualitatively reproduced the surprising rupture (between C and E/H) of
the otherwise contiguous water network in the crystal structure of TLN–3.
The solvation site at position D in this complex, predicted to bridge the
gap in the network, has a lower population probability compared to the
other ones (Figure 5.5c) and encompasses only a small volume (maximum
of predicted solvation site D: 55% in TLN–3) thus exhibiting a lower value
and volume than at the other positions. The water positions E, F, H, and
I are better defined, however, their centers are slightly shifted compared
to the positions found for these waters in the crystal structure of TLN–3.
The MD simulations suggest the existence of a well-defined solvation site at
position G, capping the ligand’s terminal carboxylate group. Remarkably,
the difference electron density map hardly indicates any presence of a water
molecule at site G in TLN–3. Here, computer simulation and experiment
clearly deviate.
For the complex with 4, the crystallographically observed water molecules
(and spatial distribution of their electron densities) are convincingly reproduced by the MD simulations. Here, the water molecule at position D
that completes the contiguously connected water chain (C–D–E) overlaps
with a maximum of the predicted solvation site (max. 67%). At site E,
the local maximum exceeds 68% (max. 69%). At the capping position G,
the MD simulation suggests a solvation site with a volume slightly higher
compared to that proposed for TLN–3. Whereas in the crystal structure of
TLN–3 this water is missing, its presence in TLN–4 is correctly predicted
by the computer model. Here, simulation and experiment agree well.
With regard to the position of the capping water, the center of the respective
solvation site G in the TLN–3 and TLN–4 was predicted rather close to
the carboxylate group (d = 3.02 Å). In the corresponding crystal structure
of TLN–4 the electron density maximum is observed at longer distance
(d = 3.78 Å).
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5.3.3 Comparison for TLN–1 and TLN–2 next to the S2 ’
pocket
The MD simulations of the non-carboxylated derivatives 1 and 2 predict
the crystallographically observed water positions quite well (Figures 5.5a
and 5.5b on page 122) but, compared to TLN–3 and TLN–4, with slightly
higher deviations between some of the predicted solvation sites and the
corresponding electron density maxima (Figure 5.4). As a consequence of
the missing carboxylate group in 1 and 2, the ligands create an extended
hydrophobic surface patch together with the protein. The space originally
occupied by the carboxylate groups of 3 and 4 is now filled by three
water molecules (A’, B’, and B”). Similar to the complexes with 3 and
4, the solvation site A is — compared to the electron density — shifted
towards the ligand’s carbamate group. An adjacent second solvation site
A’ accommodates a water molecule, but is located slightly more remote
from the carbamate oxygen. Likewise to the complexes with 3 and 4, the
water positions that are stabilized by multiple van der Waals contacts
(at I and F in TLN–1; E and F in TLN–2) are reproduced very well.
Deviations between crystallographically observed water molecules and the
predicted solvation sites are larger for the positions wrapping around the
P2 ’ substituent.
In TLN–1 the water molecule at solvation site B’ was not adequately
predicted by our MD simulations. In the crystallographic omit map the
water at this position shows a reduced electron density with respect to the
other placed water molecules next to the P2 ’ moiety. B” and C are captured
as an elongated solvation site with C exhibiting the higher population
probability. This solvation site expands toward the crystallographically
observed position B’. Next to the capping position G only a sparsely
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populated solvation site is predicted with a maximum of 55%. Here, no
significant electron density is found in the crystal structure.
In TLN–2 the elongated solvation site encompassing positions B’, B”, and
C is more densely populated than at the respective site in TLN–1 and
has population maxima close to the crystallographically observed water
positions (Figure 5.4). The interstitial water molecules at site D and G,
which complete the solvation structure next to the P2 ’ methyl substituent
to a contiguous polygon structure, were correctly predicted by our MD
simulations. Site D has a maximum of 59%. It is therefore the lowest
populated solvation site next to the methyl group.
The solvation site M is predicted in both complexes with 1 and 2. However,
a water molecule has only been assigned to the electron density in TLN–
2. This water molecule interacts via a charge-assisted H-bond with the
carboxylate group of Asp226 and is additionally stabilized by two adjacent
water molecules in the crystal structure.

5.3.4 Solvent structure next to Ala286 as internal
methyl reference site
At the internal comparative site next to the Cβ of Ala286 the computer
simulations indicate the same correlation with the electron density as
at the sites next to the P2 ’ substituents. In total, 17 crystal structures
indicate the same conserved water hydration pattern depicted by the red
spheres representing the individual water sites (Figure 5.6). In addition,
the difference electron density of TLN–4 is displayed. Remarkably, the
five-membered water polygon structure, interconnected by hydrogen bonds,
is computationally well reproduced. However, the two solvation sites J
and K, bridging the network across the exposed Cβ methyl group, are
predicted as minor populated by the MD simulations although the electron
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density of all 17 crystal structures indicates the presence of two water
molecules. Interestingly, at solvation site L, the water molecules detected
in the individual crystal structures show a rather broad scatter. This
extended distribution is correctly predicted by our computer simulations.
A rather elongated ellipsoidal solvation site is suggested in agreement with
experiment.

5.3.5 Solvent structure next to Asp261 as internal
carboxylate reference site
As a second internal comparative site to the ligand’s solvent-exposed
carboxylate group, the solvation pattern next to the similarly exposed
carboxylate group of Asp261 was predicted and compared to the crystallographically observed water molecules (Figure 5.7, TLN–4 is shown as
reference). Only four solvation sites (N, R, S, and T) were not predicted
correctly. The water molecule at S in syn-position to the carboxylate group
is not predicted at all. The computed site R is shifted towards Asp261, but
partially overlaps with the electron density contour in the corresponding
omit map. The solvation site P, capping the carboxylate group, is predicted
by 0.6 Å closer to the acidic group than actually observed in the crystal
structure. This finding resembles the results found for the solvation site G
in TLN–3 and TLN–4

5.4 Discussion
A comparison of all 12 simulation scenarios shows that the differences with
respect to the generation and spatial location of the computed solvation
sites are rather small. The single molecule scenario, combined with the
TIP4PEW water model and including all crystallographically observed
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the computed solvation sites (left) and experimentally observed difference electron density (right) for the internal
reference site next to Ala286. The protein surface of thermolysin is depicted in white as Connolly surface. Water molecules next to Ala286 are
illustrated as red spheres in the 17 superimposed crystal structures. Dashed
lines indicate a potential hydrogen bonds when polar atoms approach closer
than 3.4 Å. On the left, the calculated preferred solvation sites are depicted
by three different contour levels of increasing propensity using the graphical
representations explained in Figure 5.5. The light blue chicken-wire mesh
is drawn 47%; the blue translucent surfaces at 55% and the dark blue
meshes at 63%. On the right, a direct comparison with the results of
the crystallographic diffraction experiment found for complex 4 (solved
at the highest resolution of the four crystal structures) which is shown by
displaying the Fo − Fc difference electron density encompassing 0.5 e Å−3
by an orange mesh. To easy the comparison, the translucent contour level
at 55% of the computed solvation sites is superimposed. Three solvation
site, discussed in detail, are labeled by capital letters J, K, and L.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the computed solvation sites (left) and experimentally observed difference electron density (right) for the internal
reference site next to Asp286. The protein surface of thermolysin is depicted in white as Connolly surface. Protein side chain atoms are shown
in stick representations colored by atom-type coding (C: white; O: red).
Dashed lines indicate a potential hydrogen bonds when polar atoms approach closer than 3.4 Å. On the left, the calculated preferred solvation
sites are depicted by three different contour levels using the graphical
representations explained in Figure 5.5 (light blue chicken-wire mesh: 47%;
blue translucent surface: 55% and the dark blue mesh: 63%). On the right,
a direct comparison with the results of the crystallographic diffraction
experiment is shown by displaying the Fo − Fc difference electron density
encompassing 0.5 e Å−3 by an orange mesh. To easy the comparison, the
translucent contour level at 55% of the computed solvation sites, is superimposed. Solvation site, discussed in detail, are labeled by capital letters
N, R, S, P, and T.
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water molecules in the starting structures of the simulations results in a
slightly better agreement with experiment. Therefore we suggested this
protocol as a setup for our computer simulations. Importantly enough,
the computationally generated water network does not rely on the crystallographically observed water molecules as an essential prerequisite for
the starting geometry. Accordingly, it can be expected that also in cases
where highly resolved crystal structures showing complete surface solvation
layers are not available, a reasonable water pattern can be computed by
our approach.
In general, water molecules involved in multiple contacts with neighboring
water molecules or functional groups of the protein are more firmly fixed
(indicated by the crystallographic B-factors). Solvation sites occupied
by such fixed water molecules are qualitatively better reproduced by the
MD simulations than those of the more loosely bound waters (cf. site D
versus I/F). This is even more the case for water molecules involved in
charge-assisted contacts. Remarkably, the broad scatter of water molecules
in multiple crystal structures indicated for the solvation site L (Figure 5.6
on page 129) is well reproduced as indicated by the extended elliptical
probability distribution resulting from the trajectory of the MD simulation.
Nevertheless, we detected two major discrepancies where the predictions
fail. Likely they indicate some weaknesses in the AMBER force field. The
first concerns the stabilization of a water molecule at the exposed position
on top of a charged group. This is most notable for the sites capping either
the ligand’s carboxylate group (position G, Figure 5.5 on page 122), or the
terminal acid group of Asp261 (position P, Figure 5.7 on the preceding
page). In these cases, the centers of the computed solvation sites are located
much too close (3.02 Å) compared to the center of the electron density of
the crystal structure (3.78 Å, position G, Figure 5.5, and 4.26 Å, position
P, in TLN–4). To further validate this phenomenon, we searched the
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Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)[110] for water molecules stabilized
on top of charged carboxylate groups (Figure 5.8). Similar capping waters
are frequently found, however, with a mean mutual distance of 3.5 Å well
in agreement with the crystallographic finding in TLN–4. This result
suggests that the AMBER force field exaggerates charged interactions to
water molecules at the studied positions.
The second caveat is found for hydrophobic van der Waals contacts formed
to water molecules particularly by methyl groups. The two water molecules
at sites J and K (Figure 5.6 on page 129), located next to the exposed Cβ
methyl group of Ala286, are clearly recognizable in the difference electron
density of 17 high-resolution crystal structures. The MD simulations,
however, predict a too low occupancy for these water solvation sites. The
same issue occurs in correctly reproducing the water-to-methyl contacts in
the TLN complexes with respect to the attached terminal methyl groups.
The stabilizing effect on water sites owing to favorable van der Waals
contacts are clearly underestimated. To underscore the importance of such
contacts we consulted again the CSD and searched for such contacts. We
found a fairly large occurrence frequency for water-to-methyl contacts with
a mean distance of 3.6 Å (Figure 5.9).
The MD simulations of TLN–3 predict a water solvation site on top of the
ligand’s carboxylate group, whereas in the crystal structure hardly any
water density is found at the capping position, likely also resulting from the
absence of the stabilizing water-to-methyl contact. This stabilizing contact
is, however, present in TLN–4. Furthermore, the solvation sites D, E, F,
and G next to the methyl group of 4 and also the sites J and K, capping
the Cβ of Ala286, are less populated along the trajectory than indicated
by the electron density. This observation supports the assumption that
the water-to-methyl interaction predicted by the computer simulations is
obviously not sufficiently considered in the AMBER force field.
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Figure 5.8: Search in the CSD for carboxylate–water contacts. 700
water molecules were found in syn (red spheres) and 657 (orange) in antiposition, 161 cases showed a water (green) at capping position on top
of the carboxylate group. The O · · · O distance distribution of the “in
plane” carboxylate oxygen to water contacts (red and orange) indicates a
mean H-bond distance of 2.81 Å, whereas the mean distance of the rather
broad scatter of capping water molecules to the central carbon atom of
the carboxylate groups amounts to 3.54 Å. Distances are given in Å. The
bin size for the histograms is 0.1 Å and the mean value is indicated by a
red line
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Figure 5.9: Search in the CSD for methyl–water contacts. In total, 3331
water-to-methyl group contacts (O · · · C) were found in the CSD with a
mean distance of 3.77 Å. Water molecules are depicted as white spheres.
Distances are given in Å. The bin size for the histogram is 0.1 Å and the
mean value is indicated by a red line
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The rupture of the hydrogen-bonded water network in TLN–3 is correctly
modeled by the MD simulations. In TLN–4, the water network is sealed,
and remarkably also the simulations reproduce this experimental observation well. Possibly the reduced probability at this solvation site D (55% in
TLN–3, 67% in TLN–4) is a consequence of the underestimated van der
Waals stabilization of the attached methyl group in 4 that is absent in 3.
To probe our hypothesis of the presumably exaggerated charged interactions
in AMBER we artificially redistributed the atomic partial charges of the
two carboxylate oxygens of 4 using intramolecular charge restraints within
the Resp methodology. Subsequently, we repeated the above-described
simulations using the attenuated partial charge model.
Figure 5.10 shows the results of the solvation-site prediction for TLN–4
with the attenuated partial charges. Major differences to the previously
applied charge model occur at the solvation sites A, B, C, D and G next
to the P2 ’ portion of 4. Overall, the computed solvation sites with the
attenuated charges are found more remote from the carboxylate group.
Thus, the latter model reproduces the crystallographically observed water
positions A, B, C, and particularly the capping water G, in better agreement
with experiment. The two solvation sites D and E are less populated, and
instead, at position F a more compact distribution is predicted. It is
located slightly closer to the experimentally observed electron density.

5.5 Conclusion
High-resolution crystals structures complemented by a comparative thermodynamic analysis of a series of congeneric thermolysin inhibitors demonstrate the significant influence on the properties of the bound ligand by
the water network formed across the newly created surface patch of a
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the computed solvation sites around the P2 ’
substituent in the complex of 4 using two different charge models. The
Connolly surface of thermolysin is depicted in white. Ligand and cryo-buffer
molecules are shown in stick or line representations colored by atom-type
coding. Carbon atoms of 4 are shown in green; N: blue, O: red, P: orange,
S: yellow. The experimentally determined water positions are displayed
as green spheres. Dashed lines indicate a potential hydrogen bonds when
polar atoms approach closer than 3.4 Å. The calculated preferred solvation
sites are depicted by three different contour levels of increasing propensity
using the three graphical representations explained in Figure 5.5 on page
123 (light chicken-wire mesh: 47%; translucent surface: 55%; dark mesh:
63%). The solvation sites shown in blue correspond to the initial charge
model (cf. Figure 5.5d), in red the results for the attenuated charge model
is shown. Particularly at site G a shift to a more distal position remote
from the ligand’s carboxylate group is indicated (from 3.02 Å to 3.84 Å,
the crystal structure shows 3.78 Å).
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protein–ligand complex.[37,65] The completeness and the quality of the
formed local solvation pattern established at the novel surface epitope modulates binding affinity and shifts in particular the partitioning of enthalpic
and entropic binding contributions. The consequences of such surface
effects presently receive little attention in drug design. To understand and
subsequently predict such properties in drug design reliable access to such
information is required. Unfortunately, for the majority of crystallized
proteins diffraction data with a quality to resolve the structure of complete
water surface layers will be difficult to collect. Accordingly, computer
methods can provide insight into such structural phenomena at the atomic
level.
We developed a protocol to compute such surface water networks by MD
simulations. Via the evaluation of MD simulation trajectories, the sampled probability distribution of water molecules can be transformed into
a density distribution indicating preferred solvation sites at the surface
of protein–ligand complexes. Qualitatively, our approach achieves a fairly
good correlation with the experimental difference electron densities. This
suggests that the simulations can provide important insights for macromolecules with unknown or incompletely determined solvation structure.
Our detailed analysis, however, uncovers some problems with the potentials
used for the simulations. In particular charge-assisted contacts to water
molecules are seemingly exaggerated in the AMBER force field whereas the
stabilizing contributions of water-to-methyl contacts are underestimated.
Unlikely, the distorted potentials will allow for a quantitative analysis of
such water layer structures to predict their impact on the thermodynamics of ligand binding. Considering the observation that water molecules
involved in ligand binding can even take significant impact on the binding
kinetic properties of protein–ligand complexes[111] , the relevance and re-
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quired reliability of such computer simulations are of increasing importance
for the rational design of putative drug candidates with tailored properties.

5.6 Outlook
The next step is the prediction of so far unknown networks of water
molecules, which establish around newly formed surface shapes of a modeled
TLN–ligand complex. By applying our molecular dynamics (MD) protocol
on high-resolution crystal structures, we are able to (re-)construct water
molecule networks, that are in good agreement with the crystallographically
observed first solvation layer around the P2 ’ substituents. Qualitatively,
our approach is sufficiently accurate to predict the first solvation layer of
macromolecules with unknown or incompletely observed solvation structure.
The presented method is useful, e.g. to analyze potential ligands prior to
their synthesis, or when the quality of the diffraction data is insufficient to
resolve a detailed picture of the structure of surface water networks.
From our research of the two series of thermolysin (TLN) inhibitors,
described in Part 1, we learned valuable information about the TLNsystem. In particular, the non-carboxylated series discussed in Chapter 4
(starting on page 63), showed clear correlations between the thermodynamic
profile of binding and the local structure of the water network arranged
around the hydrophobic P2 ’ moiety. We concluded, that the completeness
and the quality of local solvent structures modulate the binding affinity
and its partitioning in enthalpic and entropic contributions. Two structural
characteristics from this study of the TLN-system are emphasized here:
1) The ligands which show higher affinity to TLN seal off the S1 ’ pocket’s
entrance from the solvent by placing aliphatic groups with multiple
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van der Waals interactions into the entrance (Figure 5.11a and TLN–
3-5 in Figure 4.3 on page 72).
2) Despite the extensive, convex and hydrophobic surface, which results
after complex formation, water molecules arrange in large, crosslinked
networks around the P2 ’ substituent (Figure 5.11b and TLN–5-7 in
Figure 4.3).
The structures are described in detail in Section 4.2 on page 68. The
thermodynamic profiles and affinity data are listed in Table 4.1 and shown
in Figure 4.8.
A newly designed high-affinity ligand should fulfill these characteristics.
For these reasons, we modeled new ligands that should be able to seal
off the S1 ’ pocket of TLN from the solvent, and that provide a suitable
interface to the bulk phase, in order to stabilize extended networks of water
molecules. To test, whether the newly created surfaces are suitable for the
stabilization of favorable water arrangements, we applied the MD protocol
described in this chapter to four putative ligands.

5.6.1 Modeling of new ligands
Four different ligands were modeled in silico using the program suite
MOE [99] . All modeled ligands are diastereomers. The first stereo center
(in S-configuration) is located at the central l-leucine which reaches into
the S1 ’ pocket of TLN after binding. The second stereo center belongs
to the P2 ’ substituent. For this, both conformations were modeled. In
the following, “S” and “R” refer always to the stereo center of the P2 ’
substituent.
The first set comprises two ligands with a S-configurated P2 ’ substituent.
The P2 ’ group of the first ligand branches out with two methyl groups
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(a) TLN–3 (cyan), TLN–4 (green), and (b) TLN–5 (orange) and TLN–7 (dark
TLN–5 (orange).
green).

Figure 5.11: Crystal structures of thermolysine (TLN) with ligands of
the non-carboxylated series. Each complex is shown with a different
carbon atom color, hetero atoms are shown in atom-type color coding.
Crystallographically observed water molecules are depicted as spheres,
colored according to their complex. H-bonds within local solvent structure
indicated by dashed lines. The Connolly surface (solvent excluded surface)
of TLN–5 is shown in white. a) The ligands 3, 4, and 5 seal the S1 ’
pocket’s entrance of TLN with their terminal methyl groups (yellow sphere).
Distances between ligand 5 and the protein are depicted as dashed yellow
lines. b) In TLN–5 and TLN–7 a extended network of water molecules
can be observed, covering a large, convex, and hydrophobic surface area.
The 5-membered ring pattern (highlighted by a blue pentagon) seems to
be a particularly favorable water molecules arrangement at this position.
The structures are described in Chapter 4, Section 4.2 on page 68. The
color code corresponds to the structures of the non-carboxylated series (cf.
Figure 4.3).
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(isopropyl, S2); relatively to that, the second S-configurated ligand is
extended by an additional methyl group, and branched into three methyl
groups (tertiary butyl, S3). The second set comprises the same side-chains,
however, with inverted stereo centers: R2 (isopropyl) and R3 (tertiary
butyl). Chemical formulas are presented in Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Chemical formulas of ligand 5 and the four modeled ligands.
As basis for the ligand modeling, known crystal structures of ligands from
the non-carboxylated series were used. The orientation of the P2 ’ moiety in
TLN–5 is suitable as starting structure (“parent structure”) for modeling
the two candidates of the S-configurated ligand set. The ligand in TLN–4
was used as a basis for modeling the two R-configurated ligand structures.
Figure 5.11a visualizes the parent structures from which the S-configurated
ligands (5) and the R-configurated ligands (4) were derived.
The protein structure of TLN–5 was used for the MD simulations, as well
as for the modeling procedure of the ligands. After protonation of the
structures, all crystallographically observed water molecules were removed.
The ligands were constructed using the molecule builder functions of MOE.
Afterwards, the modeled P2 ’ portions (see Figure 5.12) of the ligands were
minimized inside the binding pockets of TLN–5, in order to limit the
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available space for conformation of the P2 ’ group, using the AMBER99
force field with parameters as implemented in MOE.

5.6.2 Preliminary experimental results
In parallel to the modeling, the ligands were synthesized by Jonathan
Cramer. Subsequently, the structures were determined using X-ray crystallography, and the thermodynamic profiles were meassured with isothermal
titration calorimetry (ITC) by Stefan G. Krimmer. Importantly, the crystal
structures discussed here are only on preliminary status!
The S-configurated ligand S2 corresponds to the ligand JC106 and S3
to ligand JC114. The crystal structures of both ligands show a second
conformation of the P2 ’ substituent (Figure 5.14a and Figure 5.14b). This
conformation was not predicted and it is therefore not included in all MD
simulations. The R-configurated ligand R2 corresponds to ligand JC148
(Figure 5.14c), and R3 to ligand JC149 (Figure 5.14d). The modeled
ligands closely match the preliminary coordinates of the crystallographically
observed binding modes (see Figure 5.14).
Similar to the crystal structures, the ITC measurements are still in process
and the preliminary results can only be considered here: The four ligands
have similar ∆G0 -values (∼ −38.5 kJ mol−1 ), with ligand JC106 exhibiting
the highest affinity of −39.8 kJ mol−1 . Remarkable are the thermodynamic
profiles. In the case of the S-configurated ligands, the enthalpic and
the entropic contributions to the affinity are balanced, whereas, in the
case of the two R-configurated ligands the thermodynamic profiles are
clearly dominated by the entropic contribution. Perhaps, this trend is also
recognizable with respect to the predicted solvation sites suggested by the
MD simulations.
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(a) Ligand S2 (blue) modeled on basis (b) Ligand S3 (yellow) modeled on baof TLN–5 (orange).
sis of TLN–5 (orange).

(c) Ligand R2 (beige) modeled on basis (d) Ligand R3 (violet) modeled on baof TLN–4 (green).
sis of TLN–4 (green).

Figure 5.13: Modeled ligands superimposed on their parent structures.
The Connolly surface (white) is shown in a close-up view on the P2 ’ groups.
Top row (a, b): the modeled ligands S2 and S3 with S-configurated stereo
centers. Bottom row: the modeled ligands R2 and R3 with R-configurated
stereo centers. Left column: two methyl groups (isopropyl). Right column:
three methyl groups (tertiary butyl). The color code for TLN–5 and
TLN–4 correspond to the color code in Figure 4.3.
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(a) Modeled S isomers S2 (blue) and (b) Modeled S isomers S3 (yellow) and
JC106 (white/light blue).
JC114 (white).

(c) Modeled R isomers R2 (beige) and (d) Modeled R isomers R3 (violet) and
JC148 (white/light blue).
JC149 (white).

Figure 5.14: Preliminary refined crystal structures of the TLN-ligand
complexes JC106, JC114, JC148, and JC149. The corresponding modeled ligands S2, S3, R2, and R3 are superimposed applying the color
coding in Figure 5.13. For the ligands with two terminal methyl groups
(isopropyl derivatives), JC106 (a) and JC148 (c), a second conformation (shown with light blue, translucent sticks) was detected in crystal
structures. This conformation was not considered in the initially modeled
complexes.
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Molecular dynamics simulations
Analogous to the protocol described in Section 5.2 on page 106, further
preparations of the modeled structures were carried out: The protein
crystal structure of TLN–5 was prepared using the program Leap to
archive a common protein environment for all simulations. The coordinates of the zinc ion and the cryo-buffer molecules were considered
in the MD simulation, whereas the crystal mate of the protein and the
crystallographically observed water molecules of TLN–5 were ignored; a
simplification which appears justified in light of our previous validation
study. All ligands were parameterized using the Resp methodology as
described in the protocol.
The MD simulations were carried out based on the “s4n”-scenario (single
molecule scenario, with the TIP4PEW water model, but without incorporation of the crystallographically (not available for modeled complexes)
observed water molecules, because the results of our previous MD simulations showed the best predictive power for the “s4c”-scenario (cf. last
paragraph in the results section in this chapter on page 124): The single
molecule scenario MD simulations reproduced the experimentally observed
water structures better than the mate scenario. Also, the water model
TIP4PEW was superior to the other ones. In contrast to simulations
presented previously, we had no information about the ligand’s binding
mode and the arrangement of adjacent water molecules at that time of the
project. Consequently, no crystallographically obtained water molecules
were included in the simulation. In addition to the complexes with the four
modeled ligands, an MD simulation was also performed with the crystal
structure ot the TLN–5 complex as a control experiment for the protein
structure used in all simulations.
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The evaluation of the predicted solvation sites, as well as their representations in the figures, followed the same protocol as described in the previous
part of this chapter (cf. Section 5.2.7 on page 116).
Predicted solvation sites
As with the results from the previous MD simulations, the crystallographically observed water molecules (even if only preliminarily placed into the
electron densities) are very well reproduced by predicted solvation sites.
The results for the modeled ligands are given in Figure 5.15. The visualization setting for the three iso-levels of predicted solvation sites remain
unchanged. Like in the previous simulations for the four TLN-complexes,
the population of the predicted solvation sites is lowered, in case less van
der Waals contacts stabilize the sites, or if the sites are only stabilized
by adjacent water molecules and not by contacts to the protein or ligand
(positions B in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16a). For the complexes with the
isopropyl ligands, TLN–S2 (Figure 5.15a) and TLN–R2 (Figure 5.15c), the
predicted solvation sites next to position E are shifted towards the ligand’s
P2 ’ groups compared to the water molecules observed in the crystal structures. Responsible for these shifts are the additional conformations of the
ligands, which were not considered in the MD simulations. Nevertheless,
at least in some structures, a local population maximum is predicted with
a population level >52% at these positions (position A in Figure 5.15b
and Figure 5.15c).
In the control experiment of TLN–5, the threshold was additionally set to
48% (see Figure 5.16b). All crystallographically observed water molecules
are correctly predicted as solvation sites with an local population above of
>48%.
The R-configurated ligands show a significantly larger entropic contribution
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(a) Predicted solvation sites for TLN– (b) Predicted solvation sites for TLN–
S2 complex (blue).
S3 complex (yellow).

(c) Predicted solvation sites for TLN– (d) Predicted solvation sites for TLN–
R2 complex (beige).
R3 complex (violet).

Figure 5.15: The Connolly surface of TLN–5 is depicted in white. For
each complex with S2 (blue), S3 (yellow), R2 (beige), and R3 (violet),
the cryo buffer molecules (lines) and ligands (sticks) are depicted. Water
molecules and ligands of the preliminary refined crystal structures are
depicted in white.This caption continues on the following page . . . )
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Figure 5.15: (continued figure from page 122) Dashed lines indicate potential hydrogen bonds between polar atoms closer than 3.4 Å. The predicted
solvation sites are visualized by three different iso-surfaces. Different levels
of the time-averaged probability illustrate the solvation sites in greater
detail. Regions that exceed an occupancy of >52% are indicated by an
light blue mesh, >60% by blue translucent surfaces, and >68% by a dark
blue mesh.

(a) Predicted solvation sites for TLN–5. (b) Predicted solvation sites are illusIso-levels at 52%, 60%, and 68% (blue). trated at an iso-level of 48% (green).

Figure 5.16: The predicted solvation sites for TLN–5 for the “s4n” scenario along with the crystallographically observed water molecules (orange
spheres) of TLN–5. Illustration as in Figure 5.15 including the three
isosurface levels (a) with a threshold of 52%, 60%, and 68%. b) In this case,
the isosurface level is set to 48%. All crystallographically observed water
molecules are covered by a predicted solvation site with a local population
maximum >48%.
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to affinity than the S-configurated ones. To eventually see this trend in the
predicted solvation sites, the trajectories from the MD simulations were
evaluated with alternative settings: In order to further refine the spatial
positions of the simulated water molecules plotted on the grid, we firstly
reduce the grid spacing from 0.4 Å to 0.1 Å. Secondly, the oxygen atoms
of the water molecules were treated as points and only the counts of the
adjacent grid points were increased for each frame of the trajectories. In the
previous protocol all grid points that were covered by the oxygen atom were
increased in each step (cf. Section 5.2.7). However, with this alternative
approach, an evaluation using the population size, and a comparison to
the previously obtained predicted solvation sites is not possible. In this
case, the resulting maps can be compared relatively to each other. This is
performed for the S/R pair with two methyl groups (the isopropyl derivates
S2 and R2) and the S/R pair with the three methyl groups (the tertiary
butyl derivates S3 and R3).
In a qualitative, visual evaluation of the density maps no difference between
the two S/R-configurated isopropyl structures are indicated (Figure 5.17a).
However, for the S/R-configurated structures with the branching of three
methyl groups (tertiary butyl), the density maps show a more localized
accumulation of water molecules in the S-configurated ligand than close
to the R-configurated ligand (highlighted by the green ellipsoids in Figure 5.17b). However, the density map for the R-configurated ligand shows
more distributed and considerably less occupied positions. With some
care, this can be considered as a first indicator for the higher entropy
content of the system. A more detailed analysis needs to be performed. An
appropriate method to evaluate the predicted solvation sites and density
maps has to be established. Good approaches, e.g. the grid inhomogeneous
solvation theory (GIST) method[112] were presented in the thesis of Tobias
Wulsdorf[113] .
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(a) Density maps of S2 (blue) and R2 (b) Density maps of S3 (yellow)
and R3 (violet) of the tertiary butyl
(beige) of the isopropyl derivates.
derivates.

Figure 5.17: The alternative representation of the trajectories shows
accumulated sites of the simulated water molecules. The resulting density
maps can be compared to each other. a) Between the density maps
calculated for TLN–S2 and TLN–R2, no significant difference is visible.
The positions are distributed and populated quite similarly. Like the
predicted solvation sites for these structures (Figure 5.15a and Figure 5.15c,
respectively) the missing second ligand conformation is indicated by the
shifted positions. b) For TLN–S2 and TLN–R3, however, some difference
are observed. The density map of the S-configurated tertiary butyl shows
more localized “hotspots” (e.g. encircled in green), whereas the water
positions of the R-configurated derivative is more scattered (encircled
in red). Possibly this difference is determinant for the distinct entropic
signature of both complexes.
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Part II
TGT: tRNA–guanine
transglycosylase
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Chapter 6

TGT introduction

Shigella bacteria are known causative agents of bacillary dysentery (shigellosis). The tRNA–guanine transglycosylase (TGT) is involved in the
infection pathway of Shigella bacteria, and was identified as putative drug
target for the treatment of shigellosis.[114,115] This tRNA-modifying enzyme
is a prerequisite for the biosynthesis of invasion factors and, accordingly,
the pathogenicity of Shigella bacteria.
Bacterial TGT is biologically active only as a homodimer. One subunit
catalyzes the base-exchange reaction of the genetically encoded guanine
at position 34 (“wobble position”) of the substrate tRNAsAsp,Asn,His,Tyr
by the premodified nucleobase preQ1 . Subsequently, the hyper-modified
tRNA nucleoside queuosine is formed in TGT-independent reactions. The
second subunit is required to stabilize the tRNA in the correct orientation
(see Figure 6.1a).[116,117] For sterical reasons, the dimer is able to bind
and convert only one substrate tRNA molecule at a time, although each
protomer has an active site.[118] Structural properties have been studied
by X-ray crystallography of the related Zymomonas mobilis (Z. mobilis)
TGT enzyme, as unfortunately, diffracting crystals of Shigella TGT are
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not available. Within the active site the Z. mobilis TGT deviates from
Shigella TGT only by one Phe109/Tyr106 exchange. Figure 6.1 shows the
crystal structure of Z. mobilis TGT with an RNA substrate (Figure 6.1a),
and together with an active site ligand (Figure 6.1b). As an overview,
important secondary structural elements are highlighted.
For the development of selective anti-shigellosis compounds with TGT as
potential target, we followed different concepts:
1) Active-site inhibitors to block the enzymatic function.
2) Inhibitors that interfere and prevent the homodimer formation.
In the publications corresponding to this part of the thesis, we investigated
active-site inhibitors. The active-site structures of ribose-33, ribose-34,
and ribose-35 in complex with the tRNA substrate, and in complex with a
representative ligand are shown in Figure 6.2.
In Chapter 7 on page 161, lin-benzoguanines target the polar phosphate34 binding site of the ribose-34 pocket with furanosyl moieties. They
establishe multiple interactions to the enzyme. The removal of water
molecules from this binding site cannot be compensated energetically.
Congeneric series of active-site inhibitors were investigated in Chapter 8
on page 179. Crystal structures and thermodynamic signatures of two
series of lin-benzopurines have been determined. Unexpectedly, the slightly
different parent scaffolds (lin-benzohypoxanthines vs. lin-benzoguanines)
show quite distinct thermodynamic signatures even though the same
substituents are attached. Regarding only the free energy, differences
are hardly visible but the ligands involve striking enthalpic and entropic
changes: In the lin-benzohypoxanthine series all ligands factorize similarly
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(a) tRNA–TGT complex.

(b) Secondary structure elements.

Figure 6.1: Crystal structure of TGT from Z. mobilis (1Q2S[116] ). Bacterial TGT functions as a homodimer. The protomers are colored in white
and cyan. a) TGT is required for the introduction of the hypermodified
base queuine into position 34 (the anticodon “wobble position”). Due to
sterical reasons only one substrate tRNA can bind simultaneously. The
unoccupied protomer (cyan) stabilizes the tRNA. Adenine 38 is rotated
into a pocket, interacting with this protomer (see Figure 6.4). b) Each
protomer consists of a (βα)8 barrel harboring a Zn2+ binding sub-domain
(shown only for the “upper” protomer). An active site ligand is shown in
magenta. Details of the binding sites are illustrated in Figure 6.2. Important secondary structures are highlighted for only one protomer: β1α1-loop
(orange), helix α1 (yellow), helix αA (red); helix αE (green), and helix αF
(blue). Figure 6.3 provides a detailed view on the interface.
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(a) tRNA–TGT complex.

(b) Ligand–TGT complex.

Figure 6.2: Crystal structures of TGT with a) the substrate tRNA, and
b) a representative ligand (c.f. ligand 1m in Chapter 9). The carbon
atoms of the TGT enzyme in complex with the tRNA (green) are colored
in white. The ligand and the adapted residues of the ligand–TGT complex
are colored in magenta. Hetero atoms are shown in atom-type color coding.
A crystallographically observed water molecule (b) is depicted as a sphere.
H-bonds are highlighted by dashed lines. The Connolly surface (solvent
excluded surface) of TGT is shown in white.
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in enthalpy and entropy. Within the lin-benzoguanine series, strong
and complex changes in the enthalpy/entropy signature has been observed. A correlation of the structural data with the thermodynamic
profile, as performed in the thermolysin case, is not possible here in the
same comprehensive way. Conformational changes on the protein side
induced by ligand binding are significant: The lin-benzohypoxanthine
series binds to a protein conformer geometrically similar to that of the
apo protein, whereas the lin-benzoguanine series binds to the enzyme in
a conformation related to the one adopted with the bound tRNA substrate.
Apart from competitive active-site inhibition of protein function, perturbation of protein–protein interactions by small molecules in the TGT enzymes
opens new perspectives for innovative therapeutics. In Chapter 9 on page
209 inhibitors decorated with rigid, needle-type substituents reach out into
the homodimer interface, in order to disturb the stability of important
interactions. There are two essential features within the interface: First, a
hydrophobic patch of four aromatic amino acids stabilized by a network of
hydrogen bonds, which has shown to be determinant for the stability of the
dimer contact. Second, a flexible loop-helix motif that can adopt deviating
conformations, shields the interface region from the solvent. Likely, water
molecules penetrating into the interface have a detrimental impact on
dimer stability and indicate the first initial steps toward a gradual solvent
exposure.[119]
Important interface interactions, which can be observed in many structures,
are shown in Figure 6.3. Importantly, since e.g. the loop region is highly
flexible, the interactions differ between different TGT crystal structures.
Another important aspect is selectivity. Since eukaryotic TGT is known
to be indirectly essential to the conversion of phenylalanine to tyrosine,
it is necessary to create substances which are selective against bacterial
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(a) Schematic interactions: non-polar (black), H-bonds (green), salt bridges
(red).

(b) “front view” of the interface.

(c) “back view” of the interface.

Figure 6.3: Frequently occurring structural arrangement of the interface’s
residues (coordinates from 1Q2S). The “upper” monomer is shown in
gray, yellow, and orange colors. Corresponding residues are labeled with a
prime. The “lower” monomer is colored cyan, blue, and green. Dashed lines
indicate possible interactions: hydrophobic (black), hydrogen bonds (green),
and salt bridges (red). a) A schematic illustration of typical interactions.
b) and c) The interface is stabilized by a hot spot of four aromatic amino
acids that form a well-organized hydrophobic patch (Trp326, Tyr330,
His333, and Phe92’). At the opposite monomer a flexible loop-helix motif
(orange-yellow) prevents the interface from being flooded by the solvent.
Additionally, hydrogen bonds (green dashed lines) and salt bridges (red
158
dashes lines) can be established between the monomers.

TGT only.[120] Here, we might benefit from the fact that higher-developed
organisms use a heterodimer instead of the eukaryotic homodimer. This
might create larger differences compared to the homologous bacterial protomer, which operates as a homodimer in the base-exchange reaction.[121,122]
Unfortunately, for the eukaryotic TGT a crystal structure has yet to be determined. It is most likely that the interface of the eukaryotic heterodimer
differs structurally from that of the bacterial homodimer, providing an
opportunity to develop selective interface-modulating ligands.[119]
Apart from differences in the interface, also an interaction of the Adenine
38 (A38) nucleoside with the tRNA substrate stabilizing subunit could
provoke a difference between the bacterial homodimer and the eukaryotic
heterodimer. In two TGT crystal structures (PDB IDs 1Q2S and 1Q2R) in
complex with a tRNA fragment, A38 is in contrast to the neighboring nucleosides significantly unscrewed from the phosphate backbone. This allows
it to fit into a pocket formed between both subunits. The corresponding
interactions are shown in Figure 6.4.
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(a) 1Q2S

(b) 1Q2R

Figure 6.4: The Adenine 38 nucleosid is placed into a pocket formed by
the “active”, catalytic protomer (white) and the non-catalytic, stabilizing
protomer (cyan). The Connolly surface is depicted for each subunit.
Hydrophobic interactions are indicated by yellow dashed lines. In both
structures, a hydrogen bond (magenta) can be established.
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Chapter 7

Replacement of Water
Molecules in a Phosphate
Binding Site

Introductory remark This chapter is based on the article and the corresponding Supporting Information of “Replacement of Water Molecules
in a Phosphate Binding Site by Furanoside-Appended lin-Benzoguanine
Ligands of tRNA-Guanine Transglycosylase (TGT).” by Luzi J. Barandun,
Frederik R. Ehrmann, Daniel Zimmerli, Florian Immekus, Maude Giroud,
W. Bernd Schweizer, Bruno Bernet, Michael Betz, Andreas Heine, Gerhard
Klebe, and François Diederich. Published in Chemistry (2015).[123] My
contribution to this paper was the structural analysis and visualization of
the complexes. I estimate my own contribution to 5%
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Abstract
The enzyme tRNA-guanine transglycosylase has been identified as a drug
target for the foodborne illness shigellosis. A key challenge in structurebased design for this enzyme is the filling of the polar ribose-34 pocket.
Herein, we describe a novel series of ligands consisting of furano-sideappended lin-benzoguanines. They were designed to replace a conserved
water cluster and differ by the functional groups at C(2) and C(3) of
the furanosyl moiety being either OH or O−Methyl. The unfavorable
desolvation of Asp102 and Asp280, which are located close to the ribose-34
pocket, had a significant impact on binding affinity. While the enzyme
has tRNA as its natural substrate, X-ray co-crystal structures revealed
that the furanosyl moieties of the ligands are not accommodated in the
tRNA ribose-34 site, but at the location of the adjacent phosphate group.
A remarkable similarity of the position of the oxygen atoms in these two
structures suggests furanosides as a potential phosphate isoster.

7.1 Introduction
Filling polar binding pockets of an enzyme by a ligand is a difficult task
in medicinal chemistry and structure-based drug design.[70] In particular,
phosphate binding sites,[124] which are present in many classes of enzymes,
such as kinases and phosphatases,[125] are frequently targeted for improving potency and/or selectivity of a drug lead compound. Thereby, the
understanding of replacing water molecules in the pocket of the apoenzyme
is a key challenge,[14,18,65,82,91,126–129] and several approaches towards the
consideration of water replacement in structure-based drug design and
molecular docking have been developed.[16,130–136]
Herein, we present a new approach to the filling of a polar binding pocket
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in the enzyme tRNA–guanine transglycosylase (TGT; EC 2.4.2.29). It has
been shown that TGT is essential in the development of the pathogenicity
of Shigella bacteria,[115,137] which cause the severe inflammatory bowel
disease shigellosis and over one million lethal cases per year.[138–142] Bacterial TGT is involved in the modification of tRNA and catalyzes the
exchange of guanine by preQ1 (7-aminomethyl-7-deazaguanine).[143,144]
Three major pockets are found in the active site of Zymomonas mobilis
TGT: the central guanine/preQ1 binding site, where the base-exchange
reaction takes place, and the ribose-33 and ribose-34 pockets, where the
tRNA backbone is accommodated (Figure 7.1b).[116] We have introduced
2-amino-lin-benzoguanines (such as 1; IUPAC: 6-amino-2-(methylamino)imidazo[4,5g]quinazolin-8(7H)-one) as central ligand scaffold that binds
to the guanine/preQ1 binding site (Figure 7.1a and Figure 7.1c).[145,146]
Derivatization at H2 N−C(2) and/or C(4) allowed us to target the ribose33 pocket,[147,148] the ribose-34 pocket,[149,150] or both ribose pockets
simultaneously.[151] Furthermore, we have used ligands based on this scaffold for the modulation of the protein–protein interaction in homo-dimeric
TGT,[118,152] and studied the thermodynamic profile of ligand binding by
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).[153–155]
In the presence of a ligand in the preQ1 /guanine binding site, the uncomplexed polar ribose-34 pocket is solvated by a highly conserved water
cluster, which consists of five water molecules (W1-W5; see X-ray crystal
structure in Figure 7.1c and Supporting Information Figure S1), with
water molecule W6 connecting the cluster to the solvent-exposed ribose-33
pocket.[150] Displacing these water molecules, which solvate the side chains
of the aspartates Asp102 and Asp280, by an apolar substituent (compound
2) led to an unfavorable desolvation of the ribose-34 pocket, which was
manifested in the weaker binding affinity (Ki = 235 ± 50nm) compared to
the 4-unsubstituted analogue 1 (Ki = 58 ± 36nm). Parts of this water clus-
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(a) Structure and inhibition constants Ki of 1 and 2-5.

(b) TGT with a preQ1 –tRNA

(c) TGT with 1

Figure 7.1: a) Structure and inhibition constants Ki of 1,[147] and 2-5.[149]
b) Active site of Z. mobilis TGT with a preQ1 –tRNA substrate (PDB ID:
1Q2S, 3.20 Å resolution[116] ). c) X-ray crystal structure of Z. mobilis TGT
soaked with 1 (PDB ID: 4PUK, 1.49 Å resolution[154] ). Color code: CtRNA
magenta, Cligand cyan, Cenzyme gray, O red, N blue, P orange, enzyme
surface gray. Selected water molecules are shown as blue spheres and
labeled as W. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines (heavy atom
distances between 2.6 Å and 3.6 Å). These characteristics apply to all
figures unless otherwise stated.
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ter were displaced by the polar substituents of ethanol 3 (Ki = 97 ± 5nm;
PDB ID: 3EOU[150] ) or protonated amine 4 (Ki = 55 ± 3nm; PDB ID
3GC5[150] ), but without gaining binding affinity. Only by further expanding the substituent into an apolar groove, shaped by Val45, Leu68, and
Val282, was it possible to improve the binding affinity (e.g. compound 5;
Ki = 4 ± 2nm; PDB ID: 3EOS[150] ).).[149] These findings were supported
by molecular dynamics simulations, which identified nine water binding
sites in the ribose-34 pocket, whereby only two of them were found to
be favorable for displacement by an apolar ligand.[156] Although the linbenzoguanine derivatives are very potent ligands, their physicochemical
properties are not optimal — in particular their low solubility in both
water and organic solvents is a problem for synthesis, biological assays, and
potential administration as a drug.[146] This prompted us to investigate in
the current study furanoside-based substituents for the displacement of
the water cluster in the ribose-34 pocket (compounds 6a-c; Table 1).The
hydroxy groups may replace water molecules solvating the polar residues
Asp102 and Asp280, but do not introduce an additional charge into the
inhibitors, unlike the ethylammonium linker in compounds 4 and 5. Since
the furanosides are not linked by a N-glycosidic bond to the lin-benzoguanine scaffold, they are expected to be stable towards acidic or enzymatic
depurination. Although several groups have analyzed the role of water
molecules in carbohydrate–protein interactions,[157–162] furanosides and
pyranosides are rarely used in structure-based drug design.
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7.2 Results and discussion
7.2.1 Synthesis
The synthesis of pure β-6a and β-6c, and an enriched sample of α/β6b (15:85) is described in the publication and Supporting Information
correponding to Chapter 7 (Luzi J Barandun et al. “Replacement of
water molecules in a phosphate binding site by furanoside-appended linbenzoguanine ligands of tRNA-guanine transglycosylase (TGT).”. In:
Chemistry (Easton). 21.1 (Jan. 2015), pp. 126–35)

7.2.2 Binding affinities
Compounds 6a-c are readily water-soluble, which facilitated the assays
of their biological activities. The binding affinities of the inhibitors were
measured by a radioactive assay, giving Ki , and by ITC, giving Kd (for a
description of both assays, see Section S3).[115,145,153,155] Both assays gave
comparable Ki and Kd values in the range of 217−353 nm (Table 7.1). We
recently found for other lin-benzoguanine-derived ligands that both Ki
and Kd values are in very good agreement, in contrast to the findings
for lin-benzohypoxanthines, lacking the exocyclic NH2 group, for which
the thermodynamic dissociation constants are much lower than the inhibitory constants (for a detailed discussion, see Chapter 8 or reference).[155]
Compared to ethanol 3 (Figure 7.1 on page 164 b), the furanoside-based
inhibitors have weaker affinities by a factor of about 2-3. While losing
some affinity compared to the previous substituted ligands, the ribose
derivatives 6a-c feature the advantage of much enhanced water solubility,
which is essential for achieving solubility of the drug in blood. The hydrophilicity of the inhibitors was estimated using ACD/Labs software,[163]
which was shown to predict c log P values with a root mean squared error
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of 0.50 up to 1.28.[164] Although the predicted values for the lin-benzoguaninesare close to each other within the error range, a plausible trend is
observed comparing their relative hydrophilicities. The ribose derivatives
6a-c had a reduced hydrophilicity (c log D7.4 of −1.1 to −1.5) as compared
to the protonated ammonium compound derived from 4 (−2.5), but a
higher hydrophilicity than the 4-unsubstituted analogue 1 (−0.3) or the
cyclohexylmethylammonium derivative from 5 (−0.2). Maintaining a low
hydrophilicity of a drug compound is crucial for membrane permeability
and, consequently, for its efficacy and good retention in the body.[165]

R1
β-6a
α/β-6b[f ]
β-6c

R2

[c]

Ki /nm[a]

Kd /nm[b]

c log D7.4

c log P [d]

H
H 217 ± 81
Me
H 286 ± 16
H Me 353 ± 106

288 ± 55
276 ± 69
n.d.[e]

−1.5
−1.1
−1.5

−1.3
−0.9
−1.2

Table 7.1: Binding affinities, c log D7.4 , and c log P values.[a] Inhibition
constant measured by a radioactive assay. Ki values are mean values over
at least four measurements. [b] Dissociation constant measured by ITC.
Kd values are mean values over at least five measurements. [c] Logarithmic distribution coefficient for octanol/water at pH 7.4. [d] Logarithmic
partition coefficient for octanol/water. Both values were calculated using
ACD/Labs software.[163] [e] Not determined due to shape of curve. [f ]
15:85 anomeric mixture of α/β-6a.
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7.2.3 X-ray co-crystal structures
For all ligands β-6a, β-6b, and β-6c, highly resolved co-crystal structures with Z. mobilis TGT (resolutions 1.17−1.41 Å) were obtained (Table
2).[98,166] Although a 15:85 anomeric mixture of α/β-6a was applied for
co-crystallization with Z. mobilis TGT only the β-anomer was bound suggesting a high preference over the α-anomer. The structures of the enzyme
complexes with β-6a and β-6c are shown in Figure 7.2a and Figure 7.2b,
respectively, while the structure with β-6b is depicted in Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information.[123] In all three structures, the lin-benzoguanine
core is accommodated in the guanine/preQ1 binding site forming the same
interactions as previously observed for 1.[118,148,150–155] The ligands form an
array of hydrogen bonds to the side chains of Asp102, Asp156, and Gln203
and to the peptide backbone of Gly230, Leu231, and Ala232 (Figure 3a,b,
Figure S2 in the Supporting Information).
The co-crystal structure with β-6a (PDB ID: 4LEQ, Figure 7.2a) shows the
furanosyl moiety in the ribose-34 pocket in an E2 envelope conformation
with P = 344° and ϕm = 44°. It undergoes hydrogen bonding with
Asn70, Gln107, and Asp280. Only one hydrogen bond from HO−C(3) of
the ribofuranosyl unit is formed to Asp280. From the original five-water
cluster (Figure 7.1c), three water molecules (W3, W4, W5) are displaced
by β-6a, two water molecules (W1’ and W3’; red) are at a slightly altered
position (Figure 7.2d and Figure S3 in the Supporting Information[123] ),
and water molecule W2’, connecting the cluster to the solvent-exposed
ribose-33 pocket, remained at the same position. The methoxy group at
C(2) accepts a hydrogen bond from W3’.
The ethanediyl linker, which connects the furanosyl moiety to the linbenzoguanine core of β-6a-c, is oriented away from the bottom of the
ribose-34 pocket. This is in contrast to our previous C(4) ethylamino-
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(a) β-6a

(b) β-6c

(c) 5 and β-6a

(d) red waters: β-6a, blue waters: 1

Figure 7.2: X-ray co-crystal structure of Z. mobilis TGT in complex with
a) β-6a (Cligand green, 1.41 Å resolution, PDB ID: 4LEQ) and b) β-6c
(Cligand salmon, 1.32 Å resolution, PDB ID: 4KWO). c) Positions of the
ethanediyl linkers in 5 (Cligand yellow, PDB ID: 3EOS ) and β-6a. A
close unfavorable contact between the linker and Asp102 is shown as a red
dashed line. d) Comparison of the water clusters in the structure with
β-6a (W1’,W2’, and W3’, shown as red spheres) and 1 (W1-W6, shown
as blue spheres; PDB ID: 4PUK[154] ). Distances are given in Å.
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substituted lin-benzoguanines, in which the ethanediyl linker is oriented
towards the bottom of the pocket allowing formation of a hydrogen-bond
from the ammonium center (compounds 4 and 5) to Asp280 (Figure 7.2c;
PDB ID: 3EOS[150] ). In addition, the orientation towards the bottom
of the pocket avoids repulsive interactions with Asp102 (e.g. for 5, the
distance (d) between Cethyl and OAsp102 = d[Cethyl · · · OAsp102 ] = 3.9 Å),
whereas the orientation towards the top in β-6a brings the ethanediyl
linker into unfavorable proximity of Asp102 (d[Cethyl · · · OAsp102 ] = 3.4 Å).
Furthermore, this conformation has also an effect on the orientation of side
chain of Tyr106 (not shown in Figure 7.2; see Figure S4), which together
with the side chain of Met260 forms a sandwich incorporating the tricyclic
lin-benzoguanine core. When the ethanediyl linker is oriented towards the
top of the pocket, Tyr106 is no longer parallel to the lin-benzoguanine core,
but tilted by 50° and undergoes a C−H· · · π-interaction with the linker.
The superimposition of the crystal structures of TGT in complex with 5
(PDB ID: 3EOS[150] ) and β-6a shows that the furanosyl moiety does not
extend into the hydrophobic patch formed by Val45, Leu68, and Val282
(Figure 7.2c). The O−C(2) bond of β-6a, however, is ideally positioned to
direct a lipophilic ether substituent into this patch for additional gain in
binding affinity (compare 4 and 5, Figure 7.1a).
A similar situation is found for the X-ray co-crystal structure with β6b (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information; PDB ID: 4LBU). The
enzyme and the ligand, in particular the furanosyl moiety (E2 envelope
conformation with P = 350° and ϕm = 44°), adopt a similar geometry
to that seen in the structure with β-6a. The additional methyl group at
O−C(2) points towards the hydrophobic groove of the ribose-34 pocket,
consisting of Val45, Leu68, and Val282, confirming the opportunity for
filling this pocket with larger, more complementary lipophilic groups and
concomitant gain in binding affinity. The positions of the two residual
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water molecules of the initial cluster also comply to the structure with
β-6a, although W2’ is not observed.
The X-ray co-crystal structure of Z. mobilis TGT with β-6c (PDB ID: 4
KWO, Figure 7.2b) shows a different orientation and conformation of the
furanosyl moiety than β-6a. As a result of the additional methyl group
at O−C(3), a hydrogen bond to Asp280 is no longer possible. Hence,
the furanose ring moves away as compared to the complexes with β-6a
(Figure 7.2b) and β-6b (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information), avoiding
a clash between the highly polar Asp280 side chain and the methoxy group.
The furanose ring is no longer in the usual E2 envelope conformation but
in a less stable O T4 twist conformation with P = 79° and ϕm = 39°. In this
position, C(1)−O−C(4) forms a hydrogen bond to Gln107. In contrast to
the co-crystal structures with β-6a and β-6b, the ethanediyl linker of β-6c
is oriented towards the bottom of the pocket. In this position, Tyr106 does
not form a C−H· · · π-interaction with the linker, but is oriented parallel
to the lin-benzoguanine core. Furthermore, the downwards orientation
of the ethanediyl group avoids repulsive interactions with Asp102. The
water cluster in the co-crystal structure with β-6c has an altered pattern
and consists of four molecules. Water molecule W2’, which corresponds
to W6 in the original five-water cluster (Figure 7.1c) is not displaced by
the ligand as in β-6a and β-6b. The water network comprises W1’, which
is also seen in the two other co-crystal structures with β-6a and β-6b, in
addition to W4’ and W5’.
The structural insights from the three co-crystal structures explain the
weaker binding affinity compared to the 4-unsubstituted lin-benzoguanine
1 (Ki = 58 ± 36nm) and inhibitor 5 (Ki = 4 ± 2nm; Figure 7.1a). In
the case of the uncomplexed ribose-34 pocket in the co-crystal structure
with 1, Asp280 is optimally solvated by a water cluster. In the crystal
structure in complex with high-affinity ligand 5, Asp280 interacts with the
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ammonium center in the linker by forming two charge-assisted hydrogen
bonds. In contrast, the furanosyl moieties of β-6a and β-6b only form
one hydrogen bond from HO−C(3) to the anionic Asp280 side chain and
reduce the solvation of the ribose-34 pocket by displacing three water
molecules. Ethanol 3 and ammonium derivative 4 are better binders, as
they leave a better solvated Asp side chain (c.f. Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information). The furanosyl moiety of β-6c cannot form a hydrogen bond
to the side chain of Asp280 due to the methyl group at O−C(3).
A second negative influence on the binding affinity of the furanosides is the
repulsive interaction with Asp102, which comes into unfavorable proximity
of the ethanediyl linker of β-6a and α/β-6b. Inhibitor β-6c avoids this
penalty, but the furanose moiety has to adopt a ring conformation that is
most likely higher in energy.[167]
Although all three furanosides form additional interactions to the enzyme—
such as hydrogen bonds of HO−C(2) to Asn70 and from the cyclic ether
O-atom to Gln107—the penalty of desolvation of Asp102 and Asp280 is
not compensated.

7.2.4 Phosphate mimic
The natural substrate of TGT is tRNA, the phosphate backbone of which
is recognized in the ribose pockets of the enzyme. The overlay of the X-ray
crystal structures of Z. mobilis TGT in complex with a tRNA substrate
and preQ1 introduced at the wobble position 34 (PDB ID: 1Q2S[116] ) and
in complex with β-6a is shown in Figure 7.3. The pyrimidone moiety of
the lin-benzoguanine penetrates deeper into the guanine/preQ1 binding
site than the same moiety of tRNA-bound preQ1 (about 0.8 Å based on the
pyrimidone core). A striking difference is that the complexed tRNA does
not form a hydrogen bond to Asp280, which is involved in the catalytic
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(a) preQ1 –trna and β-6a

(b)

Figure 7.3: a) Comparison of the X-ray crystal structures of Z. mobilis
TGT in complex with a preQ1 –tRNA substrate (C magenta, 3.20 Å , PDB
ID: 1Q2S) and with β-6a (PDB ID: 4 LEQ, C green). b) Comparison of
the positions of the oxygen atoms of the phosphate group with the oxygen
atoms of furanosyl moiety.
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cycle of the enzyme. The ethanediyl linker of the synthetic ligand spans
the ribose-34 ring of the tRNA to which preQ1 is attached. This places
the furanosyl moiety of β-6a into the position of the phosphate-34 group
of the tRNA. For a detailed analysis of the two structures, it must be
taken into consideration that the resolution of the X-ray crystal structure
with the tRNA substrate is significantly lower (3.20 Å)[116] compared to
the one with β-6a (1.41 Å). In addition, the measured atomic distances
depend on the overlay of the structures (alignment was based on the
amino acid residues in the guanine/preQ1 binding site). Nevertheless,
a qualitative comparison shows that the oxygen atom of the anomeric
methoxy group of β-6a is at a similar position to O(δ) of the phosphate
group of the tRNA ligand (d[C(1)−Oβ-6a · · · O(δ)tRNA ] = 1.2 Å; see Figure
4b for numbering of the atoms). The HO−C(2) moiety of β-6a is next
to O(g)( d[C(2)−Oβ-6a · · · O(γ)tRNA ] = 1.6 Å), while O(α) is located in
between of HO−C(2) (d[C(2)−Oβ-6a · · · O(a)tRNA ] = 1.5 Å) and HO−C(3)
(d[C(3)−Oβ-6a · · · O(a)tRNA ] = 1.7 Å). The ether oxygen C(4)−O is near
O(β) of the phosphate group (d[C(4)−Oβ-6a · · · O(β)tRNA ] = 1.9 Å). In
addition, the water molecules W1’ and W2’ in the co-crystal structure
with β-6a are in proximity of the oxygen atoms of the second phosphate
group pointing into the ribose-33 pocket (d[OW1’ · · · O(γ 0 )tRNA ] = 1.3 Å and
d[OW2’ · · · O(δ 0 )tRNA ] = 0.5 Å). A similar situation is found for compound
β-6b (Figure S6a in the Supporting Information). In contrast, no similarity
to the phosphate group is apparent for ligand β-6c (Figure S6b in the
Supporting Information). Given the binding affinities of inhibitors β-6a
and β-6b in the nanomolar range, the overlays in Figure 4 and Figure
S6a (Supporting Information) suggest that furanosides might be suitable
groups to target phosphate binding sites. The filling of these polar pockets
is a very challenging task in medicinal chemistry and is often only achieved
by charged functional groups that impair membrane permeability.[168–170]
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In this work, we show the potential of furanoside-based ligands to fill
the phosphate binding site in Z. mobilis TGT. Such substituents have no
charge, and the furanosyl moiety increases the water solubility and should
not suffer from fast metabolism as it is C−C linked and not C−N linked
as in natural nucleotides. Potent neutral phosphate isosters are rare, and
this has hampered in particular the development of ligands for the active
site of phosphatases; therefore, our future work will focus on validating the
hypothesis that furanosides, such as introduced here, have more general
phosphate isosteric character.

7.3 Conclusion
Herein, we describe a novel series of lin-benzoguanines that target the
polar ribose-34 pocket of Z. mobilis TGT with a furanosyl moiety. The
preparation involved a new cyclization strategy for the lin-benzoguanine
core and the highly challenging separation of the anomeric mixtures by
HPLC on a chiral stationary phase. While our previous lin-benzoguaninebased inhibitors suffered from poor water solubility, the furanosyl moiety
renders 6a-c freely water soluble. The new compounds had Ki values
in the range of 217−353 nm, which makes them weaker inhibitors than
ethanol 3 and ethylamine 4 by a factor of 4-6. Based on the analysis
of X-ray co-crystal structures, the decrease in binding affinity is due to
unfavorable desolvation of Asp102 and Asp280. Although the furanosyl moiety establishes several additional interactions to the enzyme, the
removal of three of the five water molecules in the original five-water cluster
cannot be compensated. This cluster solvates the ribose-34 pocket in the
presence of ligand 1, which does not penetrate into the pocket. However,
the crystal structures also point to the opportunity for regaining binding
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affinity through extension of the ligands by etherification of HO−C(2) with
residues complementary to the hydrophobic patch shaped by Val45, Leu68,
and Val282. The comparison of the binding affinities of 4 and 5 shows that
much affinity can be gained from proper occupation of this hydrophobic
subsite near the ribose-34 pocket. The comparison of the X-ray co-crystal
structures in complex with the furanosyl lin-benzoguanines with a structure
with the tRNA-preQ1 substrate shows an intriguing finding. The furanosyl
moiety is not occupying the ribose-34-recognizing area of the enzyme active
pocket, but the phosphate-34 binding site. Thereby, the positions of the
oxygen atoms of the furanoside resemble the positions of the oxygen atoms
in the phosphodiester. This gives rise to the hypothesis that furanosides
might be potential surrogates for targeting phosphate binding sites. The
further decoration of the furanoside to properly fill the hydrophobic patch
and reach the low nanomolar activity range and the validation of furanosides and related sugar derivatives as phosphate isosters are currently
pursued in our laboratories.

7.4 Experimental section
Detailed information about
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Experimental details for the syntheses of compounds 6a-c,
Synthetic details and additional experimental data,
Conformational analysis of the furanosides,
Isothermal titration calorimetry,
Radio active assay,
NMR spectra, and
Crystallization protocols,

7.4 Experimental section

can be found in the publication and Supporting Information correponding
to Chapter 7 (Luzi J Barandun et al. “Replacement of water molecules in
a phosphate binding site by furanoside-appended lin-benzoguanine ligands
of tRNA-guanine transglycosylase (TGT).”. In: Chemistry (Easton). 21.1
(Jan. 2015), pp. 126–35).
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Chapter 8

Enthalpy–Entropy
Factorization of Structure–
Activity Relationship

Introductory remark This chapter is based on the article and the corresponding Supporting Information of “Beyond Affinity: Enthalpy–Entropy
Factorization Unravels Complexity of a Flat Structure–Activity Relationship for Inhibition of a tRNA-Modifying Enzyme.” by Manuel Neeb,
Michael Betz, Andreas Heine, Luzi J. Barandun, Christoph Hohn, François
Diederich, and Gerhard Klebe. Published in Journal of Medicinal Chemistry (2014).[155] My contribution to this paper was the thoughtful preparation and representation of structural data. Due to the alignment of
the binding sites we detected the significant shift of helix αA and the
closed second entrance to the guanine-34 recognition site, provoked by
the lin-benzoguanines. I supported the CSD search to reveal a particular
torsion angle distribution. I estimate my own contribution to 30%.
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Abstract
Lead optimization focuses on binding-affinity improvement. If a flat
structure–activity relationship is detected, usually optimization strategies are abolished as unattractive. Nonetheless, as affinity is composed
of an enthalpic and entropic contribution, factorization of both can unravel the complexity of a flat, on first sight tedious SAR. In such cases,
the binding free energy of different ligands can be rather similar, but it
can factorize into enthalpy and entropy distinctly. We investigated the
thermodynamic signature of two classes of lin-benzopurines binding to
tRNA–guanine transglycosylase. While the differences are hardly visible
in the free energy, they involve striking enthalpic and entropic changes.
Analyzing thermodynamics along with structural features revealed that
one ligand set binds to the protein without inducing significant changes
compared to the apo structure; however, the second series provokes complex adaptation, leading to a conformation similar to the substrate-bound
state. In the latter state, a cross-talk between two pockets is suggested.

8.1 Introduction
In a medicinal chemistry program, the optimization of a given lead structure seeks for an improvement of binding affinity. This goal is usually
achieved by systematic replacement and expansion of functional groups
and building blocks at the parent scaffold of the lead structure. Nowadays,
the optimization process is supported by structure-based considerations,
particularly if the 3D structure of the target protein is available. The value
of such modeling attempts is highly appreciated; however, the experts
also know that modeling might predict correct affinity correlations and
structure–activity relationships based on false assumptions, which remain
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undiscovered as long as only affinity data are available. Without performing crystal structure determinations of every optimization candidate with
the target protein, such putative misconceptions about binding modes or
interaction patterns could easily remain undetected. Complex and difficult
structure–activity relationships can even be reflected by featureless and
flat correlations due to compensating effects. In such cases, it might be
important to validate whether additional parameters beyond affinity can
help to obtain more relevant insights into the properties of the studied
system.
The binding affinity is a Gibbs free energy value that decomposes into an
enthalpic and entropic contribution. Both properties can provide additional
information about the binding event, however, as their changes are also
related to the entire protein–ligand binding process, any modification of
the whole system will be compressed into the measured overall ∆G0 , ∆H 0 ,
and T ∆S 0 . It is therefore extremely difficult to factorize the changes of
these properties into individual contributions that can be assigned to single
interactions or particular binding steps. Only within congeneric series of
ligands and considering the binding to proteins classified as rigid have
such decompositions been successful.[10,26,37,43,81,171,172] In these analyses, it
should not be forgotten that changes in the individual solvation pattern
resulting from differences of one single water molecule can strongly perturb
and shift the thermodynamic signature between ligands. Nonetheless,
differences in the thermodynamic profiles of chemically closely related
ligands usually indicate deviating binding features and help to validate
structure–activity relationships.
In the current study, we investigated the binding of two ligand series modified at two positions of the parent lin-benzopurine scaffold (Figure 8.1).[146]
The first modification involves attachment of an exocyclic amino group to
a pyrimidinone headgroup, which makes the considered ligands competent
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Figure 8.1: Chemical Formulas of the Investigated Ligands 1a-4a and
1b-4b
to establish enhanced charge-assisted or even salt bridge type hydrogen
bonds.[154] The second modification concerns attachment of a series of
substituted amino groups at the remote end of the parent scaffold.[148]
The binding affinity determined via the dissociation constant (Kd value)
measured by isothermal titration calorimetry varies only slightly among
individual derivatives of the two series and differs among corresponding
members of both series by about 1 order of magnitude depending whether
the amino group is present or absent at the pyrimidinone moiety.[146] It is
exceptional, however, that the attachment of the remote amino substituents
of chemically rather different nature does not have much influence on the
affinity. This on first glance rather unspectacular flat structure–activity
relationship turns out to be very substantial if thermodynamic profiles and
detailed binding modes are correlated.
The addressed structure–activity relationship is presented for the binding
of ligands to the tRNA-modifying enzyme tRNA–guanine transglycosylase
(TGT). This enzyme catalyzes a complete exchange of a nucleobase at the
wobble position of some tRNAs.[116] Inhibition of this protein in bacteria is
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a promising therapeutic perspective as its function has been linked to the
pathogenicity of Shigella, the causative agent of bacterial dysentery.[114,138]
Shigellosis occurs predominantly in developing countries and is responsible
for more than 100 000 lethal cases every year.[141]
In the present study, we show that two ligand series based on two slightly
different parent scaffolds show quite distinct thermodynamic signatures
even though the same substituents are attached. The recorded differences
find an explanation in the features of the protein conformer to which the
ligands bind. Whereas one series binds to a protein conformer similar
to that of the apo protein, the other series binds to the enzyme in a
conformation related to the one adopted with the bound substrate. Due to
considerable rearrangements of the protein, a cross-talk between binding
subpockets is established, which gives rise to differences in the thermodynamic signatures. These significant differences in the binding properties
would have never been detected if solely affinity data across the two ligand
series would have been evaluated. Only by taking the thermodynamic
profiles and the partitioning in enthalpy and entropy into account do these
differences become apparent.

8.2 Results and discussion
8.2.1 Binding affinities and thermodynamic profiles of
the 2-amino-lin-benzopurines
To establish a structure–activity relationship for the two compound series
1a-4a and 1b-4b (Figure 8.1 on the facing page), we determined their
inhibitory potency (Ki values). In previous studies, we characterized
this property by a functional biochemical assay, which records by how
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much the incorporation of radioactively labeled guanine into the tRNA
is suppressed when the catalytic properties of the target enzyme TGT
are blocked.[145] This assay is a rather indirect measure, as guanine itself
exhibits some inhibitory potency, and a size-dependent inhibition model
has to be considered for the bound ligands. Inhibitors decorated by large
substituents are competitive with tRNA binding as substrate, whereas
inhibitors of the size of the natural nucleobase substrates can block the
enzyme even if the tRNA is intermediately covalently attached to the
protein. They compete for the binding site of the exchanged nucleobase.
In the latter situation, the protein must be present in the substrate-bound
conformation. As this binding assay superimposes multiple steps to the
actual binding event and characterizes the inhibitory potential of the ligands
rather indirectly, we used instead in the present study isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC). This method reveals directly a dissociation constant
Kd for the binary protein–ligand binding event. From this, the Gibbs free
energy of binding can be accessed using the equation ∆G = RT ln Kd .
The measured data are listed in Figure 8.2. Remarkably, the ITC binding
data of 1a-4a match quite well with those determined by the biochemical
assay, whereas for the series 1b-4b deviations up to a factor of 16 (for
1b) are found.[146,148] Apart from differences in the applied assay buffer
conditions and the temperature used to run the experiments (ITC, 25 ◦C;
biochemical assay, 37 ◦C), conformational differences given for the protein
and discussed later in this contribution might give rise to these deviations.
The Gibbs free energy of binding shows rather similar values across the
lin-benzoguanine 1a-4a (mean: −41.6 ± 1.4 kJ mol−1 ) and lin-benzohypoxanthine 1b-4b series (mean: −35.7 ± 1.8 kJ mol−1 ), indicating a flat and
on first sight rather unspectacular structure–activity relationship. Without
consulting the additional thermodynamic properties, this finding could have
been the end of the current drug development study. It is more surprising
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Figure 8.2: Chemical formulas and thermodynamic profiles of the investigated ligands. The compounds 1-4 differ in their substitution pattern
in the 2-position. Additionally, their scaffolds vary among each other
from lin-benzoguanines (X = NH2 )to lin-benzohypoxanthines (X = H).
Values for the Gibbs free enthalpy are shown as blue bars, buffer-corrected
enthalpy values as green bars, and entropy values as red bars, each in
units of kJ mol−1 . Measurements to obtain ∆G0 comprise at least six
measurements. Compounds 1a-4a show a buffer dependency. On average,
approximately one proton is picked up by the ligand upon binding. Thus,
∆Hobs was measured at least in duplicate in three different buffer systems
(Hepes, Tris, Tricine). Subsequently, enthalpy values of lin-benzoguanines were corrected for buffer contribution. ∆G0 and ∆Hbind values for
lin-benzohypoxanthines represent the mean of at least three independent
measurements. −T ∆S 0 was calculated according to the Gibbs–Helmholtz
equation.
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that the thermodynamic signature factorizes in both series very differently
in enthalpy and entropy. All inhibitors exhibit strong exothermic binding,
and as expected, this strong negative enthalpic contribution is larger for the
lin-benzoguanine series. Remarkably, the enthalpic signature scatters for
the lin-benzohypoxanthines series across a rather small window of ∆∆H 0 =
8.5 kJ mol−1 , whereas the lin-benzoguanines spread over a nearly 4 times
larger range of ∆∆H 0 = 31.1 kJ mol−1 . Among the latter compound series,
4a exhibits with −66.3 kJ mol−1 the smallest exothermic signal followed by
3a with −78.9 kJ mol−1 . Inhibitors 1a and 2a show the largest negative
enthalpy, −97.4 kJ mol−1 and −96.4 kJ mol−1 . The entropic contribution is
unfavorable for all ligands of both series. Remarkably, the methyl derivative
1a and the morpholinoethyl derivative 2a exhibit nearly identical entropic
signatures. Overall, the entropic contribution is detrimental to the free
energy of binding, resulting in pronounced enthalpy/entropy compensation
in both series.
The observed trends in the thermodynamic signatures indicate that the
attached substituents in the ribose-33 pocket are not the sole determinant
for the observed profiles, as the relative differences in the thermodynamic
properties among ligands with the same 2-substituents do not match
across the two series a and b. Also the differences between ligand pairs
within the two series do not correspond to one another. Focusing on a
mutual comparison of ligands from both series with identical 2-substitution
reveals differences in ∆∆H 0 of 24.2−49.7 kJ mol−1 . On first glance, they
should map the energy difference resulting from the exocyclic NH2 group
at the pyrimidinone moiety. Nonetheless, the deviating factorization of
the thermodynamic data of the two compound series indicates a more
complex structure–activity relationship than initially anticipated. Thus,
to obtain a more detailed insight into the binding properties of the two
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ligand series, we resolved the crystal structures of the studied inhibitors
with the enzyme.

8.2.2 Crystal structures and binding modes of
2-amino-lin-benzopurines in Zymomonas mobilis
TGT
The 2-amino-lin-benzoguanines 1a-4a were determined at a pH of 5.5 with
a resolution of 1.25−1.49 Å, and the corresponding lin-benzohypoxanthines
1b-4b provided crystals that diffracted to 1.33−1.65 Å (Figure 8.3). The
structure of 1a[154] , 1b[146] , and 2a[154] had been previously solved.
In all structure determinations, the tricyclic lin-benzoguanine scaffold is
well-defined in the electron density. It adopts a binding pose with favorable π-stacking interactions to the adjacent Tyr106 and Met260. As
reported previously, ligands based on the lin-benzoguanine scaffold form
hydrogen bonds to the side chain functional groups of Asp102, Asp156,
and Gln203 and the backbone NH groups of Gly230 (Figures 8.3a, 8.3c,
8.3e, and 8.3g).[117,147,149] In addition, the backbone carbonyl groups of
Leu231 and Ala232 are hydrogen-bonded to the amino-imidazole portion
of the ligand. Exposure of the two backbone C−O groups to the binding
pocket in parallel fashion requires a peptide-backbone flip compared to
the apo protein determined at a pH value of 5.5. The adjacent Glu235
carboxylate group is deprotonated and accepts two hydrogen bonds from
the neighboring backbone NH groups of Ala232 and Val233. The interaction pattern stabilizes the backbone flip and makes a dual ladder of
parallel hydrogen bonds to the bound ligand possible, avoiding unfavorable
secondary repulsive interactions among the closely approaching hydrogens
in the hydrogen-bonding arrays.[154,173,174] Detailed analyses of the proto-
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(a) lin-benzoguanine 1a

(b) lin-benzohypoxanthine 1b

(c) lin-benzoguanine 2a

(d) lin-benzohypoxanthine 2b

Figure 8.3: Binding modes of the investigated ligands to TGT (PDB
IDs are listed in Section 8.4 on page 207). The protein is represented
as a cartoon; similar protein states with respect to helix αA are colored
identically (cp. Figure 8.8 on page 201). The ligand and interacting
residues are represented as sticks (nitrogen = blue, oxygen = red, sulfur
= yellow). Chloride ions are shown as green spheres. For clarity, the πstacking residues Tyr106 and Met260 are not shown, except when involved
in the binding of the 2-substituent. Water molecules are also not displayed
in the representation. (This figure continues on the next page . . . )
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(e) lin-benzoguanine 3a

(f) lin-benzohypoxanthine 3b

(g) lin-benzoguanine 4a

(h) lin-benzohypoxanthine 4b

Figure 8.3: (continued figure from page 188) The lin-benzopurine scaffold
located in the guanine-34 binding pocket is well-defined in the Fo − Fc
difference electron density (green) at a σ level between 2.5 and 3.0. The
scaffold forms several interactions with Asp102, Asp156, Gln203, Gly230,
Leu231, and Ala232 (dashed lines). The hydrogen bond to Leu231 is
enabled by a ligand-induced backbone-flip, which is stabilized by Glu235.
The substituents are not equally well-defined as the scaffolds, suggesting
residual mobility to some extent. Occupancies for the different substituents
are given using the corresponding color of the ligand.
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nation inventory overlaid to the binding event showed that N(5) of the
lin-benzoguanine scaffold becomes protonated, whereas N(3) remains in
the neutral, uncharged state.[154]
The lin-benzohypoxanthine scaffold adopts a very similar binding mode,
and the interaction pattern to Asp156, Gln203, Gly230, Leu231, and
Ala232 is analogously established.[146] The lin-benzohypoxanthines lack
the exocyclic NH2 group at the pyrimidinone moiety. This results in
different contacts with the adjacent Asp102. The latter residue orients its
carboxylate group off from the binding site and remains in a geometry very
similar to that found in the apo structure of the enzyme.[173] Instead of
forming a direct contact to the bound ligand, Asp102 experiences hydrogen
bonds to the carboxamide NH2 of Asn70 and the backbone NH group of
Thr71 (Figures 8.3b, 8.3d, 8.3f, and 8.3h). As a consequence of this outward
rotated pose of the Asp102 carboxylate group, a network formed by up
to six adjacent water molecules is established involving the carboxylate
groups of Asp102 and Asp156.[146] As the parent ligand scaffold is no
longer involved in a direct contact to Asp102, a small displacement of the
ligand is observed, resulting in slightly reduced distances to the remaining
residues in contact with the lin-benzohypoxanthines. ITC measurements
revealed that the lin-benzohypoxanthines bind to the protein without
entrapping a proton at N(5).[154] As a result, the lin-benzohypoxanthines bind significantly more weakly than the lin-benzoguanines. The salt
bridge type hydrogen bonds to Asp156 formed by the lin-benzoguanines
are replaced by weaker charge-assisted contacts in the lin-benzohypoxanthines.[154] Overall, in both ligand series, the parent lin-benzopurine scaffold
is completely buried in the protein binding pocket and thus shielded from
solvent access.
In previous studies,[148] it has been assumed that the substituents attached
in 2-position to the lin-benzopurine scaffold of both parent structures
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exhibits large residual mobility in the bound state, as no properly defined
electron density was detected for this part of the ligands. Screening
for modified crystallization conditions performed in the current study
revealed for most of the studied ligands difference electron density in the
crystals, which allows assignment of the 2-substituent in ordered geometry.
Nonetheless, reduced population and elevated B-factors found for this part
of the ligands suggest also in the recent structure determinations some
residual mobility or scatter over multiple orientations.
The difference electron density Fo − Fc fully defines the binding mode of
1a and 1b (Figures 8.3a and 8.3b). The 2-methyl group at both parent
scaffolds points toward Val282 in the ribose-33 pocket (cp. Figure 8.4).
The remaining part of the ribose-33 pocket is virtually unoccupied by the
ligand due to the small size of the methyl group; instead, several water
molecules are found in the pocket.
The morpholinoethyl substituent of 2a has been refined in the displayed
gauche conformation to a population of 80%. The remaining tricycle
converges to an occupancy of 100% (Figure 8.3c). A similarly reduced
population (73%) is found for the 2-substituent in 2b, even though the
substituent adopts an all-trans conformation in this case (Figure 8.3d).
In both examples, elevated B-factors are assigned to the morpholinoethyl
substituents in comparison to the parent scaffolds (2a, Bmorpholine = 21.5 Å2
vs Btricycle = 9.1 Å2 ; 2b, Bmorpholine = 26.4 Å2 vs Btricycle = 18.4 Å2 ), suggesting the enhanced residual mobility of this part of the ligand. Although
different conformers with slightly different placements in the ribose-33
pocket are experienced, the terminal ether oxygen of the morpholine ring
forms expanded hydrogen-bond contacts to Arg286 (2a, 3.2 Å; 2b, 3.1 Å
and 3.1 Å). In the latter case, refinement indicates the presence of two disordered conformers of the arginine side chain exhibiting equal population.
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The six-membered heterocycle exhibits a favorable chair conformation in
2a and 2b.
The nearly isostructural piperidinoethyl substituents of 3a and 3b are
both well-visible in the difference electron density with virtually identical
poses matching that of the all-trans conformer in 2b (Figures 8.3e and 8.3f).
Whereas the substituent at the lin-benzoguanine scaffold refines to 64%
occupancy, the one attached to the lin-benzohypoxanthine moiety is fully
populated. Also for these ligands, the B-factors suggest enhanced residual
mobility (3a, Bpiperidine = 19.8 Å2 vs Btricycle = 13.1 Å2 ; 3b, Bpiperidine =
22.8 Å2 vs Btricycle = 17.2 Å2 ). In both structures, the piperidine ring adopts
the energetically favored chair conformation. As a special feature, both
ligands entrap a chloride ion at a position occupied in the other structures
by a water molecule. Assignment of a chloride ion to this density peak was
confirmed by evaluating the density maps for anomalous scattering using
the program ANODE.[175] In the structure of 3b, the anomalous density
signal of σ = 5.73 appears close to the signal of the structural zinc atom
and the sulfur atoms of some methionines. In the complex TGT–3a, an
anomalous signal of σ = 4.23 is found. Most likely the entrapping of the
chloride ion correlates with the occupancy of the piperidine side chain, thus
a reduced value for the chloride signal is reasonable in the latter structure.
Refinement with Phenix[98] converged to 69% chloride occupancy, well
in agreement with the substituent population in 3a. Crystal growth of
TGT is performed under 1 m NaCl concentration; accordingly, pickup of
a chloride ion appears likely. This assumption is supported by the fact
that the most likely protonated piperidine nitrogen (pKa value ≈ 11.2)[176]
forms a hydrogen bond to the chloride ion. This ion is further stabilized
through contacts to the backbone NH group of Val282 and an adjacent
water molecule (Figure 8.4).
In the complexes of 2a, 2b, and 3a the substituent refines to reduced
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(a) lin-benzoguanine 3a

(b) lin-benzohypoxanthine 3b

Figure 8.4: Position of the captured chloride ion. The protein is represented as a cartoon, the ligand and interacting residues as sticks (nitrogen
= blue, oxygen = red, sulfur = yellow). Chloride ions are shown as green
spheres. The anomalous signal calculated with the program ANODE
is shown at a σ level of 3.0. The chloride ion is clearly defined by the
anomalous electron density interacting with the most likely protonated
nitrogen of the ligand’s piperidinoethyl substituent and the backbone NH
of Val282. Occupancy refinement results in a similar value as found for
the compound’s substituent. In TGT–3a, it is occupied to 100% and in
TGT–3b to 69%. Peak intensities for the anomalous signal are given as
green numbers.
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Figure 8.5: Rose plot of the CSD search results for the torsion angles
of an N+ −CH2 −CH2 −NH linker as found in the substituents of 2 and 3.
The circles represent the frequency (%) of the matched torsion angle in
steps of 20%. The position on the circumference gives the value of the
torsion angle. The data set comprised 414 structures (updated CSD version
5.34; filters: not disordered, no errors, not polymeric, only organics). The
carbon atoms were defined to be acyclic. Overall, gauche conformations
are present in 39% of all analyzed structures, and the anti conformation is
adopted in 61% of all cases.
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occupancy. Analysis of the difference electron density on a reduced σ
level suggests presence of a minor populated gauche or anti conformer,
respectively. Consulting the geometries found in small molecule crystal
structures deposited in the CSD[110] reveals for an N+ −CH2 −CH2 −NH
torsion fragment preferred angular distributions around ±60° and 180°
(Figure 8.5). The distribution suggests only minor preference for the gauche
conformation. Accordingly, we assume also in the TGT complexes studied
here that two arrangements are adopted.
Interestingly enough, the difference electron density does not disclose any
orientation of the thiophenomethyl substituent in 4a, even though the better diffracting sulfur atom should be easier to detect. The electron density
allows placement of the methyl group; however, the terminal thiophene
moiety appears to be scattered over multiple orientations (Figure 8.3g). In
contrast, the analogous lin-benzohypoxanthine derivative 4b discloses the
thiophenomethyl substituent in two equally populated orientations (Figure
8.3h). The first conformer A orients the thiophene moiety into the ribose-33
pocket and experiences weak hydrophobic interactions with the side chain
of Ala232. In the second conformation B, the thiophene ring rotates out of
the ribose-33 pocket and approaches Tyr106. A weak hydrogen bond between the thiophene sulfur atom and the Tyr106 OH is established (3.1 Å).
Also in this structure, the B-factors of the thiophene substituent refine to
a value significantly larger as those of the parent scaffold (Bthiophene A =
27.5 Å2 , Bthiophene B = 21.7 Å2 vs Btricycle = 11.2 Å2 ).

8.2.3 Correlation of thermodynamic signatures and
binding modes
As described above, the lin-benzoguanines 1a-4a form upon protonation
at N(5) two bidentate salt bridges to Asp102 and Asp156. In contrast,
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the lin-benzohypoxanthines 1b-4b do not induce a similar reorientation of
Asp102 and the carboxylate group of this residue remains in its orientation
pointing away from the binding pocket. In consequence, the pKa shift at
N(5) of the lin-benzohypoxanthine moiety is not provoked and one of the
salt bridges assigned in case of the lin-benzoguanines to the guanidinium
portion is lost. The second one transforms into two most likely attenuated
charge-assisted hydrogen bonds to Asp156.[154] As they lack secondary
repulsive interactions,[177,178] they can still contribute significantly. The
thermodynamic and structural data recorded for thrombin ligand binding
have shown that the loss of a bidentate salt bridge is equivalent to about
−25 kJ mol−1 in ∆∆H 0 .[32] This value is approximately matched by the
congeneric pairs 3a/3b and 4a/4b, whereas 1a/1b and 2a/2b show
significantly larger enthalpy differences. This finding indicates that the
thermodynamic signatures in the current compound series are determined
by additional effects superimposed on the sole loss of a salt bridge.
Comparing the structural data of the apo protein with those of the linbenzohypoxanthine complexes, it becomes evident that Asp102 remains
virtually in its original conformation upon ligand binding (Figure 8.6
B).[146,173] Also the network of water molecules found in the apo structure
is maintained and contributes contacts between protein and accommodated ligands. Accordingly, the lin-benzohypoxanthines 1b-4b bind to the
enzyme without inducing major changes compared to the apo structure,
which might require a strong enthalpic price to be paid. Notwithstanding,
overall, a significant enthalpy-driven binding is observed for the lin-benzohypoxanthine series.
The structural situation is different for the lin-benzoguanines. Their
binding triggers the rearrangements of Asp102 toward the binding pocket.
This movement narrows the binding pocket, and the network of water
molecules is displaced from the binding site in contrast to the binding of
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(a) lin-benzoguanines

(b) lin-benzohypoxanthines

Figure 8.6: Cascade of residue rotation initiated by the movement of
Asp102. The same representation was applied, as noted for Figure 8.3 on
page 188. For crystal structure analysis, all complexes containing lin-benzoguanines (A) and lin-benzohypoxanthines (B) were aligned, respectively. a)
The side chains of Thr47, Asn70, His73, Gln107, and Asp102 are involved
in the domino effect. All complex structures with lin-benzoguanine-based
ligands show a high flexibility of the involved amino acid residues. Due
to the missing interaction to Asp102, Asn70 is not fixed in an ordered
conformation interacting either with Thr47 or Gln107. Gln107 can be found
in multiple conformations, indicated by a partly missing electron density
for its side chain. The previously found interaction to His73 cannot be
detected in any of the complex structures under investigation. b) In binary
complexes with lin-benzohypoxanthine-type inhibitors, residue Asp102
serves as an anchor point fixing the side chain of Asn70 in a position
competent to build hydrogen bonds to Thr47 similar to the apo enzyme.
The side chain of Gln107 shows different conformation capable to interact
either with His73 or Asp102.
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the lin-benzohypoxanthines. Subsequent to the reorientation of Asp102
and as a consequence of the loss of interactions with the adjacent residues
such as Asn70, a cascade of structural rearrangements is induced, which
results in a collapse of the interaction patterns among Asp102, Asn70,
Thr47, and Gln107 previously seen in the apo protein (Figure 8.6).[117,173]

Figure 8.7: Influence of Asp102 on secondary structure elements of TGT.
An overlay of all investigated lin-benzohypoxanthines (white) and linbenzoguanines (dark gray and blue) shows substantial differences in the
position of the β3αA-loop, β-sheet 2, helix α2A, and the β1α1-loop. The
binding of members of the lin-benzohypoxanthine series has only a slight
effect on the global protein structure, which stays closely to the state of
the apo enzyme. Contrary, due to the up-rotation of Asp102 toward the
ligand, members of the lin-benzoguanine series trigger a kind of domino
effect by which the β3αA-loop, β-sheet 2, helix α2A, and the β1α1-loop
are moving closer to the guanine-34 binding pocket.
Even some movements of secondary structural elements are observed
compared to the apo protein and the lin-benzohypoxanthine complexes
(Figure 8.7). Accordingly, the binding of the lin-benzoguanines involves a
fair number of adaptation processes, which all will be linked to significant
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changes of the thermodynamic properties. The formation of the salt bridges
was already mentioned as an enthalpically driven step. The displacement
of ordered water molecules from a protein binding site usually results in
an entropically favorable binding signal.[26,179] In 2a, 2b, 3a, 4a, and 4b,
a residual mobility of the 2-substituent is observed that might suggest an
entropically favorable contribution to binding. Most likely, these effects
are beneficial for ligand binding, but they will be partly compensated by
the rearrangements observed crystallographically in the protein. They
will cost a price in either enthalpy or entropy. Nonetheless, overall a net
improvement in the Gibbs free energy of binding of about −6 kJ mol−1
is observed for the lin-benzoguanines over the lin-benzohypoxanthines.
Detailed factorization appears difficult in the present case, also as the price
for the desolvation will be distinct for the lin-benzoguanine and lin-benzohypoxanthine series. In summary, owing to the multiple changes of structural
parameters in the different complexes and their residual solvation patterns
it appears impossible to factorize the observed thermodynamic signatures
in order to assign subsequently enthalpic and entropic contributions to
individual interactions established in the protein–ligand interfaces of the
various complexes.
The detailed comparison of the thermodynamic profiles of the lin-benzoguanines 1a-4a and lin-benzohypoxanthines 1b-4b unravels another
striking feature (Figure 8.2 on page 185). Whereas the lin-benzohypoxanthines factorize quite similarly in enthalpy and entropy, the members of
the lin-benzoguanine series exhibit large differences in their profiles. This
observation suggests that the lin-benzohypoxanthines do not experience
large differences in their thermodynamic properties; thus, hardly any
dependence on the actual size and chemical properties of the substituents
attached at the 2-position is observed. This picture appears different for
the lin-benzoguanines, as here the thermodynamic profile is significantly
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modulated by the properties of the attached 2-substituent. Obviously,
in the latter compound series a cross-talk between the rearrangement
of Asp102 and the binding to the ribose-33 pocket is given, whereas
across the lin-benzohypoxanthine series this interdependence can hardly
be recognized.
To find some explanations for these differences in the pocket cross-talk, we
have analyzed the crystal structures of the various complexes. Interestingly
enough, binding of the lin-benzoguanines, which recruits Asp102 for ligand
recognition, translates into a significant shift of helix αA (Figure 8.8).
This helix adopts in the apo protein and the lin-benzohypoxanthine-bound
complexes virtually the same geometry. It is placed nearly perpendicular to
the guanine-34 recognition site and extends from Tyr106 to Leu110. Once
the lin-benzoguanines are bound to the enzyme, this helix is significantly
shifted toward the ligand-binding site. This movement is triggered by the
rearrangement of Asp102. A comparison of the enzyme structure with
the bound substrate tRNA and the discussed lin-benzoguanine inhibitor
complexes is quite conclusive. Obviously, also the binding of the tRNA
induces this shift of helix αA very similar to that observed in the lin-benzoguanine complexes but clearly distinct from the geometry found for the
apo protein and the lin-benzohypoxanthine complexes. A predominant
role can be assigned to Tyr106, which resides on this helix. Upon the shift
of the helix, the Tyr106 side chain penetrates 2.5 Å deeper into the ribose33 pocket. This replacement allows Tyr106 to experience whether any
ligand portion is bound to the ribose-33 pocket. In the apo protein and the
structurally very similar lin-benzohypoxanthine complexes, Tyr106 remains
in remote position, but for the lin-benzoguanines complexes, Tyr106 is
pushed to varying extend (1.3−1.9 Å) into a proximate position bordering
the ribose-33 pocket (Figure 8.9).
Obviously, the lin-benzohypoxanthines bind to TGT in a conformation
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.8: Influence of the various ligands on helix αA. The protein
is represented as a cartoon. The ligands are shown as sticks and colored
according to Figure 8.2 on page 185. a) All binary TGT complexes with linbenzohypoxanthine-based inhibitors exhibit one fixed helix conformation
(white). lin-benzoguanine–TGT complexes show different conformations of
the helical part: TGT–1a (green), TGT–2a (blue), and TGT–3a (orange)
show a similar position among each other, which deviate from that in the
lin-benzohypoxanthine–TGT complexes (gray). Even more perturbation
results from the binding of 4a, which leads to strong repositioning of
Gln107, Val108, and Met109 paralleled by an up-rotation of the helix
(blue). Additionally, TGT–2a shows a second populated binding mode
with an up-rotated helix conformation as similarly found in complex TGT–
4a (blue). b) Modulations of the backbone trace of the β3αA loop upon
formation of the different complexes. lin-benzohypoxanthine complexes are
displayed in white; TGT–1a, TGT–3a in gray; and TGT–2a, TGT–4a in
blue. All white structures show a conserved orientation of helix αA. It is
noticeable that the backbone of the β3αA loop adopts a conformation distal
to the tricyclic ligand core. In lin-benzoguanine–TGT complex structures,
the whole loop region is positioned closer to the ligand’s scaffold. Thereby,
the closest position can be found if helix αA is rotated upward (TGT–
2a, TGT–4a). TGT–3a adopts an intermediate orientation since Tyr106
indicates that an up-rotated helix conformation could be possible, although
not observed in electron density.
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Figure 8.9: Overlay of the TGT structure binding the natural substrate
tRNA (PDB ID: 1Q2R) as well as the analyzed lin-benzoguanine-bound and
lin-benzohypoxanthine-bound structures. Helix αA as well as the tRNA
are visualized in a cartoon representation (lin-benzohypoxanthines = white,
lin-benzoguanines = gray/blue, 1Q2R = green). The ligands, nucleic acid
bases, and Tyr106 are highlighted as sticks (nitrogen = blue, oxygen = red).
The helix αA of the TGT–tRNA complex adopts an orientation similar
to the lin-benzoguanine-bound protein. In the same way, Tyr106 of the
latter complexes reaches deeper into the ribose-33 subpocket. Obviously,
these positional changes induce a cooperativity between the guanine-34
recognition site and the ribose-33 subpocket, leading to the observed diverse
thermodynamic profiles.
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that resembles closely that of the apo protein, whereas the lin-benzoguanines inhibit an arrangement that approximates the architecture of
the enzyme in the substrate-bound state as observed in the covalent
tRNA intermediate (PDB ID: 1Q2R) trapped by crystallization with the
substrate mimetic 9-deazaguanine (Figure 8.10). This finding explains why
the thermodynamic signature of binding of the latter inhibitors is more
sensitive to the properties of the attached 2-substituent, as the presence of
such a substituent is recognized and thus transmitted via Tyr106 and the
shifted helix αA. With respect to the enzymatic function, such a behavior
appears very reasonable, as the enzyme must distinguish what is bound
to the ribose-33 recognition pocket. Discrimination between correct and
false substrates relies on the recognition of the nucleobase in this pocket.
Accordingly, the binding properties of this part of the substrate must be
transmitted and have to result in a varying thermodynamic binding profile.
Exactly this feature we also observe between the lin-benzohypoxanthine
and lin-benzoguanine-type inhibitor series, which gives rise to the rather
complex structure–activity relationship between both series.
We mentioned above the deviating potency profiles obtained by the biochemical assay and the ITC data, particularly for the lin-benzohypoxanthine series (differences in Ki vs Kd values up to a factor of 16 for 1b).
ITC measures directly the binding to the protein conformer competent to
accommodate a ligand, yielding Kd values. The biochemical assay requires
the protein to be in the state able to recognize the tRNA substrate, thus
with Asp102 oriented toward the binding pocket. Only the lin-benzoguanines will bind to this conformation, not the lin-benzohypoxanthines. Thus,
a conformational change would be required to accommodate the latter
ones. However, as a size-dependent inhibition model has to be assumed for
the ligands binding to the enzyme, small inhibitors can show a significant
inhibitory component, even if the intermediately bound tRNA is attached
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(a) TGT–lin-benzohypoxanthine 1b

(b) TGT–lin-benzoguanine 1a

(c) TGT apo enzyme

(d) TGT–9-deazaguanine–tRNA complex

Figure 8.10: Influence of substrate recognition on the guanine-34 recognition site. As representatives, the complexes TGT–1b (A), TGT–1a
(B), the apo enzyme at pH 7.8 (C), and the ternary complex TGT–9deazaguanine–tRNA (D) are illustrated. The latter complexes mimic an
intermediate situation during the nucleobase exchange reaction when tRNA
is covalently attached and guanine is cleaved off. This situation is captured
in the cocrystallized ternary complex using the geometrically identical but
chemically unreactive 9-deazaguanine. (This caption continues on the next
page . . . )
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Figure 8.10: (continued caption from page 204) The protein is shown
in surface representation (white = apo state, gray = substrate-bound
state). The ligands are displayed as sticks and the tRNA stem loop as
a cartoon (nitrogen = blue, oxygen = red, sulfur = yellow, phosphorus
= orange). In complex TGT–1b (PDB ID: 3S1G, A), the lin-benzohypoxanthine is not recognized as substrate-like by Asp102, as the exocyclic
NH2 group is missing. Asp102 adopts a conformation remaining within the
protein similar to apo TGT (PDB ID: 4PUN, C). Therefore, they share
a similar protein surface (white) exhibiting two entries to the active site
indicated by arrows. In complexes TGT–1a (PDB ID: 4PUK, B) and
TGT–9-deazaguanine–tRNA (PDB ID: 1Q2R, D), the lin-benzoguanine
and the substrate mimetic 9-deazaguanine, respectively, are recognized as
substrate surrogates by the enzyme. Asp102 rotates toward the guanine34 recognition site and forms hydrogen bonds to the aminopyrimidinone
moiety of the ligand. Provoked by the structural changes due to the uprotation of Asp102, the second entrance to the guanine-34 recognition site
is closed (gray).
to the protein. Supposedly, this inhibitory component can only be realized
by the lin-benzoguanines and not by the lin-benzohypoxanthines. Possibly,
this effect also has influence on the inhibitory properties determined by
the biochemical assay or ITC and underestimates the intrinsic binding
potency of the lin-benzohypoxanthines in the biochemical assay.

8.3 Conclusion
The two congeneric series of inhibitors, varied at the pyrimidinone moiety
and the 2-amino substituents of a lin-benzopurine scaffold, show a rather
flat and unattractive SAR with nearly unchanged binding affinities within
the series and an offset of about 1 order of magnitude between both
series. The loss in affinity between the lin-benzoguanine and the lin-ben-
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zohypoxanthine series can be related on first glance to the loss of a salt
bridge formed to the pyrimidinone moiety with and without an attached
amino group. The unmodulated affinity recorded for the attachment of
a 2-amino substituent at the remote end of the parent lin-benzopurine
scaffold can hardly be explained on the affinity level. The thermodynamic
signature accessible by ITC measurements provides some surprises: in
the lin-benzohypoxanthine series all ligands factorize similarly in enthalpy
and entropy, whereas the lin-benzoguanines show strong and complex
changes in the enthalpy/entropy signature. Interestingly enough, the
crystallographic analysis shows that the lin-benzohypoxanthines bind to
the protein without inducing major conformational changes of the enzyme
compared to the apo structure. With respect to the thermodynamic
properties, small or large 2-substituents of deviating chemical nature
experience the same hardly discriminating profile. The lin-benzoguanines bind to a protein conformation, approximating the enzyme in the
substrate-bound geometry. Major conformational changes are all triggered
by the reorientation of Asp102. This residue is important for substrate
recognition. Simultaneously, the protein architecture varies in a way that a
cross-talk between the binding signature resulting from the ligand portion
accommodating the guanine-34, and the ribose-33 pocket is established.
In consequence, quite surprisingly, the attached 2-substituents at the linbenzoguanine scaffold receive an individually modulated thermodynamic
signature across the compound series.
The example shows, even though a detailed partitioning in individual
thermodynamic contributions is impossible due to the given complexity
of the system, that a combination of thermodynamic signature analysis
and structural information provides an insight into structure–activity
relationships beyond sole affinity considerations. They are important for a
rational and predictive design of novel inhibitors.
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8.4 Experimental section
Detailed information about
•
•
•
•
•

Isothermal titration calorimetry,
Zymomonas mobilis TGT crystallization and ligand soaking,
Data collection,
Structure determination and refinement, and
Calculation of the anomalous map

can be found in the publication correponding to Chapter 8 (Manuel
Neeb et al. “Beyond affinity: Enthalpy-entropy factorization unravels complexity of a flat structure-activity relationship for inhibition of
a tRNA-modifying enzyme”. In: J. Med. Chem. 57 (2014), pp. 5566–5578).
Coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with the
following accession ID codes:
lin-benzoguanines:
•
•
•
•

TGT–1a
TGT–2a
TGT–3a
TGT–4a

complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:

lin-benzohypoxanthines:
4PUK
4PUJ
4Q4O
4Q4P

•
•
•
•

TGT–1b
TGT–2b
TGT–3b
TGT–4b

complex:
complex:
complex:
complex:

3S1G
4Q4R
4Q4S
4Q4Q
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Chapter 9

Spiking Ligands to
Destabilize the
Protein–Protein Interface

Introductory remark This chapter is based on the article and the corresponding Supporting Information of “Launching Spiking Ligands into
a Protein–Protein Interface: A Promising Strategy To Destabilize and
Break Interface Formation in a tRNA Modifying Enzyme.” by Florian
Immekus, Luzi J. Barandun, Michael Betz, François Debaene, Sarah
Sanglier-Cianferani, Klaus Reuter, François Diederich, and Gerhard Klebe.
Published in ACS Chemical Biology (2013).[152] My contribution to this
paper was the thoughtful preparation and representation of structural data,
the visualization of surface hydrophobicity, the modeling and CSD database
search for missing ligand parts, and the prediction and molecular dynamics
simulation of the loop-helix motif. I estimate my own contribution to 40%.
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Abstract
Apart from competitive active-site inhibition of protein function, perturbance of protein–protein interactions by small molecules in oligodomain enzymes opens new perspectives for innovative therapeutics. tRNA–guanine
transglycosylase (TGT), a potential target to treat shigellosis, is active
only as the homodimer. Consequently, disruption of the dimer interface
by small molecules provides a novel inhibition mode. A special feature of
this enzyme is the short distance between active site and rim of the dimer
interface. This suggests design of expanded active-site inhibitors decorated
with rigid, needle-type substituents to spike into potential hot spots of the
interaction interface. Ligands with attached ethinyl-type substituents have
been synthesized and characterized by Kd measurements, crystallography,
noncovalent mass spectrometry, and computer simulations. In contrast
to previously determined crystal structures with nonextended active-site
inhibitors, a well-defined loop-helix motif, involved in several contacts
across the dimer interface, falls apart and suggests enhanced flexibility
once the spiking ligands are bound. Mass spectrometry indicates significant
destabilization but not full disruption of the complexed TGT homodimer
in solution. As directed interactions of the loop-helix motif obviously do
not determine dimer stability, a structurally conserved hydrophobic patch
composed of several aromatic amino acids is suggested as interaction hot
spot. The residues of this patch reside on a structurally highly conserved
helix-turn-helix motif, which remains unaffected by the bound spiking
ligands. Nevertheless, it is shielded from solvent access by the loop-helix
motif that becomes perturbed upon binding of the spiking ligands, which
serves as a possible explanation for reduced interface stability.
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In summer 2011, Germany witnessed the sudden development of a highly
pathogenic Shiga-toxin-producing strain of enterohemorrhagic Escherichia
coli (EHEC). Fast epidemic spread of the infection with more than 2000
cases within six weeks underlines the potential hazard of bacteria-triggered
gastrointestinal infections.[180] The closely related bacteria of the genus
Shigella exhibit similar properties, causing acute inflammation of the colon
along with bloody, mucopurulent diarrhea, known as shigellosis. The
disease occurs predominantly in developing countries, responsible annually
for more than one million lethal cases.[141]
The tRNA-modifying enzyme tRNA–guanine transglycosylase (TGT, EC
2.4.2.29), involved in the infection pathway of Shigella bacteria, was identified as potential drug target for the treatment of shigellosis.[114,115] Bacterial
TGT catalyzes incorporation of the premodified nucleobase preQ1 at position 34 (“wobble position”) of tRNAAsp,Asn,His,Tyr , replacing the genetically
encoded guanine in due course of the exchange reaction. Subsequently, in
TGT-independent reactions, the hypermodified tRNA nucleoside queuosine
is formed.
This tRNA processing is a prerequisite for the biosynthesis of invasion
factors and essential to create pathogenicity of Shigella. The latter proteins
are pivotal for bacterial invasion of human colon mucosa cells.[137,181]
Structural properties of TGT have been studied by crystallography of the
related Zymomonas mobilis (Z. mobilis) enzyme, deviating in the active
site from Shigella by only one Phe/Tyr-exchange.[173]
In addition to the design of potent inhibitors, insights into the quaternary structure of TGT, its oligomerization state in solution, and the
stoichiometry of the catalytic transformation have attracted notice in recent research.[117,118] Crystal structure analysis of Z. mobilis TGT revealed
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a conserved homodimer with ca. 1600 Å2 buried contact area between
the two monomers,[118] independent of whether the apo protein, TGT–
ligand complexes, or a TGT–tRNA anticodon stem-loop complex have
been studied.[116] In most crystal structures, the homodimer coincides
with a crystallographic 2-fold axis; however, also the anticodon stem-loop
complex shows homodimeric arrangement with two monomers and one
bound tRNA molecule. This complex does not coincide with crystallographic symmetry. Apparently, one monomer binds the substrate, whereas
the other stabilizes the ternary complex.[116,118] This crystallographic finding appears obvious as the active sites of the two monomers are closely
adjacent and cannot host simultaneously two tRNA substrates. Similar
results are found in solution. Noncovalent ESI mass spectrometry clearly
reveals 2:1 TGT:tRNA complexes as solution species without any evidence
for concentration-dependent higher-order complexes. Thus, homodimer
formation is a clear functional prerequisite, and single-site mutations can
take impact on dimer stability.[118]
Visual inspection of the crystal structures referred to several directed interactions across the dimer interface. At first glance, the salt bridge between
Lys52 and Glu339’ and the hydrogen bond between Ala49 and Tyr330’ have
been selected as putative key interactions (Figure 9.1). Straightforward
mutations by structurally related amino acids have been performed: the
TGT(Tyr330Phe) and TGT(Lys52Met) mutants exhibited significantly
reduced kcat values (factor 10 and 50), while for the double mutant TGT
(Lys52Met/Tyr330Phe) no residual catalytic activity was recognized. A
crystal structure of TGT(Lys52Met) unraveled pronounced disorder of
complete secondary structure elements that contribute major parts to
the dimer interface (helix α1 and the adjacent β1α1-loop, Figure 9.1).
Surprisingly, mass spectrometry of TGT(Tyr330Phe) and TGT(Lys52Met)
showed only a slight concentration-dependent increase of the monomeric
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Figure 9.1: View of the binding pocket with the adjacent part of the
dimer interface of Z. mobilis TGT. Color coding: monomer A, gray;
monomer B, cyan; Cligand: green, O: red, N: blue, S: yellow. Hydrogen
bonds are shown as dashed lines. These characteristics apply to all figures
unless stated differently. Both monomers are shown with transparent
surfaces. Involved secondary structures are depicted as cartoon. Residues
involved in directed interactions across the monomers are displayed as
sticks. Glu339’ is located at the apex of helix αE 0 and helix αF 0 (helixturn-helix motif, cyan). Between β1α1-loop/helix α1 (loop-helix motif,
gray) and the corresponding helix-turn-helix motif, two hydrogen bonds
and three salt bridges are formed (Glu57’–Lys325’ not shown for clarity
reasons). Ligand 1m is displayed in the complex structure (PDB ID:
3EOS).[150] This ligand exhibits the parental lin-benzoguanine scaffold that
was further modified in this study. The white arrow indicates the direction
at the terminal cyclohexyl ring used to attach spiking substituents to
possibly interfere with the helix-loop and the subjacent helix-turn-helix
motif.
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form instead of the anticipated complete dimer disruption. It is therefore
in question whether this finding in solution correlates with crystallographic
evidence as TGT(Lys52Met) still forms a crystallographic dimer in the
solid state.
More as an incidental observation, two cocrystal structures of TGT with linbenzoguanine active-site inhibitors indicated ligand-induced conformational
changes within the dimer interface.[117,150] These changes are produced
by ligands with extended C(4)-substituents pointing into the ribose-34
pocket that is found in close vicinity of the dimer interface (Figure 9.1 and
Table 9.1). However, binding of these ligands had no obvious impact on
dimer disruption in solution.[118] Nevertheless, the reported ligand-induced
effects paved the ground for a novel strategy to disassemble the interface:
ligands with extended C(4)-substituents should be able to directly spike into
the interface region, thereby perturbing and subsequently preventing dimer
formation. This design concept deviates from most strategies followed in
literature,[182–186] which aim at the binding of a small molecule to one of
the dimer interface mates mimicking a structural motif such as a helical
stretch of the interface partner.
Our approach implicates the following three perspectives:
1) As TGT dimerization is obviously prerequisite for catalytic activity,
ligands perturbing the interface could provide a novel mechanism for
enzyme inhibition apart from competitive active-site inhibition.
2) Typically, binding sites within a dimer interface are flat and, in the
monomeric state, mostly solvent-exposed surfaces with indentations.
Hence, structure-based design of interface inhibitors is complicated
by their most likely low binding affinity. In consequence, it is difficult
to determine a crystal structure of the complex. In contrast, applying
reasonably decorated C(4)-substituents attached to potent active-site
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Table 9.1: a log P and log C values calculated using ACD/Labs software.
b
Ligand efficiency = RT ln[K]/(no. of non-hydrogen atoms). c Competitive
inhibition constant (Ki ) measured in a kinetic assay.[145]
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binders, spiking into the dimer interface, can suggest new interaction
sites without dramatic loss of binding affinity. In consequence, this
strategy provides better opportunities to determine multiple crystal
structures with bound ligands.
3) This approach opens the perspective to design the C(4)-substituents
to selectively interfere with the structural arrangement next to the
dimer interface. Thus, the most promising interactions with these
local features can be analyzed with well-established experimental
effort.
Usually, mutation studies are performed to obtain insights into interface
formation. However, problems regarding protein purification and spontaneous crystallization are frequently experienced.[118] These will be avoided
following the above outlined ligand-based approach requiring solely the
wild-type protein.
In this contribution, a comprehensive study including X-ray crystallography,
Kd measurements, noncovalent ESI mass spectrometry, structure-based
design, and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations is presented. The multiplicity of methods opens various perspectives to characterize the TGT
homodimer interface.
Based on the highly potent lin-benzoguanines as scaffold, C(4)-substituents
were designed to spike from the active site into the adjacent dimer interface (Figure 9.1). Obtained TGT–ligand cocrystal structures provided
information about the importance of directional interactions within the
interface. Supported by computational chemistry, the stability of the
involved secondary structures is discussed. Noncovalent mass spectrometry and Kd measurements relate structural data provided by the crystal
structures with the ligand-induced effects in solution. To our surprise, a
loop-helix motif in the protein–protein interface that features most of the
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residues involved in H-bonding and salt bridges across the interface was
substantially perturbed by ligand binding; however, the dimer contact is
only moderately destabilized. Instead a cluster of hydrophobic residues
seems to be determinant for stability, as will be discussed comparatively
in the conclusion section.

9.2 Results and Discussion
9.2.1 Analysis of the dimer interface architecture
To perform a detailed analysis of the structural features of the dimer
interface, 20 nonredundant TGT crystal structures, denoted as TGT20 in
the following, have been randomly chosen and compared (see Methods
Section 9.4 on page 247). All structural features reported below were
highly conserved in TGT20 (see Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.4)
The presented distance values are based on the apo structure (PDB ID:
1P0D)[173] assessed as representative for TGT20 .
The TGT homodimer spans an interface region of 1667 Å2 , and each
monomer contributes 43 contacting residues.[118] Regarding the directional
interactions across the overall dimer interface, 10 salt bridges and 8 hydrogen bonds are involved, and the largest portion of them resides on an
α-helix composed of 9 residues (helix α1: Lys55-Gly63). It is preceded by
a β1α1-loop (Val45-Leu54) formed by 10 residues (the entire Val45-Gly63
stretch is named loop-helix motif in the following, Figure 9.1). Due to 2-fold
symmetry, any structural feature will contribute twice to the dimer interface. Each β1α1-loop comprises one residue to form the Lys52· · · Glu339’
salt bridge and two hydrogen bonds (Ala48· · · His333’, Ala49· · · Tyr330’),
while each helix α1 contributes to two salt bridges (Lys55· · · Glu348’,
Glu57· · · Lys325’). The binding partners of the corresponding monomer
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Figure 9.2: Hydrophobic contact area within the TGT dimer interface as
observed in the apo structure (1P0D) and found to be conserved across
a data set of 20 structures (TGT20 data set). Color coding: monomer A,
blue; monomer B, gray. Water molecules are shown as red spheres and
represent archetypes of the local water clusters found in the TGT20 data
set. The solvent-accessible surface of monomer B is colored according to a
normalized consensus hydrophobicity scale[187] ranging from hydrophobic
(green) to hydrophilic (pink). An aromatic triad composed by Trp326’,
Tyr330’, and His333’ is indicated as part of a hydrophobic contact patch
exposed to the corresponding monomer mate of the dimer. The β1α1-loop
of the mate (blue) shields as a kind of lid this hydrophobic patch from
the solvent. This lid is further accomplished by two hydrophobic residues:
Phe92 and Met93 from the dimer mate. In all analyzed TGT20 , no water
molecules penetrate into this contact area. All side chains and secondary
structures are highly conserved in the crystal structures (see Methods
Section 9.4 on page 247).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9.3: Conserved directed interactions in TGT20 crystal structures.
Crystallographically conserved, the β1α1-loop/helix α1 motif associates
directed interaction within the dimer interface of 20 reference complexes of
Z. mobilis TGT (for PDB ID see Methods Section 9.4 on page 247). Color
code: monomer A gray, monomer B cyan, O red, N blue. Hydrogen bonds
and salt bridges are shown as dashed lines. (This caption continues on the
next page).
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Figure 9.3: (continued caption from page 219) a) Hydrogen bonds between
Ala48/His333’ (2.4 Å) and Ala49/Tyr330’ (2.6 Å). Backbone atom positions of β1α1-loop/helix α1 are highly conserved with slightly increased
variations of Thr47. b) Salt bridge between Lys52 and Glu339’ (2.3 Å). An
alternative, Glu339’-averted conformation of Lys52 occurs in six structures.
c) Salt bridge between Lys55 and Glu348’ (2.6 Å). d) Salt bridge between
Glu57 and Lys325’ (2.3 Å and 4.2 Å). In two structures, Lys325’ undergoes
no interactions with Glu57

Figure 9.4: Conserved hydrophobic interface in TGT20 crystal structures.
Hydrophobic contact area within the TGT dimer interface in the TGT20
datasets. Color code: monomer A gray, monomer B cyan. The aromatic
triade residing on helix αE 0 and composed by Trp326’, Tyr330’, and His333’
is part of a hydrophobic contact area with the corresponding interface
mate. His333’ is in close contact with Leu74 (4.5 Å) and Pro78 (3.6 Å)
whereas Tyr330’ forms hydrophobic interactions to Phe92 (3.7 Å) and
Met93 (4.2 Å). Met93 shows another contact to Trp326’ (4.6 Å). Leu86 is
involved in a hydrophobic interaction with Leu311’ (3.9 Å).
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(indicated by a prime) are located on a helix-turn-helix motif comprising
helix αE 0 (Ser327’-Arg336’) and helix αF 0 (Ile340’-Glu367’). The latter
helix stretches with 42 Å length across the entire monomer. Both helices
are linked via a three-residue turn motif (Ala337’, Gly338’, Glu339’), with
Glu339’ localized at the apex between both helices (Figure 9.1). Analyzing
helix αE 0 with respect to hydrophobicity, Tyr330’ and His333’ attracted
attention apart from their above-mentioned role as hydrogen-bond donors.
Complemented by Trp326’, they form a hydrophobic, aromatic triad that
experiences several van der Waals contacts to the adjacent monomer unit
(Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.2). Altogether, a rather hydrophobic, solventshielded contact area is generated between both monomers. His333’ is
in close contact with Leu74 (4.5 Å) and Pro78 (3.6 Å) of the other dimer
mate, whereas Tyr330’ provides hydrophobic interactions to Phe92 (3.7 Å)
and Met93 (4.2 Å). The latter residue exhibits further contacts to Trp326’
(4.6 Å), which additionally interacts with the adjacent Pro56 on helix
α1 (3.7 Å, not shown in Figure 9.2). Whereas the interaction between
Leu86 and Leu311’ (3.9 Å) blocks the contact patch on one face, the
β1α1-loop shields the hydrophobic interface from above. Ala49 is located
closely adjacent to Tyr330’ (4.1 Å) and His333’ (4.3 Å), and the neighboring Ala48 interacts with His333’ (4.2 Å). The TGT20 data set has been
further analyzed regarding conserved water molecules accommodated in
this hydrophobic contact region (Figure 9.2). Interestingly, several highly
conserved water molecules surround the hydrophobic triad, whereas only a
single water molecule is found within the hydrophobic interface patch.

9.2.2 Design of interface-spiking ligands
We developed lin-benzoguanines as a tricyclic scaffold to occupy the
guanine/preQ1 recognition pocket with low nanomolar affinity.[149,150] It
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mimics the natural substrates by replacing their hydrogen-bonding pattern
to Asp102, Asp156, Gln203, and Gly230 (see crystallography part starting
with Section 9.2.5 on page 224).[147,150] Furthermore, the flat tricyclic scaffold intercalates between the side chains of Tyr106 and Met260 similarly
to the natural substrates. Design of potent active-site inhibitors exploited
the ribose-33 pocket via C(2)-substitution[147] and the ribose-34 pocket via
C(4)-substitution at the parent scaffold (Figure 9.1, Table 9.1).[149,150]
The design of our interface-spiking ligands was not entirely driven by
affinity considerations but particularly focused toward the far end of the
ribose-34 pocket that borders the dimer interface. We therefore considered
extended C(4)-substituents to selectively perturb molecular portions of
the interface and to explore putative interaction hot spots between both
monomers (Figure 9.1). As previously reported, 1m, 1n, and 2 (Table 9.1)
exert already some structural impact on the loop-helix motif.[117,150] In
particular, 1m served as a lead for the designed ligand series, as its terminal
cyclohexyl ring is deeply buried in the ribose-34 pocket and is suitable as
a versatile vector to launch attached substituents targeting the β1α1-loop
and the capping Glu339’ located at the apex of the helix-turn-helix motif
of the dimer mate (Figure 9.1). Ligands 1j-l were designed to structurally
expand the cyclohexyl moiety, whereas 1a-e, h, i were decorated with a
rigid, linear ethinyl linker to launch additional substituents as a kind of
warhead into the interface region (Figure 9.1 and Figure 9.2).

9.2.3 Synthesis
The synthetic strategy followed, as previously published by us, convergence
of the substituents for the ribose-34 pocket and a benzimidazole building block by reductive amination.[149] The substituents for the ribose-34
pockets were prepared starting from trans-cyclohexane-1,4-dimethanol (3)
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(see Scheme 1 “Synthesis of Alkyne Vectors 10a-g” in the publication[152]
correponding to Chapter 9). Monoprotection to 4, oxidation, and Seyferth–
Gilbert homologation using the Ohira–Bestmann modification gave alkyne
5.[188] The aryl halides 6b-g for the following cross-coupling reaction were
commercially available, and 6a was accessible from 7 by treatment with
n-BuLi followed by addition of B(Oi Pr)3 and Suzuki cross-coupling reaction. After Sonogashira cross-coupling reaction, the resulting alkynylated
cyclohexanes 8a-g were deprotected using n-Bu4 NF, giving alcohols 9a-g,
which were oxidized to the corresponding aldehydes 10a-g.
The amine building block 11 was prepared in 12 steps from benzimidazole5-carboxylic acid (12) as described in the literature (3) (see Scheme 2
“Synthesis of Ligands 1a-g,g-l” in the publication[152] correponding to Chapter 9).[147,149] Reductive amination using aldehydes 10a-g (Scheme 1) and
10j,[189] 10k,[190] and 10l[191] gave amines 13a-e, g, h, j. For trifluoroketone 10f, the product of the reductive amination was the corresponding
alcohol 13h instead of ketone 13f. The obtained amines were subjected to
cyclization with chloroformamidinium chloride, yielding lin-benzoguanines1a-e, g, h, j, whereby the N,N -dimethylsulfamoyl group was cleaved.
The crude compound 1g was directly used for saponification, giving 1i.
Both precursors 11, 13a-g, j-l and target ligands 1a-e, h, i, l were isolated
and characterized as free amines. For the purification of 1j and 1k, a
previously reported protocol was applied to yield the tris-hydrochloride
salts.[149] To isolate the other target ligands 1a-e, h, i, l as free amines,
their formate salts were initially formed (see experimental details in the
Supporting Information of the corresponding publication[152] ). During final
lyophylization, formic acid was evaporated, yielding the free amines, as
clearly evidenced by the analytical characterization.
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9.2.4 Evaluation of binding data
Dissociation constants Kd were obtained at pH 7.3 in 100 mm HEPES buffer
by microscale thermophoresis. Application of a local temperature gradient
induces protein motion that depends on size, charge, and hydration shell.
These properties are modulated by the presence of bound ligands, which
therefore allows determination of dissociation constants Kd .[192] Compared
to the parent scaffold 1m, compound 1k expands the terminal cyclohexyl
ring by a methyl group. It achieves an affinity of 1.2 nm (Table 9.1).
Further expansion by the sterically demanding tert-butyl group (compound
1l) reduces affinity by 20-fold compared to 1k. Surprisingly, the bulky
adamantyl moiety of 1j shows significantly improved affinity (Kd = 1 nm)
compared to 1l (Kd = 25 nm). An explanation of this affinity gain is
provided by the cocrystal structure (see below). Regarding the series of
alkyne ligands (1a-e, h, i), no dramatic affinity breakdown is experienced
compared to the parent compound 1m, although ligand efficiency is reduced
by the large attached substituents. Within the alkyne series, ligands with
shorter side chains (1c, e, i) tend to exhibit better affinity (4−14 nm),
whereas longer and bulkier decorations (1a, b, h) result in an affinity drop
toward the two-digit nanomolar range (24−36 nm).

9.2.5 Crystal structure analysis
To analyze ligand binding modes and perturbance of the dimer interface,
we performed cocrystal structure analyses with 1b, c, j at 1.45−1.74 Å
resolution. Furthermore, 1c has been soaked into protein crystals, and a
data set has been collected at 1.62 Å resolution. Detailed information about
the experimental conditions are given in the Methods section (Section 9.4
on page 247).
The binding mode of the tricyclic aromatic 2-amino-lin-benzoguanine
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moiety has been extensively described.[147,148] Also here, the lin-benzoguanine core of 1b, c, and j forms H-bonds to Asp102, Asp156, and Gln203
and the backbone of Gly230, Leu231, and Ala232 of the guanine recognition
pocket (Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6). The interaction to Asp102 is chargeassisted, as N(5) of the tricycle is assumed to be protonated, while Asp102
is, most likely, deprotonated (Table 9.1).[146] As the 2-aminoimidazole is
assumed to be protonated, the hydrogen bond to the Leu231 backbone
C−O group has also to be classified as charge-assisted.[147,148] Furthermore,
the ligand undergoes favorable π-stacking with Tyr106 and Met260 both
flanking the tricycle.[147] The C(4)-substituent points into the ribose-34
pocket (Table 9.1). A C(4)-ethylamino linker has been established as most
promising to serve this purpose with high binding affinity.[150] A conserved
water cluster between the two facing Asp residues 102 and 280 is partly
displaced, and binding of lin-benzoguanines induces a cis-peptide bond
flip between Val262 and Gly263.[147]
Cocrystal structure of 1j
Well-defined electron density is apparent for the entire adamantyl derivative
1j (Figure 9.5a). The adamantyl moiety fills the ribose-34 pocket with
several significant ligand-induced rearrangements. This leads to extended
hydrophobic contacts compared to the parent structure 1m (Figure 9.5b,
PDB ID: 3EOS).[150] The adamantyl moiety of 1j cannot occupy the
same position as the cyclohexyl portion of 1m due to spatial restrictions
imposed by Asn70 and Gln107. Hence it is shifted by 0.8 Å and tilted by
74° compared to the cyclohexyl portion of 1m. In addition, the bulky
adamantyl moiety pushes Gln107 about 3 Å off from the rim of the pocket,
which translates into a rearrangement of residues 108-115. This region is
known to be flexible.[117] Furthermore, the side chain of His73 adopts an
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orientation that expands the hydrophobic ribose-34 pocket. Additional
pocket enlargements are accomplished by reorientations of Thr47 and Asn70.
The former moves its hydrophilic carboxamide group away from the ligand
and presents the more apolar methylene portion toward the adamantyl
moiety. Thr47 adopts a not yet described orientation by being shifted ca.
2 Å compared to the apo structure (PDB ID: 1P0D).[173] Whereas its side
chain OH group is oriented toward the ribose-34 pocket in the apo structure,
in the complex with 1j, the apolar methyl group experiences hydrophobic
interactions with the adamantyl moiety (Figure 9.5). In consequence, the
OH side chain of Thr47 is now directed toward the dimer interface and
forms a hydrogen bond to Lys52. The latter contact resulting from the
reorientation is the only structural impact created by 1j on the targeted
β1α1-loop. Especially the Lys52·Glu339’ salt bridge is not affected by this
ligand (Figure 9.5a).
Cocrystal structure of 1c
The cocrystal structure with 1c was obtained at 1.59 Å resolution (Figure
9.6a). The cell parameters deviate in the a axis about 6 Å and in the
monoclinic β angle by ca. 2° from the value usually observed for TGT
crystals in space group C2 (see Table 2 “X-ray Crystal Structures: Data
Collection and Refinement Statistics” in the publication[152] correponding
to Chapter 9). A similar shift has been reported for the TGT(Lys52Met)
mutant showing disorder in the loop-helix motif.[118] After refinement of
the protein portion, the Fo − Fc difference electron density clearly indicates
the tricyclic scaffold and major parts of the C(4)-substituent. However,
the terminal, ethyne-linked pyridyl moiety is, even at lower contour level,
not detectable in the difference map. We therefore assumed either high
residual mobility or pronounced scatter over multiple configurations. The
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(a) difference electron density for 1j.

(b) 1j (green) and 1m (orange).

Figure 9.5: Cocrystal structure of 1j bound to the active site of TGT
(PDB ID: 4FPS). a) The ligand is well-defined in the difference electron
density contoured at the 2 σ level (green mesh). This characteristic applies
to all figures unless stated otherwise. The hydrophobic bottom of the ribose34 pocket (shown as sticks and gray surface) encompasses the adamantyl
moiety extensively. Thr47 and Asn70 expose their hydrophobic side chain
portions toward the adamantyl moiety. The aromatic face of the imidazole
moiety of His73 forms hydrophobic contacts to the adamantyl substituent.
Lys52 is hydrogen-bonded to Thr47 and Glu339’. Lys52 and Glu339’ occupy
crystallographically conserved positions and mutually interact. For reasons
of clarity, the geometrically conserved secondary structures across the dimer
interface are not shown. Indicated hydrogen bonds exhibit distances of
2.7−3.7 Å. Hydrophobic contact distances between the adamantyl moiety
and the surrounding hydrophobic pocket fall between 3.3 and 4.2 Å. b)
Superposition of the crystal structure with 1j and 1m (PDB ID: 3EOS)[150]
and the apo structure (PDB ID: 1P0D)[173] . Residues 107-115 are shown
as cartoon. Protein and surface of the complex with 1j are shown in gray;
that with 1m is in orange. For clarity reasons, only the Thr47 side chain
of the apo structure is shown in yellow. The hydrophobic contact surface
interacting with the ligand is increased for the complex with 1j by inducing
altered orientations of Thr47, Asn70, and His73. Differences to the complex
with 1m are highlighted by black arrows. Gln107 is pushed backward by
ligand 1j, leading to a shift of the adjacent helix. The orientation of Thr47
in the complex with 1j also differs from the apo structure (yellow).
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central cyclohexyl ring of the C(4)-substituent adopts a chair conformation
with the ethyne attached in favorable equatorial position. With respect
to the B-values of the ligand atoms, the cyclohexyl ethyne portion refines
to nearly 2-fold larger values compared to the remaining ligand part.
This indicates enhanced flexibility of the C(4)-substituent with increasing
distance from the parent scaffold (Figure 9.6a). This finding appears
reasonable taking into account that the C(4)-substituent of 1c induces
massive conformational changes within the ribose-34 pocket, involving helix
α1 and the preceding β1α1-loop. No clearly defined electron density can
be assigned to the 16 residues forming this loop-helix motif (Ala48-Gly63).
Also here, enhanced flexibility or scatter over multiple conformations is
assumed, and none of the directed interactions between the two monomers
(Ala48· · · His333’, Ala49· · · Tyr330’, Lys52· · · Glu339’, Lys55· · · Glu348’,
Glu57· · · Lys325’) are visible. Interestingly, the residues residing on the
corresponding dimer mate, except Lys325’ and Glu348’, are all well-defined
(Figure 9.6a). Obviously, the integrity of the helix-turn-helix motif on the
contacting monomer is not affected when the geometry on the interacting
dimer mate is perturbed. Particularly Glu339’, located directly adjacent
to the ligand’s C(4)-substituent, is only marginally affected as indicated
by slightly increased B-values of its carboxylate oxygen atoms (BOE1 =
51 Å2 , BOE2 = 35 Å2 ). The side chain of the neighboring Ile340’ is not
visible in the electron density. Apparently, this is the only impact on the
dimer mate induced by the ligand. The hydrophobic contact area formed
between the aromatic triad (Trp326’, Tyr330’, His333’) and Leu74, Pro78,
Phe92, and Met93 is not affected (Figure 9.7). No water molecules are
detectable within the hydrophobic interface. The 3Fo − 2Fc electron density
map explicitly reveals Val45, Gly46, and Thr47 at the beginning of the
β1α1-loop in altered conformation compared to the apo structure (Figure
9.6a). This transition is probably caused by a too close contact between
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the C(4)-substituent of 1c and the side chain of Val45. In the novel
orientation, Val45 undergoes hydrophobic interactions with Val282. The
side chains of Asn70 and Gln107 flank the ligand’s cyclohexyl ring. Most
likely induced by the reorientation of Gln107, His73 is rotated downward
and undergoes a hydrophobic interaction to His333’. Furthermore, 1c
induces conformational changes of the residues Gly69-His73. The backbone
atoms are shifted about 2 Å in space, thereby slightly expanding the
ribose-34 pocket (Figure 9.6b). The above-mentioned a-cell axis reduction
corresponds to a movement of the dimer mate into the emerging space
resulting from the structural collapse of the β1α1-loop (Figure 9.8). This
occurs without any structural impact on the integrity of the helix-turn-helix
motif residing on the shifted dimer mate.
Soaked crystal structure of 1c
A further structure with1c was obtained by soaking the ligand into the
protein crystal instead of cocrystallization. A comparison with the above
presented cocrystal structure reveals significant differences (Figure 9.6b).
The cell dimensions of the soaked structure do not deviate from the values
usually found (see Table 2 “X-ray Crystal Structures: Data Collection and
Refinement Statistics” in the publication[152] correponding to Chapter 9).
In the Fo − Fc electron density map, an even smaller portion of the
C(4)-substituent of the soaked ligand 1c is visible. Its cyclohexyl ring
and ethyne-linked pyridyl moiety are, even at lower contour level, not
detectable in the difference map. In contrast to the cocrystal structure,
helix α1 and the adjacent β1α1-loop are almost completely defined, and
only Thr47 and Ala48 lack clearly visible electron density. The alignment
of the soaked structure of 1c with the apo protein (1P0D) demonstrates
that, independent of the penetrating ligand, the loop-helix motif adopts an
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.6: a) Cocrystal structure of 1c bound in the active site of TGT
(PDB ID: 4FR6). The displayed ligand portion is well-defined by the
difference electron density at 2 σ; superimposed the assigned B-values
are indicted by blue (low B-values) to red color (high B-values). The
average B-factors indicate an increasing flexibility toward the cyclohexyl
ethinyl moiety compared to the lin-benzoguanine portion of the ligand
(Bcyclohexyl-ethinyl = 28 Å2 , Bligand = 16 Å2 ). Observed hydrogen bond distances are between 2.6−3.7 Å. The ligand induces conformational changes
within the β1α1-loop and helix α1. Val45, Gly46, and Thr47 are pushed
to the side by the ligand (3Fo − 2Fc electron density map is shown at
1.5 σ as blue mesh). The adjacent part of the β1α1-loop as well as the
entire helix α1 up to Ala64 become disordered (arbitrarily indicated by
a black dashed line). The corresponding helix-turn-helix motif is welldefined (shown as cyan cartoon). The side chains of Lys325’, Ile340’, and
Glu348’ are disordered, while Trp326’, Tyr330’, His333’, and Glu339’ are
well-defined. Asn70 and Gln107 flank the ligand’s cyclohexyl ring and
induce a rotation of His73, thus enabling hydrophobic interactions with
His333’. Val45 and Val282 form a hydrophobic contact (4.2 Å). b) Soaking
structure of 1c (carbon atoms and cartoon in gray, (4FSA) aligned with
the cocrystal structure of 1c (green) and the apo structure (yellow, 1P0D7).
The difference electron density defines the part of the ligand indicated in
the soaked structure of 1c. The ligand’s lin-benzoguanine portion adopts
an unchanged binding pose independent of the crystallization protocol.
(This caption continues on the next page) . . .
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Figure 9.6: (continued caption from page 230) The portion of the C(4)substituent, visible in the electron density of the soaked structure, is further
limited compared to that in the cocrystallized structure. The orientations
of Val45 and Gly46 are virtually identical in the soaked and apo structure
(gray/yellow). Except for a disorder of Thr47 and Ala48 in the soaked
structure of 1c (implied by the black dashed line) an ordered arrangement
of the β1α1-loop and helix α1 superimposed well with that in the apo
structure (for clarity only shown as cartoon). However, the orientation of
Val45-Thr47 differs strongly in the cocrystal structure of 1c (green), where
also the adjacent β1α1-loop/helix α1 motif is fully disordered (left). The
placement of Val45 in the soaked structure would clash with the orientation
of the cyclohexyl moiety of 1c in the cocrystallized complex. The backbone
atoms of Gly69-His73 are about 2 Å shifted between the two structures
of different protocols. For reasons of clarity, the Gly69-His73 portion as
found in the apo structure is not shown.
unchanged orientation. The conformation of Val45 is clearly defined in the
soaked structure and matches well with that found in the apo structure.
Nevertheless, it is incompatible with the placement of the ligand found
in the cocrystal structure, as a too close contact between the ligand’s
cyclohexyl moiety and Val45-side chain (2.8 Å) would result. Thus, an
altered conformation of Val45 is enforced and an enhanced disorder of
the C(4)-substituent in the soaked structure must be given (Figure 9.6b).
Remarkably, the soaked structure lacks well-defined electron density for
the residues Gln107-Ser112, which are visible in the density of the cocrystal
structure (not shown in Figure 9.6). Most likely, this is also a consequence
of the increased disorder of the ligand’s C(4)-substituent. Altogether, the
impact of the bound ligand 1c on the protein structure differs according
to whether the complex is formed in solution and then crystallized or the
ligand penetrates subsequently into prepacked crystals in the solid state.
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Figure 9.7: Hydrophobic contact area (hydrophobic (green) to hydrophilic
(pink)) across the TGT dimer interface of the cocrystal structure of 1c
(PDB ID: 4FR6) with several model-built conformations for the crystallographically invisible loop-helix motif (Ala48-Gly63). In addition, the
model-built geometry of the terminal pyridyl moiety of 1c is shown. Color
coding: monomer A, (blue); monomer B, (gray); model-built portions in
(orange). Waters are shown as red spheres. Trp326’ and Tyr330’ of the
dimer mate are well-shielded by the only slightly scattered N-terminal
part of the modeled loops, whereas His333’ remains rather solvent-exposed.
The C-terminal part of the modeled loops orients toward the surrounding
solvent and scatters over multiple conformations. The aromatic triad
(Trp326’, Tyr330’, and His333’) forms hydrophobic contacts across the interface with the well-defined residues of monomer A (Leu74, Pro78, Phe92,
Met93; blue). In addition Leu86 undergoes hydrophobic interactions with
Leu311’. All hydrophobic contacts are between 3.9−4.6 Å. No waters are
observed within this hydrophobic contact area. The shortest distance
between the residues of the aromatic triad and those of modeled loops are
ca. 4 Å for Trp326’, ca. 5 Å for Tyr330’, and ca. 6 Å for His333’.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.8: Loop disorder leads to a helices shift along cell axis a. Cocrystal structures of a) ligand 1c (PDB ID: 4FR6) and b) ligand 1b (4FR1)
exhibit a shift of the helix αF 0 -turn-helix αE 0 motif towards the β1α1-loop
compared to the superimposed cocrystal structure of ligand 1m (3EOS).
This is reflected in a shortened cell a-axis (ca. 5 Å) and a decreased cell
angle β (ca. 2°). Color code: protein 3EOS (gray) bound ligand (orange),
protein 4FR6 and 4FR1 (cyan), bound ligand 1c and 1b (green). Cell
axes are shown as black lines.
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9.2.6 Mass spectrometry
Noncovalent ESI mass spectrometry enables accurate mass determination by maintaining non-covalently composed assemblies such as protein
oligomers or protein–ligand complexes in the gas phase. We applied automated, chip-based nanoelectrospray mass spectrometry (nanoESI-MS)
to analyze the influence of the crystallographically studied ligands on the
oligomerization state of TGT (Figure 9.9). Experiments were performed at
different protein concentrations (5 and 1 µm, calculated as TGT monomer).
Studies of the noncomplexed wild-type protein exhibit a mass that can
be assigned to a dimer with one Zn2+ bound per monomer.[118] The measured mass of 85608.9 ± 3.7 Da is in good agreement with the expected
mass of 85607 Da , and no significant concentration dependency of the
monomer/dimer ratio was experienced (Figure 9.9 a,b). The influence of
binding 1b and 1c was analyzed by preincubating TGT with a 10-fold
molar excess of the ligands. Both ligands show no significant effect on
the monomer/dimer ratio at 5 µm TGT concentration (Figure 9.9 c,e).
In contrast, both ligands are able to shift the ratio slightly toward the
monomer applying lower protein concentrations (Figure 9.9 d,f). Ligand 1b
induces a monomer portion of 20%, while ligand 1c induces 24% monomer.
Experiments beyond 1 µm TGT concentration drastically reduced spectra
quality and affected mass precision measurements. This concentration
dependent ratio shift has already been reported for the TGT(Lys52Met)
mutant[118] and underlines that 1b and 1c cause destabilization of the
TGT homodimer without complete disruption to fully separated monomers.
Regarding the binding stoichiometries, 1c binds predominantly in 2:2 ratio
to the TGT dimer. No fully uncomplexed TGT dimer is detectable, and
only traces of a TGT dimer:ligand complex with just one bound ligand
molecule are observed. The mass spectra with ligand 1b exhibit, apart
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from uncomplexed TGT dimer, signals for a 2:1 TGT dimer:ligand complex
and only traces of a 2:2 TGT dimer:ligand complex, which correlates with
the higher Kd value of 1b compared to that of 1c (Table 9.1).

9.2.7 Modeling and molecular dynamic simulation
Based on the cocrystal structures with 1b and 1c, computer simulations
were performed using the TGT dimer to complement the reported crystallographic findings and to rationalize the observed disorders. One aspect
was to screen for alternative conformations of the loop-helix motif that
is evidenced by crystallography to be either highly mobile or scattered
over multiple arrangements. The other issue was to suggest for 1b and 1c
possible orientations of the ligand’s C(4)-substituent that were not traced
in the electron density of the crystallized complexes.
To identify alternative loop conformations, several geometries of the target
sequence Ala48-Gly63 were modeled on the basis of the cocrystal structure
of 1c. Putative start structures of the loop were generated using the protocol of ModLoop.[193] This protocol starts with initial random conformations,
generates a number of independently optimized geometries, and finally
reports for each run the one with the lowest energy score.[194] Accordingly,
a set of loop conformers has been generated and subjected to restrained
molecular dynamic simulations. The residues Ala48-Gly63, which were
disordered in the crystal structures, were allowed to move freely, whereas
the adjacent crystallographically ordered residues were fixed (for details,
see Methods Section 9.4 on page 247). During the MD simulation, the
terminal pyridyl moiety of 1c, also not visible in the crystallographically
determined electron density, was covalently attached in approximate position at the end of the ethyne linker still seen in the electron density (Figure
9.6a).
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Figure 9.9: ESI mass spectrometry analysis of TGT wild-type (a, b) and
incubated with ligand 1c (c, d) or 1b (e, f). TGT was analyzed either
at 5 µm (a, c, e) or at 1 µm (b, d, f) in ammonium acetate (1 m, pH 7.5).
The monomer/dimer ratio was calculated after integrating over all charged
states intensities of each species.
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Starting off with residue 51 (Figure 9.1), the loop fans out in space in the
simulations and adopts a large variety of conformations (Figure 9.7). This
suggests rather unrestricted movement, which appears reasonable as the
loop protrudes directly into the solvent. The first three loop residues 48-50
remain spatially rather restricted and contact other residues of the adjacent
protein. The reduced spatial mobility of Ala48-Val51 translates across the
dimer interface to the adjacent hydrophobic triad Trp326’, Tyr330’, and
His333’ on the dimer mate.
The actual binding poses of the terminal pyridyl and biphenyl moiety of
1c and 1b, respectively, are not visible in the electron density (Figure 9.6a
and Supplementary Figure 9.12), and unexpectedly, the bound ligands do
not perturb the spatial position of Glu339’. Our initial design hypothesis
was to hit this residue. However, as the ligands are not decomposed upon
binding (cf. mass spectrometry in Section 9.2.6 on page 234) and their
lin-benzoguaninemoiety up to the cyclohexyl substituent is well-detected
in the electron density, our spiking warheads must be accommodated in
the dimer complexes. Visual inspection of consecutive frames along the
MD trajectory suggests placement of the extended ethinyl substituent
with a slight overall bending. Thereby, the warhead does not crash, as
planned, into Glu339’ but slightly passes this residue, which is obviously
strictly stabilized by its local protein environment (see below). Consulting
the geometry of open-chain ethyne derivatives in small molecule crystal
structures (CSD)[110] confirms that deviations from linearity up to 10° are
observed (Figure 9.10). These findings support our evidence from the
simulations and suggest accommodation of the spiking ligands with slightly
overall bent, however still favorable, geometry (cf. 1a-e, h, i) bind with no
major loss in affinity (Table 9.1, Figure 9.11). The binding of our ligands
makes a clear impact on dimer packing as obvious from the expansion of
the crystal packing (cf. shifts along the a-axis). These changes could even
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increase in solution where molecular motion enhances the adaptability of
proteins.
Figure 9.10: Analysis of CSD entries containing ethyne linker. Results of a CSD database search for
entries containing ethyne functionalities. Cyclic ethynes, organometallic structures, structures with ions
and powder structures were ignored.
The angles are plotted against the
frequency of occurrence.

9.2.8 Comparative analysis of the helix-turn-helix motif
Our initial design hypothesis was stimulated by the ligand-induced collapse
of an α-helix followed by a subsequent dimer dissociation reported by
McMillan et al. for the iNOS oxygenase homodimer interface.[195] Apart
from the perturbance of the β1α1-loop, our spiking ligands were designed
to interfere and possible destroy the contact formed to Glu339’. However,
in our TGT case, the cocrystal structures of 1b and 1c show Glu339’
in well-defined geometry at the apex of a helix-turn-helix motif, whereas
the spiking ligand substituents are disordered and scattered over multiple
configurations (Figure 9.6a on page 230 and Figure 9.12). Obviously,
neither the position of this glutamate nor the geometry of the adjacent
helices are affected. We therefore assume that the orientation of Glu339
must be significantly stabilized by the local protein architecture.
In order to evidence this hypothesis, we analyzed the TGT20 data set.
Glu339 is part of a turn, linking helix αE and helix αF . The relative orientation of both helices is stabilized by hydrophobic interactions (Figure 9.13
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(a) modeled pyridyl moiety (orange).

(b) modeled biphenylethinyl moiety (orange).

Figure 9.11: Putative binding mode of 1c and 1b in the TGT dimer.
Modeled side chain conformations based on the corresponding cocrystal
structures. Color coding: crystallographic geometry (yellow), modeled
portions (orange), surface monomer A (gray), surface monomer B (blue).
The depicted surface corresponds to the Lee–Richards molecular surface.
For both ligands, the calculated side chain conformations shows a slightly
bended geometry of the ethinyl linker to avoid steric interference with
Glu339’. The modeled loop conformations were considered as found in
the crystal structures. a) Orientation of the modeled pyridyl moiety
superimposed to the cocrystal structure of 1c (PDB ID: 4FR6). b) Modeled
biphenylethinyl moiety superimposed to the cocrystal structure of 1b
(4FR1).
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A). Mutually intertwined, Leu334 interacts with Leu341 and Leu345, and
Ile331 forms a close van der Waals contact to Met346. This arrangement
reminds to some degree of a leucine zipper motif used to stabilize a helixturn-helix element in DNA recognition.[196] The running directions of both
helices are opposed. Whereas helix αE faces the dimer interface with its
C-terminus, helix αF orients its N-terminus in this direction.
Wada and Hol suggested the description of α-helices as macro dipoles
resulting from multiple parallel-oriented peptide bonds and leading to a
more positive dipole end at the N-terminus and a more negative end at
the C-terminus.[197,198] Following this idea, Glu339 takes a dual function as
a capping residue. With respect to helix αE, the backbone NH of Glu339
forms a hydrogen bond to the otherwise unsaturated backbone C−O of
Leu334 (2.7 Å). In contrast, the C−O functionalities of Arg336 and Ala337
are not saturated by any binding partners of the protein. The side chain
of Glu339 is oriented toward the apex of helix αF . This agrees with a
study of Forsyth et al. where a significantly higher population of negatively
charged residues such as Asp and Glu has been observed at N-termini of αhelices.[199] Furthermore, it has been reported that Asp and Glu experience
a pKa shift of ca. 0.6 units toward stronger acidity next to helical Nterminal positions, which is caused by a stronger polarization of the acidic
group.[200] Supposedly, their placement to the terminal end (“capping
position”) of the helix results in a stabilization of the helical arrangement.
Strong directed H-bond interactions of the Glu339’ carboxylate side chain
formed to the uncomplexed terminal NH backbone groups of helix αF 0
seem to be lacking. The only direct interaction Glu339 C−O forms to helix
αF 0 is the weak hydrogen bond to the backbone NH of Ala343 (3.7 Å).
Obviously, the Glu339 side chain is stabilized by several water molecules
found to be conserved in the TGT20 reference set. The upper part of
the helix-turn-helix motif is solvated by four water molecules, which are
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Figure 9.12: Cocrystal structure of 1b bound in the active site of TGT
(PDB ID: 4FR1). The displayed ligand parts are well-defined by the
difference electron density and are colored according to their B-values
from blue (low B-values) to red (high B-values). The average B-factors
indicate an increasing flexibility towards the cyclohexyl ring compared to
the remaining ligand portions (Bcyclohexyl = 28 Å2 , Bligand = 17 Å2 ). The
ligand induces conformational changes within the β1α1-loop and helix α1,
and Val45 and Gly46 are pushed to the side (3Fo − 2Fc electron density
map is shown at 1.5 sigma as blue mesh). The following part of the β1α1loop and the entire helix α1 are up to Ala64 disordered (indicated by the
black dashed line). The helix-turn-helix motif on the corresponding dimer
mate is well-defined (shown as cyan cartoon). The side chain of Ile340’
is disordered whereas Trp326’, Tyr330’, His333’, and Glu339’, are fully
defined. The side chain of His73 is disorderedcaption
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9.13: helix-turn-helix motif and interstitial water molecules found
in the TGT20 reference set of Z. mobilis TGT crystal structures (for PDB
IDs see Section 9.4 on page 247). a) The turn motif is formed by Ala337,
Gly338, and Glu339, preceding the C-terminus of helix αE, whereas
the N-terminus of helix αF follows subsequently; secondary structures
are indicated as cartoons. For reasons of clarity, side chains are only
shown for the residues involved in hydrophobic interactions (green) and for
Glu339. Hydrophobic contacts between helix αE (Ile331, Leu334) and helix
αF (Leu341, Leu345, Met346) fall between 3.5 and 4.3 Å, and displayed
hydrogen bonds are between 2.7−3.7 Å. b) Conserved water positions (AD) as found in the TGT20 reference set (white, waters: light-blue spheres)
superimposed with cocrystal structures of 1b and 1c (green, PDB IDs:
4FR1, 4FR6). Only the side chain of Glu339 is displayed. Waters in cluster
A form H-bonds to the backbone NH of Leu341 (∼ 2.9 Å), the carboxylate
of Glu339 (∼ 2.7 Å), and waters in B (∼ 3.5 Å). Waters in B are involved
in H-bonds to the backbone NH of Ile340 (∼ 2.8 Å), the carboxylate of
Glu339 (∼ 2.6 Å), and waters in C (∼ 2.6 Å); waters in C interact with the
backbone C−O of Gly338 (∼ 3.8 Å); and waters in D are involved in the
capping of helix αE, forming hydrogen bonds to the backbone C−O of
Ala337 (∼ 3.0 Å) and the carboxylate of Glu339 (∼ 2.8 Å). In the cocrystal
structures with 1b and 1c, the water network is reduced to solely water
A mediating a contact between Leu341 and Glu339, and the other water
molecules are obviously repelled from these complexes.
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conserved to different extent in the TGT20 data sets (Figure 9.13b) The
water molecules in clusters A and B are present in all analyzed structures
with minimal positional deviations. The water positions in cluster C are
more scattered and only in 45% of all cases populated. Waters in cluster D
are present in 75% of all structures and exhibit a small positional variance.
Water molecules A and B are involved in the capping of helix αF .
In summary, the highly conserved water network presumably stabilizes the
capping positions between the two helices and favors conserved placement
of Glu339’. Most likely, the acidity of Glu339 is enhanced at the capping
position and this residue is deprotonated. Thus, the described hydrogen
bonds are charge-assisted and in consequence of increased stability. The
cocrystal structures with 1b and 1c reveal a thinned-out water network.
The presence of waters B, C, and D is no longer indicated in the electron
density, whereas the interstitial water A still maintains a contact between
the backbone NH of Leu341 and the carboxylate of Glu339. The latter is
assumed as crucial for the spatial stabilization of the Glu339 side chain,
which remains virtually unperturbed upon the interference with the spiking
ligands.

9.3 Comparative discussion and conclusion
It has been suggested that the TGT dimer interface formation and stability
is strongly determined by a structural motif composed by a 10-residue
β1α1-loop (Val45-Leu54) and a subsequent 9-residue helix α1 (Lys55Gly63).[117,118,150] The rationale to assume that this structural element is
crucial for dimer stability was based on the analysis of multiple crystal
structures, which show this loop-helix motif to be highly conserved and
strongly involved in almost all directed interactions (three salt bridges, two
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H-bonds) across the interface. Our hypothesis is supported by previous
observations in literature. For example, Chako et al.[201] reported on
single-site mutations in a protein–protein interface that have dramatic
impact on stability. Within a 51-residue-composed heterodimer interface
between the Fab HyHEL-5 and chicken lysozyme, the conservative Arg/Lys
exchange causes interface disruption, presumably triggered by a change in
the hydrogen-bonding pattern.
All the more, we were surprised that in our TGT example, the ligands 1j-l
with a curtailed hydrophobic C(4)-substituent solely perturb the assumed
crucial loop-helix motif and cannot create massive structural perturbance
of the dimer interface. The ligands 1a-e,h,i were designed in a way to
spike and directly interfere with the loop-helix motif to finally hit the salt
bridge connected Glu339’. This residue is exposed on the interface mate
in prominent position at the apex between two nearly parallel oriented
helices in the contact area. The spiking ligands 1b and 1c influence the
geometry of the targeted loop-helix motif in the determined cocrystal
structures. Noncovalent mass spectrometry confirms that these ligands
induce homodimer destabilization in solution. Interestingly enough, we
showed that the structures determined on crystals obtained by soaking
and cocrystallization of 1c do show important differences that shed light
on the structural properties of the loop-helix motif in solution. If the
ligand is bound to the solvated protein prior to the crystallization process
(cocrystallization), it induces or sustains disorder of the loop-helix motif
likely present in solution. In consequence, the crystallized complex exhibits
this disorder also in the solid state. In contrast, if the uncomplexed protein
is crystallized first, the loop-helix motif accommodates unperturbed and
thus adopts a well-ordered geometry in the solid state. This geometry is
hardly affected once the ligand is soaked into the premanufactured crystals.
Instead, the ligand has to arrange with the given geometry of the fixed
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loop in the crystal. It remains speculative whether the loop-helix motif is
scattered over multiple arrangements in solution prior to ligand binding
or whether it adopts this state only once the spiking ligand is bound. It
might possibly be that the observed order/disorder transition is related
to the monomer/dimer equilibrium. At least we can conclude that the
uncomplexed dimeric protein exhibits ordered geometry in the solid state,
whereas with bound ligand, the loop adopts multiple geometries in solution
that are manifested in the crystal. In any case, ordered and disordered
state must be energetically close together as the ligands 1a-e,h,i hardly
show any loss in binding affinity compared to the analogs with much shorter
C(4)-substituents.
Nonetheless, mass spectrometry analyses emphasize that structural interference of 1b and 1c with the interface region results in a gradual
destabilization of the TGT homodimer (Figure 9.9 on page 236). Under equilibrium conditions in solution about 20-25% dimer disruption is
observed. A strictly required preorganization of this tentatively flexible
loop-helix motif is obviously not required to form the TGT dimer interface.
On first glance, this fact is surprising as most of the interface-forming
amino acids, involved in H-bonds and salt bridges, reside on this motif.
We therefore conclude that the adopted geometry of the loop-helix motif
operates as a kind of toggle switch in the protein–protein interface formation but is of reduced importance with respect to the establishment of
directed interactions between both monomers.
Given that the dimer stability is not determined by the interactions of the
loop-helix motif, we turned our focus on a hydrophobic area that is shielded
by the β1α1-loop. This region is formed by a triad of three hydrophobic
residues (Trp326’, Tyr330’, His333’) and complemented by Phe92. The
aromatic triad residing on the amphipathic helix αE is supposedly a
putative interaction hot spot on the TGT dimer interface (Figure 9.2
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on page 218). Also this hypothesis is supported by results reported in
literature. Kussie et al. observed a comparable arrangement as putative
protein–protein interaction (PPI) hot spot for the interaction of p53 with
MDM2.[202] In their example, a similar hydrophobic triad (Phe, Trp, Leu),
lies on an amphiphilic α-helix of p53 and solely undergoes van der Waals
interactions in a hydrophobic cleft of MDM2. Furthermore, numerous
studies elucidated enhanced occurrence of tryptophan and tyrosine within
PPI-hot spots.[203–205] Our previously reported slight destabilization of
the TGT dimer resulting from the rather conservative Tyr330Phe point
mutation also suggests that this hydrophobic contact area is important for
dimer stability.[118] The wild-type Tyr330’ acts as a hydrogen-bond donor
in the interface, and possibly its phenolic OH function in the aromatic
triad also prevents penetration of water molecules into the hydrophobic
contact region. Important enough, accommodation of 1b and 1c perturbs
the loop-helix motif, but the arrangement of the hydrophobic triad remains
unaffected (Figure 9.7 on page 232). This fact underlines the hypothesis
that the hydrophobic cluster of aromatic amino acids displays the hot spot
of the dimer formation.
Our initial design was stimulated by the hypothesis to launch an expanded
C(4)-substituent as a kind of warhead into the interface region concurrently
targeting the spatial position of the salt bridge forming Glu339’ present on
the adjacent dimer interface mate. Surprisingly, Glu339’ remains virtually
unaffected at its location. First of all, we could evidence by our MD
simulations that the long spiking ligands adopt overall a slightly curved
geometry avoiding any steric clashes in this region. Furthermore, high
structural integrity is given for the helix αE-turn-helix αF motif on the
adjacent interface mate in all examples of the TGT20 test set. Especially,
the high spatial conservation of the Glu339’ side chain is surprising. Several
highly conserved water molecules, present in all analyzed crystal structures,
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mediate interactions between the N-terminal backbone of helix αF and the
side chain of Glu339. The pronounced stability of the helix-turn-helix motif
is of utmost importance for the geometry of the aromatic triad, assumed
to be the putative hot spot for dimer formation. The structural integrity
of this arrangement even in the presence of the spiking ligands 1b and
1c is most likely the reason for the residual dimer stability. Nevertheless,
the observed gradual ligand-induced dimer destabilization possibly results
from the perturbance of the adjacent 10-residue β1α1-loop. This loop
shields the hydrophobic contact area from solvent access as a kind of lid.
The presented ligand-approach helps to elucidate the importance of structural motifs with respect to the stability of a dimer interface and provides
new insights into the architecture of the protein–protein interaction established between the two TGT monomer units.

9.4 Method details
Detailed information about
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemistry,
Z. mobilis TGT crystallization,
Data collection,
Structure determination and refinement,
PDB deposition*,
Validation data sets*,
Microscale thermophoresis measurements,
Loop prediction*,
Ligand Modeling*,
CCDC database*, and
Noncovalent NanoESI-MS Experiments
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can be found in the publication correponding to Chapter 9 (Florian Immekus et al. “Launching spiking ligands into a protein-protein interface: A
promising strategy to destabilize and break interface formation in a tRNA
modifying enzyme”. In: ACS Chem. Biol. 8 (2013), pp. 1163–1178).
All items flagged by * are described in detail below.

9.4.1 PDB deposition
Coordinate files were deposited in the PDB with the following access ID:
4FPS, 4FR6, 4FSA, and 4FR1.

9.4.2 Validation data sets
A randomly selected, nonredundant set of 20 TGT structures (denoted
as TGT20 , resolutions between 1.28−2.25 Å) was aligned on the basis of a
RMSD minimizing sequence alignment by use of the PyMOL Molecular
Graphics System. Structures have been visually inspected. PDB ID codes
of the selected data sets are 2Z7K, 3C2Z, 3EOS, 3EOU, 3S1G, 3V0Y,
3RR4, 4FPS, 1P0D, 1Q66, 1R5Y, 1N2V, 1OZM, 1OZQ, 1PUD, 3BL3,
3BLO, 2OKO, 2PWV, and 2QII.

9.4.3 Loop prediction
Several loop orientations for the missing amino acid sequence A(48)ATVKALKPETVRATG(63) were generated using the ModLoop web
service.[193,194] For this purpose, the cocrystal structure of 1c (PDB ID:
4FR6) was prepared using fconv[29] and completed with the missing sequence information. A putative conformation of the undetermined pyridyl
moiety of the ligand C(4)-side chain was modeled using MOE [99] (see
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below). The plausibility of the modeled loop structures was validated by
running short molecular dynamic simulations using AMBER 12.[206]

9.4.4 Ligand modeling
Possible conformations for missing side chain portions of ligand 1b and 1c
were modeled and protonated with MOE. The ligand was stepwise assembled using the integrated molecule builder tool. In each step, the modeled
parts were locally minimized applying the implemented MMFF94x force
field. For the modeled part of the fully assembled ligand, a conformational
search has been performed, combining the systematically, the stochastically,
and the “LowModeMD” method. For each method, the standard search
parameters were used; however, the option “enforce chair conformation”
was disabled.

9.4.5 CCDC database
The conformational search suggested multiple locally minimized conformations. To further rationalize the suggested geometries, a CSD search[110]
with respect to deviations of the ethinyl linker from linearity (for 1b and
1c) and the assumed torsion angle between the rings in the biphenyl moiety (1b) was performed using ConQuest[207] version 1.14. Organometallic
complexes, structures with ions, and structures determined from powder
material were ignored, and the search was restricted to acyclic compounds.
The hits were analyzed using Mercury.[208] ACD/Laboratories software was
used to estimate c log P and c log C values: ACD/Laboratories, Version
12.01; Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, 2009.
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10.1 Cyclic Plasmin Inhibitors
Introductory remark This abstract is taken from the article “Development of New Cyclic Plasmin Inhibitors with Excellent Potency and
Selectivity.” by Sebastian M. Saupe, Stefanie Leubner, Michael Betz, Gerhard Klebe, and Torsten Steinmetzer. Published in Journal of Medicinal
Chemistry (2013).[209] My contribution to this paper was, the modeling of
the macrocyclic ligands. This included a conformational search for the
macrocycle, pKa calculations for piperazine protonation, and thedocking
of the ligands into the active site of plasmin. Structural alignment of
related trypsin-like serine proteases revealed differences in their 99-loops.
I estimate my own contribution to 25%.
Abstract and summary The trypsin-like serine protease plasmin is a
target for the development of antifibrinolytic drugs for use in cardiac
surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass or organ transplantations to reduce
excessive blood loss. The optimization of our recently described substrateanalogue plasmin inhibitors, which were cyclized between their P3 and
P2 side chains, provided a new series with improved efficacy and excellent
selectivity. All analogues were tested against a panel of related trypsin-like
serine proteases, and it was found that some of the most potent inhibitors
possess an excellent selectivity for plasmin. The most potent inhibitor
(ligand 8 in Figure 10.1) binds to plasmin with an inhibition constant
of 0.2 nm, whereas Ki values >1 µm were determined for nearly all other
tested trypsin-like serine proteases, with the exception of trypsin, which
is also inhibited in the nanomolar range. Docking studies revealed a
potential binding mode in the widely open active site of plasmin that
explains the strong potency and selectivity profile of these inhibitors. The
dialkylated piperazine-linker segment contributes to an excellent solubility
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of all analogues. Based on their overall profile the presented inhibitors are
well suited for further development as injectable antifibrinolytic drugs.

Figure 10.1: The generated docking solutions of two inhibitors 4 (with
green carbon atoms, n=1) and 8 (yellow carbons, n=2) in plasmin were
also superimposed with crystal structures of PK, thrombin, fXa, aPC,
and trypsin. The Connolly surface as well as the backbone of plasmin
is shown in white. The 94-shunt (Arg94–Lys101–Asp102) is shown as
red tube. From the other proteases only their loop segment 94–102 is
shown as tube colored in cyan (PK, thrombin, fXa, aPC) or magenta
(trypsin). Following this model, a sterical clash between these loops and
the piperazine portion of the ligand’s macrocycle serves as a reasonable
explanation for the observed excellent selectivity profile against most of the
trypsin-like serine proteases. However, an exception is trypsin; although it
contains a very similar 99 loop, it is still potently inhibited by this type of
macrocylic inhibitor.[209]
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10.2 Lead compound against human enzymes
aldose reductase
Introductory remark This abstract is taken from the article “Identification of a novel polyfluorinated compound as a lead to inhibit the
human enzymes aldose reductase and AKR1B10: structure determination
of both ternary complexes and implications for drug design.” by Alexandra
Cousido-Siah, Francesc X. Ruiz, André Mitschler, Sergio Porté, Ángel R.
de Lera, María J. Martín, Sonia Manzanaro, Jesús A. de la Fuente, Felix
Terwesten, Michael Betz, Gerhard Klebe, Jaume Farrés, Xavier Parés,
and Alberto Podjarny. Published in Acta Crystallographica Section D:
Biological Crystallography (2013).[210] My contribution to this paper was
to support the molecular dynamics simulations and the analysis of the
produced trajectories. I estimate my own contribution to 5%.
Abstract and summary Aldo-keto reductases (AKRs) are mostly
monomeric enzymes which fold into a highly conserved (βα)8 barrel, while
their substrate specificity and inhibitor selectivity are determined by interaction with residues located in three highly variable external loops.
The closely related human enzymes aldose reductase (AR or AKR1B1)
and AKR1B10 are of biomedical interest because of their involvement in
secondary diabetic complications (AR) and in cancer, e.g. hepatocellular
carcinoma and smoking-related lung cancer (AKR1B10).
After characterization of the IC50 values of both AKRs with a series of
polyhalogenated compounds, 2,2’,3,3’,5,5’,6,6’-octa-fluoro-4,4’-biphenyldiol
(JF0064) was identified as a lead inhibitor of both enzymes with a new
scaffold (a 1,1’-biphenyl-4,4’-diol). An ultrahigh-resolution X-ray structure of the AR–NADP+ –JF0064 complex has been determined at 0.85 Å
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resolution, allowing to observe that JF0064 interacts with the catalytic
residue Tyr48 through a negatively charged hydroxyl group (i.e. the acidic
phenol).
The non-competitive inhibition pattern observed for JF0064 with both
enzymes suggests that this acidic hydroxyl group is also present in the case
of AKR1B10. Moreover, the combination of surface lysine methylation and
the introduction of K125R and V301L mutations enabled the determination
of the X-ray crystallographic structure of the corresponding AKR1B10–
NADP+ –JF0064 complex. Comparison of the two structures has unveiled
some important hints for subsequent structure-based drug-design efforts.
As the structure of wild-type AKR1B10 holoenzyme complexed with
JF0064 could not be determined, molecular dynamics simulations have
been performed in order to simulate the inhibitor-binding pose based on
the crystal structure of the methylated AKR1B10 K125R/V301L.
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10.3 Thermodynamic signatures of fragment
binding
Introductory remark This abstract is taken from the article “Thermodynamic signatures of fragment binding: Validation of direct versus displacement ITC titrations.” by Eggert Rühmann, Michael Betz, Marie
Fricke, Andreas Heine, Martina Schäfer, and Gerhard Klebe. Published in
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta (2015).[211] My contribution to this paper
was the thoughtful preparation and representation of the fragments bind
into the S1 pocket of thrombin. I estimate my own contribution to 20%.
Abstract and summary Detailed characterization of the thermodynamic
signature of weak binding fragments to proteins is essential to support the
decision making process which fragments to take further for the hit-to-lead
optimization. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is the method of
choice to record thermodynamic data, however, weak binding ligands such
as fragments require the development of meaningful and reliable measuring protocols as usually sigmoidal titration curves are hardly possible to
record due to limited solubility. Fragments can be titrated either directly
under low c-value conditions (no sigmoidal curve) or indirectly by use
of a strong binding ligand displacing the pre-incubated weak fragment
from the protein. The determination of the Gibbs free energy is reliable
and rather independent of the applied titration protocol. Even though
the displacement method achieves higher accuracy, the obtained enthalpy–
entropy profile depends on the properties of the used displacement ligand.
The relative enthalpy differences across different displacement experiments
reveal a constant signature and can serve as a thermodynamic fingerprint
for fragments. Low c-value titrations are only reliable if the final concen-
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tration of the fragment in the sample cell exceeds 2-10 fold its Kd value.
Limited solubility often prevents this strategy. The study presented in the
publication corresponding to this abstract suggests an applicable protocol
to characterize the thermodynamic signature of protein–fragment binding.
It shows however, that such measurements are limited by protein and
fragment solubility. Deviating profiles obtained by the use of different
displacement ligands indicate that changes in the solvation pattern and
protein dynamics most likely take influence on the resulting overall binding
signature.
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10.4 Enthalpy-driven or Entropy-driven
fragment binding
Introductory remark This abstract is taken from the article “Fragment
Binding Can Be Either More Enthalpy-Driven or Entropy-Driven: Crystal
Structures and Residual Hydration Patterns Suggest Why.” by Eggert
Rühmann, Michael Betz, Andreas Heine, and Gerhard Klebe. Published in
Journal of Medicinal Chemistry (2015).[212] My contribution to this paper
was the thoughtful preparation and representation of the fragments with
their local solvation shell. I analyzed and clustered the conformational
flexibility of Glu192. I estimate my own contribution to 20%.
Abstract and summary In lead optimization small enthalpically advantaged fragments have been suggested superior as an entropic component
will be added inevitably during late-stage optimization. Determination
of thermodynamic signatures of weak-binding fragments are essential to
support the decision-making process which fragment to take to further
optimization. High-resolution crystal structures of six fragments binding
to the S1-pocket of thrombin were determined and analyzed with respect
to their thermodynamic profile. Two most potent fragments exhibiting
an amidine-type scaffold are not the most enthalpic binders, instead a
chlorothiophene fragment binds more enthalpically. Two chemically very
similar chloroaromatic fragments differ strongly in their potency (430 µm
vs. 10 mm); their binding modes are related, but the surrounding residual
water network differs. The more potent one recruits a water molecule and
involves Glu192 in binding, thus succeeding to firmly cap the S1-pocket.
Fragments exhibiting a rather perfect solvation pattern in their binding
mode also experience highest potency.
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Figure 10.2: Distribution of the Glu192 side chain orientations represented
as sticks colored according to the cluster number. The surface of the
thrombin apo-structure (2UUF), carbon atoms of the amino acids, and
water molecules are depicted in white.

Figure 10.3: The cluster dentrogram with highlighted clusters. The branches are colored corresponding to the side chains in Figure 10.2. In total
187 side chain conformations cluster in six groups. The group populations
are indicated by the number.
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10.5 Ligand preorganization in thrombin
Introductory remark This abstract is taken from the submitted article
“Boosting affinity by correct ligand preorganization for the S2 pocket of
thrombin: A study by ITC, MD and high resolution crystal structures.”
by Eggert Rühmann, Melinda Rupp, Michael Betz, Andreas Heine, and
Gerhard Klebe. Submitted in ChemMedChem (2015). My contribution
to this paper was the supervision of the molecular dynamics simulations
performed by Melinda Rupp. Additionally, I calculated surface areas and
the unoccupied volume below the 60-loop. The trajectories were clustered
to reveal the rotational flexibility of the P2 position. I estimate my own
contribution to 20%.
Abstract and summary Structural preorganization fixing bioactive conformations at protein-binding sites is a popular strategy to enhance binding
affinity during late-stage optimization. The rationale for this enhancement
relates to entropic advantages assigned to rigidified versus flexible ligands.
We analyzed a narrow series of peptidomimetics binding to thrombin.
The individual ligands exhibit at P2 a conformationally flexible glycine,
more restricted alanine, N-methyl glycine, N-methyl homo-alanine and
largely rigidified proline moiety. Overall, affinity boosts by a factor of
1000, partly explained by an entropic advantage. All ligands adopt the
same binding mode with tiny deviations. Residual mobility of the bound
ligands is reduced across the series and a protein sidechain differs in its
order/disorder behavior along with changes in the surface-water network
pattern established across the newly generated protein–ligand surfaces.
The enthalpy/entropy inventory displays a rather complex picture and
emphasizes that thermodynamics can only be compared relative to each
other in close ligand series.
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(a) glycine

(b) alanine

(d) N-methyl h-alanine

(e) proline

(c) N-methyl glycine

Figure 10.4: The ligands bound to the active site of thrombin (shown as
white Connolly surface). The Connolly surfaces of the ligands are shown
in cyan. Oxygen atoms are displayed in red, nitrogen atoms in blue, sulfur
atoms in yellow. The blue meshes visualize the unoccupied volume below
the 60-loop. The free, contiguously connected volume is about 32 Å3 for
the glycine (a), 9 Å3 for the alanine (b), 22 Å3 for the N-methyl glycine (c),
2 Å3 for the N-methyl homo-alanine (d), and 5 Å3 for the proline ligand.
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